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Chapter 1: Introduction 
CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Ph. D. Thesis 
This chapter is devoted to the description of the concept of nexor structures as 
well as their history. Also, the computer program used for the generation of the 
geometry of nexor structures is introduced in this chapter. 
1.2 Space Structures 
The term 'space structure' refers to a structural system that involves three 
dimensions. This is in contrast with a 'plane structure', such as a plane truss, that 
involves no more than two dimensions. To elaborate, in the case of a plane 
structure, the external loads as well as the internal forces are in a single plane. 
This is the plane that also contains the (idealised) structure itself, both in its 
initial unloaded state and in its deformed loaded state. In the case of a space 
structure, the combination of the configuration, external loads, internal forces 
and displacements of the structure extends beyond a single plane. 
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When the term `space structure' is used in civil engineering it normally implies 
that the structure has a large span as shown in Figure 1.1 to Figure 1.3. 
Figure 1.1: Yume-no-shima tropical greenhouse dome (Tokyo, Japan, 1987)[25] 
ýýýýg'ýr 
f , {``N 
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Figure 1.2: C. N. I. T. (Paris, France, 1958 )[26] 
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Figure 1.3: Millennium dome (London, UK, Birdair 2000)[27] 
Space structures can be classified into three categories, as follows: 
" lattice space structures 
9 continuous space structures 
41 biform space structures 
Lattice space structures consist of discrete elements. A typical lattice space 
structure is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Continuous space structures consist of components such as slabs, shells and 
membranes. A typical example of continuous space structure is shown in Figure 
1.2 
Biform space structures are a combination of discrete and continuous parts. A 
typical example of a biform space structure is shown in Figure 1.3. 
Space structures have proved to be highly efficient in materials used and can 
involve elegant innovative architecture. Within the growing field of space 
structures, new ideas and concepts are constantly developed. In this thesis an 
innovative type of interwoven lattice space structure called a `nexor structure' is 
investigated. The term `nexorade' is also used to mean a `nexor structure'. 
As an example, consider Figure 1.4 that shows a nexorade with hexagons and 
diamonds openings. This nexorade is made of interwoven elements. The overall 
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form of a nexorade is dictated by the way the elements are interwoven with one 
another. Each element of a nexorade is referred to as a nexor. The word `nexor' 
is a Latin based word meaning a `link'. 
1.3 Concept and History of Nexorades 
Consider the four elements A, B, C and D shown in Figure 1.5. The components 
could be any elongated elements with any cross-sectional shape. One end of each 
element, called "end-1", is assumed to be resting on the ground, Figure 1.6. The 
other end of the element, called "end-2", is supported by its neighbouring 
element. For instance end-2 of element A is supported by element B, end-2 of the 
element B is supported by element C and so on. The minimum number of 
elements to create a system of this type is three but there is no theoretical 
maximum. This arrangement, which is the simplest form of a nexorade, is 
referred to as a "fan". The arrangement in Figure 1.5 is referred to as a 4-nexor 
fan. 
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Figure 1.4: Nexorade 
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End-1 End-2 
Figure 1.6: Nexor 
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A basic parameter in the system is the cross-section of the nexors. The distance 
between the centroid axes of two connected nexors is referred to as the 
eccentricity, Figure 1.7. 
Figure 1.7: Connection between nexors with eccentricity 
In the case when the nexors are connected with no eccentricity between their 
centroid axes the fan in Figure 1.5 can be flat. For actual nexors, in order to get a 
flat fan configuration, the equivalent of one cross section has to be removed at a 
connection, Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.5: Plan view of a fan 
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Figure 1.8: Connection between nexors without eccentricity 
The 4-nexor fan described above has been known for centuries. Many cultures in 
their primary stages of evolution lived in pits, huts and similar dwellings the 
roofs of which were constructed by weaving branches of trees. During the 
mediaeval age, the French architect Villard de Honnecourt [2], provided 
solutions to the problem of beams shorter than the span using a 4-nexor flat fan 
as shown in Figure 1.9. The connection between elements was of the type shown 
in Figure 1.8. 
Figure 1,9: Honnecourt's sketch [2] 
In recent years, Graham Brown patented a roof made of this system [29], where 
nexors are connected with an eccentricity that creates a slope between the nexors. 
Examples of G. Brown's structures are shown in Figure 1.10. 
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! p- 
a) b) 
Figure 1.10: Brown's system a)side view b)view from underneath [29] 
Now, reconsider the previous example in Figure 1.5 where End-1 of the nexors 
are resting on the ground. Instead of resting on the ground, end-I of nexor A may 
be part of a new fan consisting of nexors A, E, F and G. as shown in Figure 1.11. 
Figure 1.11: Nexorade 
This idea could be also applied to the ends of the other nexors in Figure 1.11. 
This operation would create a larger nexorade. Again this concept has been 
known for centuries. Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), one the greatest of the 
renaissance thinkers, was also interested in structures [3]. He made identical 
sketches to the Honnecourt beam arrangement. He also explored whole 
assemblies of planar nexorades. In the period of the renaissance another planar 
nexorade was proposed by the Bolognese painter and architect Sebastiano Serlio. 
O. Baverel Page 17 
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Serlio's planar nexorades were similar to Honnecourt's solution for covering 
long spans with shorter beams, Figure 1.12 [4]. 
Figure 1.12: Serlio's arrangement [4] 
Less than one century later (1699), John Wallis wrote in Latin his Opera 
Mathematica [5] where he described a number of planar nexorade assemblies he 
studied. His sketches were meant to provide solutions for flat beam 
arrangements, Figure 1.13. 
7L 
7y 114 
lI 
ý'. "'~ýi. 
l' 
S.. 
m.. v:. 3 aý`iuý 2. r. ý 
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Figure 1.13: Wallis's sketches [5] 
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In a nexorade the eccentricity between the centroids of the nexors generates a 
three dimensional form. It seems that Leonardo da Vinci, understood the 
principle of three dimensional nexorades quite well. He used the idea in the 
design for a temporary bridge shown in Figure 1.14. 
'1 
In fact, Leonardo da Vinci is not the only person who thought about building a 
bridge with interwoven elements. The Chinese knew how to build the bridge 
shown in Figure 1.15, at least 900 years ago [301. A side view of the structure of 
the bridge is shown in Figure 1.16 where it is clearly seen that the bridge has 
interwoven elements. 
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Figure 1.14: L. Da Vinci's temporary bridge [3] 
Figure 1.15: Chinese bridge [30] 
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Figure 1.16: Side view of the structure of the Chinese bridge 
In 1978, Mr D. Gat patented the structural system shown in Figure 1.17. He 
called this system a "self-supporting system"[6]. Mr Gat's system was really a 
refashioning of what J. Wallis invented a long time before him. However, Mr Gat 
added a special wedge that he calls a `spacer'. This can be used to create a slope 
between the elements in order to generate a three dimensional form. 
C 
1 
Figure 1.17: Gat's system a) Details of a group of four connections b) Details of 
the element and the plan view of an assembly of elements [6] 
Structures built using Gat's system are shown in Figure 1.18 where a spacer is 
used to create 3 dimensional shapes. 
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Figure 1.18: Structures built with Gat's system [6] 
The Rotegrity system [311 which was created in 1992 is an extension of the 
arrangements used by J. Wallis. The 3-dimensional shape of this system is 
generated by interwoven bent flexible elements, as shown in Figure 1.19. 
Figure 1.19: Rotegrity system [31] 
The nexor structures that are within the scope of the present research use a 
similar arrangement to the one used by J. Wallis. The difference is that in the 
present work the nexors are connected with an eccentricity and therefore 
generate a three dimensional form as shown in Figure 1.20 [7]. In a nexor 
structure the eccentricity between the nexors plays a crucial role in dictating the 
shape of the structure as will be discussed in detail later. 
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Figure 1.20: Nexorade with a square pattern 
1.4 Interwoven Systems in Nature 
Ph. D. Thesis 
One may think that the concept of a structure consisting of interwoven elements 
is a human invention. In fact, this is not really true, the example of the small 
organism called `cocolithophore' shows that interwoven or interlocking systems 
exist in nature. Cocolithophores have their surface composed of cocoliths that are 
interwoven with one another. The cocoliths are calcareous plates that are 2.5e-6 
metres in diameter as shown in Figure 1.21 [24]. 
. +! 
4. 
_..,. *'r `'+Pv r 
`ý %t 'i 
wo, - 
Figure 1.21: (. ocoliths [24] 
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In order to form a cocolithophore, the cocoliths are interlocked in a more or less 
spherical fashion surrounding the central cell, as shown in Figure 1.22. 
INI 
Figure 1.22: Cocolithophores [24] 
Cocolithophores show that interlocking/interwoven structural forms are not only 
created by humans and there may still be many other interlocking/interwoven 
forms in nature that are not yet discovered. 
1.5 Configuration Processing 
The first step in designing a space structure is to generate the shape of the 
structure. This task is complex and time consuming when appropriate tools are 
not used. For the purpose of processing a configuration, a mathematical concept 
called `formex algebra' has been developed by H. Nooshin [20][21]. 
The four basic operations used in formex algebra are movement, propagation, 
deformation and cutailment of forms as shown in Figure 1.23. 
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Formex algebra includes: 
EG 
concepts that allow 
movement of forms 
Gýverad(0,0) IE 
on OC 
EG 
concepts that allow 
propagation of forms 
G=lamid(5,5/2) IE 
deformation of forms 
(: 111: ) 
concepts that allow 
G mbb(1,3/2) I bp(1,9) IE 
EG 
concepts that allow 
curtailment of forms 
Galux(rosad(14,6) 1114,51)1 G 
00 
Figure 1.23: Basic operations in formex algebra [22] 
In the thesis, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with formex algebra. In 
order to actually use formex algebra a programming language called 
`Formfan' [22] has been implemented in MS-Windows. This programming 
language is constantly evolving and it has some special functions implemented 
for the purpose of the present thesis. 
1.6 Objectives of the thesis 
Different aspects of the nexorades have to be investigated. The first aspect that 
needs to be explored is the geometry of the nexorades. The geometry of the 
nexorades is rather complex and one needs a powerful configuration processing 
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tool, such as Formian, to deal with the problem. As shown in section 1.3 many 
people have investigated interwoven systems but very little work on the 
configuration processing has been carried out so far. The configuration 
processing of nexorades is certainly the most important aspect of the design of 
the nexorades. 
In order to generate a nexorade two methods are proposed: 
" The first method attempts to generate nexorades using analytical geometry. 
" The second method generates nexorades using a procedure based on the 
`genetic algorithm'. 
The first method is mainly used for nexorades based on regular and semi-regular 
polyhedra. In the second method, the versatility of genetic algorithm allows one 
to generate a wide range of configurations of nexorades. The method involving 
the genetic algorithm discussed in this thesis is implemented as a standard 
function in Formian. 
The second objective of the thesis is to provide practical solutions for the 
construction of nexorades. The practical solutions involve several aspects of 
nexorades such as: 
" The configurations that are most suitable for the construction of nexorades. 
" The shape, cross-section and material of the nexors. 
" Structural analysis of nexorades. 
1.7 Organisation of the thesis 
This thesis has 6 chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1 gives an introduction about the research on nexorades and provides a 
historical review of interwoven systems. 
Chapter 2 introduces the particulars involved in a nexor structure. 
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Chapter 3 explores the methods for generation of nexorades using analytical 
geometry. This chapter mainly focuses on the use of regular and semi-regular 
polyhedra for generation of nexorades. 
Chapter 4 deals with the implementation of an evolutionary algorithm based on 
the genetic algorithms to generate the geometry of nexorades. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the practical considerations and the structural analysis of 
nexorades. 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and gives some suggestions for future work. 
Finally, the appendix contains some additional information about the present 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Geometry of Nexorades 
2.1 Introduction 
Ph. D. Thesis 
Various particulars involved in a nexorade are introduced in this chapter. 
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2.2 The Concept 
By definition a nexorade is an arrangement of mutually supporting nexors. For 
instance, consider the Chinese bridge shown in Figure 2.1 that has been 
introduced in section 1.3. In this figure, nexor A supports nexors B and C. On the 
other hand, nexor A is supported by nexor D which is supported by nexors F and 
E. Nexor A is supported by one nexor and supports two nexors. In contrast, 
nexor D is supported by two nexors and supports one nexor. This means that the 
nexors in the Chinese bridge have different roles depending on their positions in 
the structure. 
Figure 2.1: Elevation view of the Chinese bridge 
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Nexor B Nexor C 
Nexor E 
Figure 2.2: Perspective view of the Chinese bridge 
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The nexorades studied in this thesis consist of nexors with identical roles. For 
instance consider the typical arrangement of nexors shown in Figure 2.3, where 
nexor A is a typical nexor of a nexorade (no contact with a ground support). This 
nexor is supported by one nexor at each extremity (nexors B and C) and supports 
two nexors along its span (nexors D and E). 
nexor D 
Nexor B 
_30 
Nexor E 
*-- nexor C 
The arrangement consisting of nexors A, B and E in Figure 2.3, is referred to as a 
`fan'. 
2.3 Fan 
A fan is the most elementary arrangement of mutually supporting nexors. A fan 
consists of 3 or more nexors. In the past, a fan has also been called a "reciprocal 
frame" [1]. If a nexor structure consists of only one fan, the structure will then 
be referred to as a reciprocal frame. 
Consider the plan view of a fan shown in Figure 2.4. This fan consists of four 
identical nexors. The length of each nexor in this fan is denoted by L. The 
distance on a nexor, such as the distance between points 5 and 6 on nexor A, is 
referred to as the `engagement length'. The engagement length is denoted by A. 
The angle between two nexors, denoted by S, is referred to as the `side angle' as 
shown in Figure 2.5. The angle between a nexor and the `base plane', denoted by 
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a, is referred to as the `base angle'. As shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, every 
connection involves only two nexors. The nexors of a fan create a polygon at the 
centre of the fan, which is referred to as the "engagement window" 
1 x 
Figure 2.4: Plan view of a fan 
3ase Plane 
2.3.1 Nexor End Dispositions 
A nexor end can be above or below its supporting nexor as shown in Figure 2.6. 
The two ends of a nexor may both be in the upward position or they may both be 
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in the downward position or one end may be upward and the other one may be in 
the downward position. 
Nexor B 
Supporting 
nexor 
Supported 
nexor 
Nexor A 
a) Nexor A in upward position 
Nexor Bis 
Supporting 
nexor \ý "* Supported 
nexor 
Nexor A 
b) Nexor A in downward position 
Figure 2.6: Possible end dispositions 
In Figure 2.6, the terms `supported nexor' used for nexor A implies that one end 
of nexor A is connected somewhere long the length of nexor B. 
It is necessary to have a convention for determining whether the end position of a 
nexor should be regarded as `up' or `down'. An `observer' can see a nexorade 
either from inside or from out side. The convention is adopted that the observer 
views the nexorade from outside. Thus, when the observer is able to see the end 
of a nexor, then this nexor is considered to be in the upward position. 
A fan could consist of nexors in upward or downward positions. Figure 2.7 
shows three possibilities for the end position of a 3-nexor fan. The fan shown in 
Figure 2.7a consists of nexors A, B and C all of which are in the upward 
position. The fan shown in Figure 2.7b consists of nexors B, C being in the 
upward position and nexor A being in the downward position. The fan shown in 
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Figure 2.7c consists of nexors A and B in the downward position and nexor C in 
the upward position. 
Figure 2.7: Different end dispositions for a fan 
2.3.2 Style of a Fan 
The procedure for determining the style of a fan is as follows. An arrow is added 
at the end of each nexors as shown in Figure 2.8 with the direction going 
outward from the engagement window. An analogy with the calculation of 
moments is used, where the arrows are regarded as forces and the distance 
between the centre of the engagement window and a nexor is regarded as the 
lever arm. Then, if the arrows create an anticlockwise moment the fan is called a 
`leftward fan', Figure 2.9. In contrast, if the arrows create a clockwise moment 
the fan is called a `rightward fan', Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.8: Method to determine the style of a fan 
B 
AC 
D 
Figure 2.10: Rightward fan 
The nexorades shown in Figure 2.11 represent, respectively, a nexorade 
composed of leftward fans (Figure 2.11 a), a nexorade composed of leftward and 
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rightward fans (Figure 2.1 lb) and finally a nexorade composed of rightward fans 
(Figure 2.11 c). 
la) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 2.11: Nexorades with different style of fans 
The method for determining the style of a fan depends on the location of the 
observer. To elaborate, consider Figure 2.12, observer 1, looking from 
underneath or inside the nexorade, sees the fan as a leftward fan. In contrast 
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observer 2, looking from above or outside the configuration, sees the fan as a 
rightward fan. 
Observer 21 
An 
B 
Observer 1 
Figure 2.12: Fan viewed by different observers 
However, it is a convention that the observer is assumed to look at a nexorade 
from the outside (above). Thus, the fan in Figure 2.12 should be considered as a 
rightward fan. The style is independent from the end disposition. For instance, 
the fan shown in Figure 2.13 is also a rightward fan while having different nexor 
end dispositions from those in Figure 2.12. 
B 
Figure 2.13: Rightward fan 
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2.3.3 Eccentricity 
At the connection between two nexors with circular cross-sections, the distance 
between the centroids of the cross-sections of the nexors is referred to as the 
"eccentricity" as shown in Figure 2.14. The eccentricity is denoted by `e'. 
eccentri Centroidal axis 
Figure 2.14: Eccentricity between two nexors 
The eccentricity is perpendicular to both centroidal axes of the joined nexors. To 
elaborate, consider the configuration shown in Figure 2.15 where nexors A, B 
and C have the same cross-sectional radius. Nexor A is connected to nexors B 
and C that are resting on the xy plane. Nexors A, B and C are parallel to the xy 
plane. The frame F is parallel to the xz plane and is at the place of contact 
between nexors A, and B. A section of nexors A and B in frame F is shown in 
Figure 2.16. 
xy plane 
Frame F 
Nexor A 
ýý---ý 
' 
Zy 
0 
Nexor B Nexor C/ 
Figure 2.15: Nexor A connected to nexor B and C 
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In Figure 2.16, point M represents the centroid of the cross-section of nexor A. 
Point N represents the centroid of the cross section of nexor B. Plane xy is 
tangential to the lowest fibre of nexor B. The point of contact between the xy 
plane and nexor B is called K. Therefore the line NK is perpendicular to the xy 
plane. 
Plane P, situated at the contact between nexors A and B, is parallel to the xy 
plane. The point of contact between plane P and nexors A and B is called J. 
Therefore, line NJ is perpendicular to plane P. Line MJ is also perpendicular to 
plane P. Thus, the points N, J and M are on a straight line perpendicular to the 
centroidal axes of nexors A and B. The distance NM represents the eccentricity. 
Section of nexor A 
Plane P 
Section of nexor B 
xy plane 
x K 
Eccentricity 
Figure 2.16: A section through frame F 
Therefore, it may be concluded that the eccentricity remains the same 
independently of the angle between nexors A and B. That is in general, the 
eccentricity between two connected nexors with circular cross-sections of radii 
R1 and R2 is equal to R1+R2. 
For other cross-sections, the determination of the eccentricity becomes complex. 
Consider for example the sketches shown in Figure 2.17, where nexors have 
square cross-sections. The base angle in Figure 2.17a is smaller than the base 
angle in Figure 2.17b. The eccentricity in Figure 2.17a is also smaller than that in 
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Figure 2.17b. In this example, the eccentricity varies depending on the value of 
the base angle. To keep the eccentricity constant notches must be made in the 
nexors which add complexity to the system. As nexors with circular cross- 
section do not involve such problem, a circular cross-section will always be 
assumed in this thesis. 
.......... I ......... ........... I ............. 
a) b 
Figure 2.17: Side views of eccentricities between two square nexors 
2.3.4 Valency 
The number of nexors that compose a fan is referred to as the "valency" of the 
fan. The minimum valency for a fan is 3 but theoretically there is no maximum 
value for it. 
2.3.5 Engagement Length 
The engagement length, denoted by k, has been introduced in section 2.3. Figure 
2.18 shows a fan with identical engagement lengths. In contrast, Figure 2.19 
shows a fan with two different engagement lengths. The engagement length can 
vary from 0 to L. 
Figure 2.18: Fan with identical engagement lengths 
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Ae-" 
Figure 2.19: Fan with different engagement lengths 
2.3.6 Ratios 
Two ratios between the dimensions of a fan have been found to be useful. These 
ratios are the aspect ratio and the engagement ratio. 
2.3.6.1 Aspect Ratio 
The aspect ratio is the ratio between the eccentricity and the engagement length. 
This ratio can vary from 0 to oo. The aspect ratio has certain interesting 
implications for nexorades based on regular polyhedra as will be discussed in 
chapter 3 
2.3.6.2 Engagement Ratio 
The engagement ratio is simply the ratio between the engagement length of a 
nexor and its length. The engagement ratio varies from 0 to 1. This ratio is used 
in the chapter on genetic algorithms. 
2.4 Nexorade 
Although a fan can be referred to as a nexorade, usually the term nexorade is 
used to refer to a combination of fans. 
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The method for creating a nexorade usually follows the procedure described 
below. 
To begin with, a `normal' configuration, such as the one shown in Figure 2.20, is 
chosen. This configuration is referred to as the "elementary configuration". This 
configuration may be flat or curved. The elementary configuration can be 
considered as a nexorade with an engagement length and eccentricity equal to 
zero. The elementary configuration is then converted into a nexorade with an 
engagement length and an eccentricity different from zero as shown in Figure 
2.21. The details of operations of this kind will be discussed in the subsequent 
chapters. 
Nexc 
cl lnnnrt 
Figure 2.20: Elementary configuration 
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Figure 2.21: Resulting nexorade 
Ph. D. Thesis 
2.5 Conclusion 
Various particulars of nexorades have been discussed in this chapter. A summary 
of these particulars is listed below: 
" Length of a nexor (L) 
" Engagement length of a nexor (? ) 
" Eccentricity between two nexors (e) 
" End dispositions of a nexor 
Style of a fan 
" Base angle of a nexor ((x) 
" Side angle between nexors (S). 
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CHAPTER 3 
Direct Formulation of Nexorades 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the investigation of the configuration processing of the 
nexorade using analytical geometry. Three methods are investigated. The method 
by translation followed by the method by rotation and the method of extended 
translation are discussed. Finally a method for regularising the eccentricities is 
proposed. 
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3.2 Model of a nexor with circular cross-section 
In order to create a mathematical model, the structure is modelled with line 
elements and nodes. Thus, the nexors are represented by lines along their 
centroidal axes. In the model a circular cross section is assumed. 
ýýýý Centroidal axis 
(a) 
Bar representing the eccentricity 
Centroidal axis 
(b) 
Figure 3.1: View of a contact between nexors 
Figure 3.1 a shows a contact between two circular nexors. Figure 3.1 b shows the 
equivalent model with a small bar that represents the eccentricity. The nodal 
points are represented by little black circle in Figure 3.1b. As demonstrated in the 
previous chapter, the eccentricity remains the same independently of the angle 
between two nexors. If the nexors involved have radii RI and R2, then the 
eccentricity will be equal to Rl+R2. 
The terminology used to describe components of nexorades depends on the 
situation. The term 'nexor' will be used when the thickness of the components 
will be considered as in Figure 3. I a. The term `element' will be used when the 
discrete model will be considered, as in Figure 3.1 b. 
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3.3 Shaping of Nexorades Using the Method of Translation 
The method of translation translates the elements of the elementary configuration 
parallel to their original positions. The method is introduced in the next sequel. 
3.3.1 Analytical Method for Creation of Eccentricity between Two 
Elements 
In order to create a known eccentricity and a known engagement length between 
two elements one may proceed as follows: 
Consider the elements V1 V2 and V1 V3 shown in Figure 3.2. Let the position of 
element V1 V2 be fixed in space and let element V1 V3 be translated in space 
parallel to its original position. As previously explained, the eccentricity is 
perpendicular to both elements, thus the eccentricity is parallel to vector N where 
N is equal to: 
-i -4 -i 
N=V1V3xV1V2 ..................................................................... 3-1 
vi 
Z 
Y 
0 
x 
V2 
Figure 3.2: Side view of elements V1 V2 and V1 V3 
Now consider the point V l', which lies on element V1 V2, as shown in Figure 
3.3. The distance V1V 1' is the engagement length. The location of V l' is given 
by: 
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V1'=V1+A. 
V1V2 
V1V2 
Where 0 is the origin of the coordinate system. 
vi 
V2 
z V3 
x 
Figure 3.3: View of the engagement length 
One extremity of the eccentricity will be at point V l', as shown in Figure 3.4. 
The other extremity VI" of the eccentricity can be found using the following 
equation: 
V1"=V1'+e- 
N 
JIII ........................................................................ 3-3 N 
Knowing the location of point VI", the extremity VI of element Vi V3 is 
translated to the point V1" as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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vi b.. I 
V2 
Jýý: V3 
x 
Figure 3.4: Location of the eccentricity 
vi 
V2 
Jýý: V3 
O 
x V3" 
Figure 3.5: Translation of element V1 V3 
The final configuration of the two elements with the given eccentricity and the 
engagement length is shown in Figure 3.6. 
vi ýI 
V2 
Y 
Oz 
x 
V3" 
Figure 3.6: Final configuration 
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Note that the sense of the eccentricity is given by equation 3-1. To 
elaborate, if equation 
N= V1V2x V1V3 ..................................................................... 3-4 
is used instead of equation 3-1, the vector N would have a sense opposite to the 
one in equation 3-1; thus the eccentricity would also have the opposite sense. 
If the sense of the eccentricity is changed then the end disposition of element 
V1V3 would also be changed, as shown in Figure 3.7. The dotted lines in Figure 
3.7 represent the eccentricity and element V1 V3 when equation 3-1 is used. 
z 
II%y 
O 
x 
vi 
vi, 
V2 
V3" 
Figure 3.7: Configuration with the direction in opposite sense 
3.3.2 An analytical method for creation of regular fans 
A regular fan is composed of identical nexors, identical engagement lengths, 
identical eccentricities, identical base angles and identical side angles between 
nexors. This implies that the connections between any pair of nexors are identical 
and therefore only one connection between two nexors needs to be studied. 
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The procedure to create a regular fan uses a similar method to the one explained 
in section 3.2.1, except that the eccentricity is given and the engagement length is 
evaluated analytically or vice versa. 
The procedure for creation of a regular fan is illustrated in terms of an example. 
Consider the configuration in Figure 3.8 where elements A, B, C and D 
constitute edges of square based pyramid. Elements A, B, C and D have identical 
length. 
z 
V4 y 
x 
V3 
V2 
Figure 3.8: Perspective view of a square based pyramid 
Figure 3.9 shows a view of elements A and B. The configuration in Figure 3.9 is 
transformed into the configuration shown in Figure 3.10, in the manner described 
in section 3.2.1. 
vi 
Element Element A 
O 
x 
V3 
B 
V2 
Figure 3.9: View of elements A and B 
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z 
VI 
1" Element A 
Ox Element BVv il 
V2 
V3" r 
Figure 3.10: Connection between two nexors 
In this example of the generation of a regular fan, the engagement length is not 
given but it is calculated analytically, thus the location of point V l' has to be 
calculated. However, the calculation could be done in a reverse manner, where 
the engagement length is given and the eccentricity is calculated. 
In this example the nexors that compose the fan have their extremities at the 
same level in the z direction. Thus the extremities V3" of element B and V2 of 
element A have the same z coordinates. Also, the extremities VI of element A 
and V I" of element B have the same z coordinates. The difference of level in z 
direction between point VI and point V 1' is given by: 
V1"Z-V1'Z= 
NZ 
"e=V1: -V1'Z ................................................... 
3-5 11--ill 
N 
Where N. is the z component of vector N and where vector N is the vector 
product between element A and B, as described in section 3.2.1. V1 "Z, V 1'Z and 
V1Z are respectively the z coordinates of point V1", V 1' and V 1. Using equation 
3-5, the z coordinate of point V 1', can be calculated. 
In order to calculate the distance V1V 1', which is the engagement length, the x 
and y coordinates of point V l' need to be found. Element V1V2 lies on a line 
whose parametric equation is given by: 
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V1'x= V1x +t"a. ......................................................................... 3-6 
V1'y V1y+t"ay 
....................................... ............................ 
3-7 
V 1'Z =V 1Z +t" aZ .......................................................................... 3-8 
where V 1,,, V1y and V1Z are the x, y, z coordinates of point V1 and a,,, ay and aZ 
are the x, y, z components of a direction vector a. 
The value of vectors V 1'Z, V1Z and aZ are known, the value of the scalar t can 
then be calculated using equation 3-8 
Using the equations 3-6 and 3-7 the coordinates Vl" and V1'y, can be 
calculated. Knowing the location of point V1 and V 1' the engagement length of 
nexor A can be calculated as follows: 
A= liV IV I'll ................................................................................ 3-9 
The result of the calculations is shown in Figure 3.11. 
z 
V4 
A 
V2 
Figure 3.11: Translation of element B 
The same process is applied to elements B and C, as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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z 
V4 
A 
V2 
Figure 3.12: Translation of element C 
The same process is also applied to elements C and D, as shown in Figure 3.13. 
Element D is the last element of the fan, it also needs to be connected to element 
A. As the configuration generated is a regular fan, the eccentricity required 
between elements D and A is automatically placed at the correct engagement 
length. 
z 
V4 
a 
V2 
Figure 3.13: Final configuration 
3.3.3 Reciprocal Frame Generation Function 
Historically, an arrangement that represents a fan has been called "Reciprocal 
Frame", as explained in the first chapter. The function implemented in Formian 
that generates regular fans has been named the `reciprocal frame generation 
function'. 
The reciprocal frame generation function creates the geometry of fans with 
identical nexors, identical base angles and identical engagement lengths. The 
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reciprocal frame function is denoted by "refgen". The refgen function is of the 
form: 
Abbreviation for 
Reciprocal Frame 
Generation Valency Eccentricity Coordinates XYZ of the centre 
of the engagement window 
G= refgen (5,8,1000,60,2)I [0,0,0] 
Formex variable Base Angle Length Style (1 leftward, 2 rightward) (in degrees) 
The example shown above generates a fan composed of 5 nexors with a base 
angle equal to 8 degrees, a length of 1000 units, an eccentricity of 60 units and 
rightward style. 
The above given refgen function has been used to create the fan shown in Figure 
3.14. 
Z 
Y 
x 
Figure 3.14: Regular fan composed of five nexors 
Figure 3.15 shows another example of the use of the refgen function, where three 
fans with different valencies and different base angle are resting on top of one 
another. Note also that some fans have different styles. The formulation for 
creation of the configuration of fan Figure 3.15: 
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(*)fan(*) 
clear; 
a=refgen(10,55,60,2,2)1[0,0,67]; 
b=refgen(16,30,100,7,1)x[0,0,17.3]; 
c=refgen(25,10,100,3.9,2)I[0,0,0]; 
use vm(2); draw a#b#c; 
Figure 3.15: Three fans resting on the top of one another 
3.3.4 Limitations of the Method for Generation of a General Fan by 
Translating Elements 
The proposed method transforms an initial configuration such as that shown in 
Figure 3.16 into a fan by translating some of the elements in space parallel to 
their original positions. The method controls the eccentricity between elements 
as well as the engagement length. The procedure is as follows: 
Consider Figure 3.16 where four elements are connected to a vertex. 
V5 
D' 
Vi ' V4 
C' 
A 
B 
------------------------- 
'VI 
V2 
Figure 3.16: Initial configuration 
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The method described in section 3.2.1 is used for elements A and B where the 
eccentricity between A and B and the engagement length are given. The position 
of element A is fixed in space and element B translates parallel to its original 
position. The result of the transformation is shown in Figure 3.17. 
V5 
V4 
Y 
OZ 
x 
F2 
Figure 3.17: Translation of element B 
The same process as described in the previous paragraph is applied to elements B 
and C where element B is fixed in space and element C translates to its original 
position. The result of the transformation is shown in Figure 3.18. 
V5 
Y 
Oz 
x 
/2 
Figure 3.18: Translation of element C 
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The same process may be applied to elements C and D where element C is fixed 
in space and element D translates parallel to its original position. The result of 
the transformation is shown in Figure 3.19 V5 
OZ 
Y 
x 
,2 
Figure 3.19: Translation of element D 
So far all the parameters are given data. The resulting configuration is a chain of 
elements. If one wants to close the chain to create a fan some of the initially 
given parameters have to be changed. 
3.3.5 Investigation into Regular Polyhedra 
This section investigates the creation of nexorades using regular polyhedra. 
Known to the ancient Greeks, there exist only five convex regular polyhedra, 
which are also called the Platonic polyhedra. In this context the word "regular" 
means that all the edges, faces and vertices of a polyhedron are identical. The 
five Platonic polyhedra are called: Tetrahedron, Cube, Octahedron, 
Dodecahedron, and Icosahedron. These five polyhedra are shown in Figure 3.20, 
in the order they have been introduced. 
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Figure 3.20: Platonic polyhedra 
As all the vertices of a regular polyhedron are identical, only one vertex needs to 
be studied. Using the method described in section 3.2.2, a vertex of a regular 
polyhedron can be generated as illustrated in the following example. 
Consider the cube shown in Figure 3.21. The edges V1 V2, V1V3 and V1 V4 
represent the initial configuration that will be transformed into a fan. The base 
angle of the nexors in the fan will be the angle between the edges and the plane 
V2V3V4. The base angle can be determined using simple trigonometry. Let the 
length of each edge be equal to I unit. The distance V2V5 shown in Figure 3.22, 
is the projection of edge V1V2 on the plane V2V3V4. The base angle a is then 
equal to : 
2V51 
........................................................................... 
3-10 a 
=aco 1V2J 
4 
However, 
42 X cosh 6Ix3................................................................. 
3-11 V2V5 = 
Thus 
\/ 
a=aco ............................................................................... 
3-12 
3 
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V1 
V 
V4 
Figure 3.21: Side view of a cube 
vi 
V3 
V4 
V2 
Figure 3.22: Determination of base angle 
The base angles for regular polyhedra are shown in Table 3.1: 
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Polhedron Valency Base Angle Formulae 
Tetrahedron 3 54.7356103 a=a co 3 
Cube 3 35.2643896 a=a co 
3 
Octahedron 4 45 a=a co - 2 
2 ° Dodecahedron 3 20.905157 a=a co 
3 
cos(36 ) 
1 
Icosahedron 5 31.7174744 a=a co 
2* cos(540) 
Table 3.1: Base angles for regular polyhedra 
If one wants to create the fan for one vertex of a tetrahedron, one can use the 
refgen function with a valency of 3 and a base angle of 54.7356°. Note that the 
length of the nexors, the eccentricity and the style can be arbitrarily chosen. 
The method for building a complete polyhedron is using a reflection along a line, 
as described in the following example. 
Consider the nexorade composed of the nexors A, B, C, A' and B', shown in 
Figure 3.23. The fan C, A', B' has been created using a reflection of the fan A, 
B, C along the line FM, as shown in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. To elaborate, 
the ends of nexors A, B, A' and B' are, respectively, denoted by Al, B1, Al' and 
B1'. Point M is situated at the midpoint of nexor C. Line L1 is passing through 
the centre of the engagement window and is parallel to the z axis. Plane P passes 
through point M and is normal to nexor C. Point F is the intersection of line L1 
and plane P. Point E is located on the line FM at the position where the angle 
MEB 1 is 90 degrees. The position of point B 1' can be found as follows: 
OB'1=B1E+OE ..................................................................... 3-13 
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Where 0 is the origin of the coordinate system. 
By repeating this procedure for the other three ends of nexors A and B, the fan 
A'B'C will be created. 
BI 
Nexor A' Al' 
Nexor B Nexor C t 
Nexor AM Nexor B' 
Al Line 
L1 
F B1' 
zý y_ 
\ýlJº' Plane P 
0x 
Figure 3.23: Side view of the nexorade 
x 
Figure 3.24: Elevation of the nexorade 
In order to create the complete tetrahedron shown in Figure 3.25, the above 
procedure has to be repeated twice. However, this would create some 
overlapping nexorades that can be eliminated using a function such as pexum in 
Formian. 
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Figure 3.25: Tetrahedron 
Ph. D. Thesis 
For any other Platonic polyhedron, the initial procedure shown in section 3.3.5 
will be the same except that the correct valency and base angle should be 
considered. Then the initial procedure should be repeated a number of times to 
cover the whole of the polyhedron with any overlapping nexors removed using 
the pexum function. 
Using this approach the nexorades corresponding to the cube, octahedron, 
dodecahedron and icosahedron can be created as shown in Figure 3.26, Figure 
3.27, Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29, respectively. 
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Figure 3.26: Cube 
Figure 3.27: Octahedron 
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Figure 3.28: Dodecahedron 
Figure 3.29: Icosahedron 
Ph. D. Thesis 
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3.3.6 Conclusion for the Use of the Method of Translation 
The method of translation introduced in the previous sections provides an 
analytical solution to the problem of generating regular fans. It also provides a 
solution for the control of the eccentricity and the engagement lengths of a 
general fan. 
The `refgen' function that generates regular fans has been implemented as a 
standard Formian function. 
The last section showed that nexorades can be built based on regular polyhedra 
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3.4 Shaping of Nexorades Using the Method of Rotation 
The method of rotation proposed in this section provides a procedure for the 
generation of nexorades from an elementary configuration. 
First, in order to introduce the method of rotation, the eccentricity of the nexors 
will be considered equal to zero. Using this assumption the two dimensional 
elementary configuration shown in Figure 3.30 will remain two dimensional 
when transformed into a nexorade. 
This two dimensional elementary configuration is composed of hexagons and 
triangles. The elementary configuration has elements of the same length. In this 
configuration, five elements are joined at each vertex and all the joints have the 
same arrangement. 
Figure 3.30: Elementary configuration 
As all the vertices of the elementary configuration have the same arrangement, 
only one vertex needs to be studied as shown in Figure 3.31, where a typical 
vertex of the configuration is drawn. 
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Typical ve 
Figure 3.31: View of a typical vertex 
Now consider Figure 3.32 where the dashed lines represent the configuration 
shown in Figure 3.31. In this figure, a black dot represents the mid point of an 
element. Each element is rotated around its midpoint with the same angle 0. If 
each element is extended to join its closest neighbouring elements, a nexorade 
would then be created as shown in Figure 3.33. The procedure transforms the 
initial equilateral triangles that compose the elementary configuration into 
identical equilateral triangles but the size of the triangles in the transformed 
configuration is different from the original ones. The nexors in the resulting 
planar nexorade have two different lengths. Also there are two different 
engagement lengths involved. 
Figure 3.32: View of the transformation 
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L2 
Figure 3.33: View of the transformed configuration 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The nexorade arrived at and shown in Figure 3.33 demonstrates that an 
elementary configuration with identical elements does not always give rise to a 
nexorade with identical nexors. 
3.4.1 The Method of Rotation in Three Dimensions 
So far the eccentricity has been neglected and only two dimensional 
configurations have been considered. Now consider the dodecahedron shown in 
Figure 3.34. 
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Vertex VI 
Element A 
Vertex V2 
Figure 3.34: View of a dodecahedron 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The dodecahedron is a polyhedron composed of 30 identical elements, where 
each vertex such as VI joins three elements. The faces of the dodecahedron are 
all regular pentagons. 
In order to explain the method of rotation for transforming the dodecahedron into 
a nexorade, some polyhedral particulars have to be introduced. Firstly, all the 
vertices of the dodecahedron are on a sphere that is referred to as the 
circumsphere. The radius of this sphere is denoted by, Rc as shown in Figure 
3.35. The mid point of the edges of the dodecahedron are also on a sphere 
referred to as the intersphere. The radius of this sphere is denoted by Ri, as 
shown in Figure 3.35. 
Vertex V1 
Element A -'" 
Ri Rc `. ý 
Vertex V2 10 
Centre of 
ýý, 
ý 
polyhedron 
Figure 3.35: Details of the polyhedron 
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Figure 3.36 shows an arrangement of the edges of the dodecahedron joining at 
vertex VI. All the three edges A, B, and C shown in Figure 3.36 are tangent to 
the intersphere at their mid point. 
V4 
M3 
Element C 
V1 
Ri Element A Element B `. 
ý 
M2 M1 N 
0 Centre of the 
dodecahedron 
V2 
V3 
Figure 3.36: Details of vertex V1 
Figure 3.37 shows a plane P1 that contains element A and is tangent to the 
intersphere. The direction of the normal vector of plane P1 at point M1 will pass 
through the centre of the dodecahedron which is taken as the origin of the 
coordinate system. 
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Plane P1 
I Element A 
Normal 
Vector 
J__ Centre of the 
M1 " '----- 
_ 
dodecahedron 
yo 
V2 
Figure 3.37: Detail of element A 
To use the method of rotation, element A is rotated by an angle 0 around point 
M1 in plane P1, as shown in Figure 3.38. The same procedure is repeated for 
elements B and C that are connected to V1, as shown in Figure 3.39. 
Plane P 11\ 
V1 
/ 
Angle 0 
v il 
Normal 
Vector 
V 
__ 
Centre of the 
M1 dodecahedron 
""1 0 
V2' 
V2 
Figure 3.38: Rotation of element A in plane P1 
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V4' 
V 1"' 
Element C 
V1 V1ll 
Angle A\ `. 
ý 
`% 
V1' 
Element' 
Element A 
Centre of the = 
--------------------`ý=--- 
-- =`ý`ý 
dodecahedron 
'0 
V2' V3' 
z 
Y 
x 
Figure 3.39: Vertex V1 
The V1 ends of the three elements are now in positions denoted by V 1', V1" and 
V F". In order to represent the eccentricity between elements A and B, a line 
perpendicular to both lines has to be found. This line is the common 
perpendicular which is also the shortest distance between the two lines. The 
method to find the common perpendicular is explained in the next section. 
3.4.2 Calculation of Eccentricity 
The lines denoted as `line A' and `line B' in Figure 3.40 are meant to indicate the 
directions of elements A and B in Figure 3.39, respectively. Consider the points 
Q1 and Q2 lying, respectively, on the lines A and B as shown in Figure 3.40. 
The line Q1 Q2 is meant to represent the eccentricity between line A and B. Line 
Q1 Q2 has to be perpendicular to both lines A and B, thus the vector product 
between the vector V 1' V2' and Vi' V3' will give the direction of the line 
Q1Q2. 
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N =V1'V2'x V1"V3' ............................................................... 3-14 
vll) vi 
Q2 
vl, ", 
Q1 M2 
M1 
Line A 
V2' z 
x 
Line B 
\V3 
Figure 3.40: Lines A and B 
Now, consider now the plane Q1Q2V1'V2' which is denoted by 111, Figure 3.41. 
II1 contains V1'V2' and Q1Q2 which is parallel to the vector N. Point Q2 is the 
intersection of plane 111 and line B, as shown in Figure 3.41. 
19 
V 1' 
Line A 
Q1 
Q2% 
VT jý 
zl' Line B V3' 
z %Y NI 
0xIZ 
Z"- 
Plane H1 
Figure 3.41: Location of point Q2 
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Consider now the plane Q1 Q2V 1 "V 3' which is denoted by M. 112 contains 
V1 "V 3' and Q1 Q2 which is parallel to the vector N. Point Q1 is the intersection 
of plane 112 and line A as shown in Figure 3.42. 
Nl 
Plane FI2 
Line A 
V2' 
z %Y 
x 
VI Q1 
vi°,, 
zo 
Line B 
V3 
Figure 3.42: Location of point Q1 
The eccentricity is then equal to the distance between point Q1 and Q2, as shown 
in Figure 3.43. 
vi" Qi 
V 1' 'ý I 4- Eccentricity 
Line A 
V2' 7 
Z %y 
0 
x 
Line B V3 
Figure 3.43: The eccentricity 
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Originally the ends of element A were Vl' and V2'. The ends of this element 
are now V2' and Q1. 
The procedure for finding the eccentricity between lines A and B is summarised 
below: 
(i) Find the direction of vector Q1 Q2 (that is vector N). 
(ii) Write down the equation of II 1. 
(iii) Write down the equation of M. 
(iv) Obtain Q2 as the intersection of III and line B. 
(v) Obtain Q1 as the intersection of 112 and line A. 
(vi) Calculate the distance Q1 Q2. 
If one repeats the above procedure for all the elements of the vertex, the fan 
shown in Figure 3.44 will then be generated. 
The engagement length for each element can now be calculated. For instance, the 
engagement length of element A is the distance Q1 Q6. 
V4' 
Element C 
Q3 
QI 
Q57 ý-- 
Eccentricity 
Element A ý! 1 \ 
Q6 
V2' Element B 
V3' 
Zf 
_y 
X 
Figure 3.44: Resulting fan 
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The procedure for vertex V1, as described above, may be repeated for all the 
vertices of the polyhedron, a `dodecahedric nexorade' would then be generated. 
Figure 3.45 shows a rendered view of the resulting dodecahedric nexorade. The 
particular nexorade shown corresponds to an angle 0 equal to five degrees and 
the nexors have identical length, identical eccentricity and identical engagement 
length. 
Figure 3.45: Rendered dodecahedric nexorade 
Figure 3.46 shows a dodecahedron transformed into a nexorade using the method 
of rotation with an angle 0 equal to 45 degrees. 
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Figure 3.46: A dodecahedric nexorade with 0 equal to 45 degrees 
The values of the eccentricity, engagement length and nexor length for a 
dodecahedric nexorade for 0 equal to, 0,5,45 degrees are shown in Table 3.2. 
These values correspond to a circumradius of 10 units 
Angle 0=0° 0=5° 0=45° 
Eccentricity 0 0.325913 1.95084 
Engagement length 0 0.729761 6.855652 
Length 7.131 7.831 11.558 
Table 3.2: Particulars of some dodecahedric nexorades 
Table 3.2 shows that the length, the engagement length and the diameter of the 
nexors are depending on the angle 0. Note also that when the angle 0 is equal to 
45 ° the engagement length is bigger than half of the length of the nexor. 
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Figure 3.47 shows the variations of the eccentricity, the engagement length and 
the nexor length with respect to the angle 0. The horizontal axis represents the 
angle 0 and the vertical axis represents the value of the parameters. 
Figures 3.48 to 3.56 show nexorades with an angle 0 equal to 5,10,20,30,45, 
60,70,80 and 85 degrees, respectively. 
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Figure 3.47: Variations of the eccentricity, engagement length and nexor length 
with respect to the angle 0 for a dodecahedron with a circumradius of 10 unit. 
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e=00 
Figure 3.48: 0=5° 
Figure 3.51: 0=30° 
Figure 3.54: 0= 70 " 
Figure 3.49: 0= 10 ° 
Figure 3.52: 0= 45 ° 
Figure 3.55: 0=80° 
0=900 
Ph. D. Thesis 
Figure 3.50: 0= 20 ° 
Figure 3.53: 0= 60 ° 
Figure 3.56: 0= 85 ° 
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The nexorade shown in Figure 3.48 is referred to as a `dodecahedric nexorade' 
with angle 8 equal to 5 0. The nexorade shown in Figures 3.56 is also referred to 
as a `dodecahedric nexorade' with angle 0 equal to 85 °, but this nexorade 
resembles more an `icosahedric nexorade' than a `dodecahedric nexorade'. This 
phenomenon is a consequence of the fact that the dodecahedron is the dual of the 
icosahedron. To elaborate, the dodecahedron and the icosahedron have 30 
elements. The dodecahedron has 20 vertices whereas the icosahedron has 20 
faces. The dodecahedron has 12 faces whereas the icosahedron has 12 vertices. 
The dual of the dodecahedron is found by connecting all the points situated at the 
centre of each face with the centre of the neighbouring faces. 
Consider the `dodecahedric nexorade' shown in Figures 3.48. The 3-nexor fans 
that constitute the nexorade have engagement windows that are rather like 
triangles. This nexorade has also openings that are rather like pentagons, these 
correspond to the faces of the `mother' dodecahedron. The nexorade is then 
neither exactly a dodecahedron nor an icosahedron but it is something in 
between. When angle 0 is increased the size of the triangles increase and the size 
of the pentagons decrease. When angle 0 is equal to zero, the engagement 
windows have an area equal to zero, thus the engagement windows represent the 
vertices of a dodecahedron. When angle 0 is 90 °, a side of the engagement 
window is equal to the length of a nexor and thus the nexorade has only 
triangular `faces', that are the engagement windows. The nexorade in this case is 
an icosahedron. This example shows the use of the concept of duality between 
the dodecahedron and the icosahedron. 
In order to name this type of nexorade, a dodecahedron transformed into a 
nexorade with an engagement length smaller than half of the length of the nexors 
will be referred to as a `dodecahedric nexorade'(0 < 36.28 ), a dodecahedron 
transformed into a nexorade with an engagement length larger than half of the 
length of the nexors will be referred to as an `icosahedric nexorade'. 
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A similar relationship exits between the cube and the octahedron, which are also 
dual of each other. Figure 3.57 shows the variations of the eccentricity, 
engagement length and nexor length of a `cubic nexorade' with respect to the 
angle 0. The horizontal axis represents the angle 0 and the vertical axis 
represents the value of the other parameters. 
Figure 3.57: Variations of the eccentricity, engagement length and nexor length 
with respect to the angle 0 for a cube with a circumradius of 10 unit length. 
Figures 3.58 to 3.61 show nexaorades with an angle 0 equal to 10,25,50 and 80 
degrees, respectively. The nexorades with 0 equal to 10 and 25 degrees should be 
referred to as `cubic nexorades'(9 < 41.93 °). The nexorades with angle 0 equal 
to 50 and 80 degrees should be referred to as `octahedric nexorades', as their 
engagement lengths are larger than half of their nexors's length. 
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Figure 3.58: 0= 10 ° Figure 3.59: 0= 25 ° 
Figure 3.60: 0=50" Figure 3.61: 0=80° 
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The remaining regular polyhedron, the tetrahedron, has four faces and four 
vertices. This means that the tetrahedron will be the dual of itself. Figure 3.62 
shows the variations of the eccentricity, engagement length and nexor length of a 
`tetrahedric nexorade' with respect to the angle 0. The horizontal axis represents 
the angle 0 and the vertical axis represents the value of the other parameters. 
Figure 3.62: Variations of the eccentricity, engagement length and nexor length 
with respect to the angle 0 for a tetrahedron with a circumradius of 10 unit. 
Figure 3.63 to Figure 3.66 show `tetrahedric nexaorades' with an angle 0 equal to 
10,30,45 and 80 degrees, respectively. The nexorades with angle 0 equal to 10 
and 80 degrees are identical except that the style of their fans are different, that 
is, the one with 0= 10 ° is leftward and the one with 0= 80 ° is rightward. The 
arrangements that look rather like faces and the engagement windows of the 
nexorade shown in Figure 3.65 have the particular property of being of identical 
size. Note also that in this figure some nexors are parallel to one another and the 
engagement length is equal to half of the nexor length. 
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rI 
Figure 3.63: 0= 10 ° 
Figure 3.65: 0= 45 ° 
Figure 3.64: 0= 30 ° 
Figure 3.66: 0= 80 ° 
In conclusion to this study of the method of rotation applied to regular polyhedra, 
one may state that there exist only three regular polyhedric nexorades. The first 
of these nexorades is the `tetrahedric nexorade'. The second nexorade represents 
a cube or an octahedron depending on whether its angle 0 is equal to 0° or 90 °. 
The last nexorade represents a dodecahedron or an icosahedron depending on 
whether its angle 0 is equal to 0° or 90 °. 
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3.4.3 Aspect Ratio for a Fan and a Nexor 
The ratio between the eccentricity and the engagement length for a regular fan is 
referred to as the `aspect ratio' of a fan. This ratio may equivalently be defined as 
the ratio between the diameter of the cross section of a nexor in a regular fan and 
the engagement length of the fan. For a nexor, the term `aspect ratio' implies the 
ratio between the diameter of its cross section and its engagement length.. 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 3.67a, where the vertices 
V2, V3, V4 lie in the xy plane and where elements V2V1, V3V1 and V4V1 have 
the same length and the same angle with the xy plane. This angle is the base 
angle, a. If one projects the elements V2V1, V3V1 and V4V1 on the xy plane, 
the angles between the projected elements, denoted by 0, will be equal to 120°, 
as shown in Figure 3.67b. 
V3 
V4 
V1 
Q 
z 
y V2 
x 
a) 
V4 
A 
x b) 
Figure 3.67: Elementary configuration 
V2 
V3 
If one wants to transform the configuration into a nexorade using the method of 
translation, one should proceed as follows: 
From section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 one can write: 
N, 
_A 
V2V1z 
Ne 
IV2V1 ................................................................ 3-15 
Where: 
N is the vector product between V2V 1 and V3V 1, 
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V2V 1Z is the z component of vector V2V 1, 
NZ is the z component of vector N, 
e is the eccentricity and 
?, is the engagement length. 
The ratio between the eccentricity and the engagement length is, therefore, given 
by: 
e Y2V1z 
N 
V2Y1 Nz ................................................................... 
3-16 
Note that the values of the scalars V2V I, and NZ depend on the orientation in 
space of elements V2VI and V3V1. These orientations can be expressed in 
terms of two variables, namely, the base angle a and the angle 4. It is assumed 
that the length of element V2V 1 and V3V 1 are equal to one unit length. The 
components of vectors V2V I and V3V 1 are as follows: 
0- cos(a) " sin(g) 
V2V1= cos(a) V3V1= cos(a)"cos(q) 
sin(a) sin(a) 
Vector N, that is, the vector product of V2V 1 and V3V 1 is as follows: 
cos(a) " sin(a) - cos(a) " sin(a) " cos(o) 
N=- cos(a) " sin(a) " sin(q) 
cost (a) " sin(g) 
Now, the values of the vectors are substituted in Equation 3-16. 
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The value of the different vectors are re-introduced in the. Equation 3.16. 
e_ sin(a) (cos(a) " sin(a) - cos(a) " sin(a) " cos(O))2 + (-cos(a) " sin(a) " sin(q))2 + (cost (a) " sin(q))Z 
A1 cost(a)"sin(d) 
The equation is squared : 
eZ sin 
Z (a) ((cos(a) 
" sin(a) - cos(a) " sin(a) " cos(q)) 
Z+ (- cos(a) " sin(a) " sin((6)) 
2+ (cost (a) 
" sin(q») 
2 
A2 1 cos° (a) " sine (q) 
or 
e2 tan2(a) 
"(Cos 
t(a)"sing(a)-2cos2(a)"sin2(a)"cos(o)+cos2(a)"sin2(a)"cos2(0)+ 
A2 cos2(a)"sin2(o) 
+ cos Z (a) " sin 2 (a) "s in 2 (0) + cos 4 (a) " sin 2(0)) 
or 
e2 = tan 2 (a) 
1Si21) 2sin2(a)"cos(o) 
+ sin2(a) + sin 2 (a) +cosZ (a) ,/- ,ý ,/ /T2 sin2(W) sin2(o) tan2(Y) 
The final equation is: 
e=2 (a) sin 
Z (a) 
_2" 
sin 2 (a) + sin 
2 (a)+, Z 
tan 
A sin 2(o) sin(o) " tan(n) tan 2(o) 
or 
A= tan(a) " sin(a) " sin(d) 
I 
21Z 
tan(o) 
+ 
sin 2 (a) 
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The angle 1 and the valency are related by the equation: 
2, r 0_ 
Where V is the valency of the fan and 4 is in radians. 
The general equation can then be rewritten with respect to the base angle and the 
valency, that is: 
I 
z 
e2 
tan a sin2(a) 
2. sin2(a) + sin2(a) 3-17 
sin 2 1sin 2ý1 " tan( 
2ýtan Z(2ý(L)r 
VJ 
ýv1 
v) lvJ 
For the configuration shown in Figure 3.67, The value of + is 1200 and therefore 
the values of cos(4) and sin(4) are, respectively, equal to 43/2 and -0.5. 
The values of cos(4) and sin(4) are re-introduced in the general equation. 
e= tan 2 (a) 
4" sin Z (a) +4" sin 
2 (a) 
+ sin 
2 (a) 
+12 A333 
A= tan 2 (a) " 
(3 
" sin Z (a) + 1))2 
or 
e' 
-=(4tan2(a)-3sin2(a))2 .......................................................... 3-18 
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The graph of equation 3-18 is shown in Figure 3.68, where the vertical axis 
represents the value of the aspect ratio and the horizontal axis represents the 
angle a. 
12 
10 
e/k 
8 
6 -Aspect Ratio 
4- 
z 
I 
2 
o p 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9 
a 
0 
Figure 3.68: Variation of the aspect ratio for a 3-nexor fan 
The graph shows that the aspect ratio for a regular 3-nexor fan increases 
gradually with respect to an increase in the base angle and the variation becomes 
rather steep for values of the base angle greater to 500-60°. Also, when angle a is 
close to 90° the aspect ratio tends to infinity. 
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Now, suppose that one wants to use the method of rotation for the creation of a 
regular polyhedric nexorade. For any angle 0, one can calculate the aspect ratio 
of a typical fan of a nexorade, by dividing the eccentricity by the engagement 
length, as described in section 3.4.1. The variations of the aspect ratios for 
`tetrahedric', `cubic' and `dodecahedric' nexorades are shown in Figure 3.69, 
where the horizontal axis represents the angle 0 and the vertical axis represents 
the aspect ratio. 
Figure 3.69: Variations of the aspect ratios for `tetrahedric', `cubic' and 
`dodecahedric' nexorades 
Consider for instance a fan with an aspect ratio of 0.4. From the curve in Figure 
3.68, it is found that this fan will have a base angle of 19.3°. From the curve in 
Figure 3.69, it is found that this fan can be used to create a `tetrahedric', `cubic' 
or `dodecahedric' nexorade. This means that the nexorades with the aspect ratio 
of 0.4 for tetrahedric, cubic and dodecahedric nexorades can have fans with 
identical base angles. The 0 angles required to build the fans of `tetrahedric', 
`cubic' and `dodecahedric' nexorades are 65.5°, 55.5 ° and 23 °, respectively. The 
only difference between these fans will be the engagement ratio, that is the ratio 
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between the engagement length and the length. The variations of the engagement 
ratios for `tetrahedric', `cubic' and `dodecahedric' nexorades are shown in 
Figure 3.70, where the vertical axis represents the engagement ratio and the 
horizontal axis represents the angle 0. 
Consider again, the example where the aspect ratio is 0.4. The 0 angles required 
to build the fans of `tetrahedric', `cubic' and `dodecahedric' nexorades are 65.5°, 
55.5 ° and 23 °, respectively. The fans of these nexorades must have engagement 
ratios of 0.81,0.67 and 0.34, respectively, as may be obtained from Figure 3.70. 
Summary 
`Tetrahedric', `cubic' and `dodecahedric' nexorades with aspect ratio of 0.4 have 
the following particulars: 
" Base angle of 19.3° 
" Engagement ratios of 0.81,0.67 and 0.34, respectively. 
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Example of a cubic nexorade consisting of fans with a base angle of 34° 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 3.71. This configuration 
has the same characteristics as the one shown in Figure 3.67a. 
V3 
V4 
V2 
Figure 3.71: Elementary configuration 
Let the base angle a be taken as 35.26°. This base angle is required for the 
creation of a cube as given in Table 3.1. The cube shown in Figure 3.72 may be 
obtained by putting together several of the configurations shown in Figure 3.71 
V2 vi 
v7 
V8 
V5 
V4 
Figure 3.72: Arrangement resulting from the combination of the elementary 
configuration of Figure 3.71 with a= 35.260 
Now, let the base angle of the configuration in Figure 3.71 be equal to 340. An 
attempt to create a cube from these configurations will prove to be impossible. 
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However, one may obtain an arrangement such as that shown in Figure 3.73 
which may be turned into a cubic nexorade. 
V7 
V8 
V8 
z 
Y 
x 
V2 
V5 
V2 
Figure 3.73: Arrangement resulting from the combination of the elementary 
configuration of Figure 3.71 with a == 34° 
The resulting nexorade will have an aspect ratio of 0.934 and an engagement 
ratio of 0.168, as shown in Figure 3.74. 
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V2 
V 
V8 
Figure 3.74: Cubic nexorade 
V4 
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3.4.4 Investigation into Semi-regular Polyhedra 
This section investigates the creation of nexorades using semi-regular polyhedra. 
The semi-regular polyhedra are composed of identical edges and identical 
vertices. Also, their faces must be regular polygons but not all of the same type. 
There exist 15 semi-regular polyhedra, also referred to as Archimedean 
polyhedra. They were discovered in ancient Greece and were described by 
Archimedes, but his writings about them were lost. During the Renaissance they 
were gradually rediscovered and described by Johannes Kepler in Harmonices 
Mundi, published in 1619. 
The first row of polyhedra in Figure 3.75 shows the 5 regular polyhedra. The 15 
Archimedian polyhedra are shown from the second row to the fourth row. 
1. TETRAHEDRON 2. CUBE 3. OCTAHEDRON 4. DODECAHEDRON 5. ICOSAMEDRON 
C) (: 2 
6. TRUNCATED TETRAHEDRON 7. CUBOCTAHEDRON 
11. GREAT 121COSIDODECAHEDRON 
RHOMBIC UBOCTI HEDRON 
e0 
1Q RIGHT SNUB CUBE 
RHOMBICO17. 
SMALL 
SIDODECAHEDRC 
ce() 
B. TRUNCATED CUBE 9 TRUNCATED OCTAHEDRON 10. SMALL 
RHOMBICUBOCTAHEDRON 
c) 0 
11 TRUNCATED 14.7RUNCATED ICOSAHEDRON 15. LEFT SNUB CUBE 
DODECAHEDRON 
ED 0Q 
18. GREAT 19. LEFT 20. RIGHT 
IN RHOMBICOSIDODECAHEDRON SNUB DODECAHEDRON SNUB DODECAHEDRON 
Figure 3.75: Platonic and Achimedean polyhedra 
As an example consider the semi-regular polyhedron shown in Figure 3.76, 
referred to as great rhombicosidodecahedron. This polyhedron has 180 identical 
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edges, 120 identical vertices, 30 square faces, 20 hexagonal faces and 12 
decagonal faces. Each vertex joins a corner of a square, a corner of a hexagon 
and a corner of a decagon faces. 
Figure 3.76: Great rhombicosidodecahedron 
The region enclosed by the dashed line in Figure 3.76 is detailed in Figure 3.77. 
Figure 3.77: Details of a region of the polyhedron 
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The radius of the circumsphere of the polyhedron is assumed to be 10 units and 
this implies that the length of each edge will be 2.652 units. 
The process to transform the polyhedron into a nexorade uses the same method 
as used to transform a Platonic polyhedra into a nexorade. Now, consider Figure 
3.77. The edges of the polyhedron are rotated by the same angle 0, which is in 
this case equal to 10 degrees. The eccentricity between elements, the engagement 
length and the nexor length are then calculated, the results are shown in Figure 
3.78. The method to calculate the eccentricity is the same as the one used in 
section 3.3.2. 
In Figure 3.78, X1, X2 and ?. 3, are the values of the engagement lengths. They 
are, respectively, equal to 1.03,0.87 and 0.61 units. The triangle, diamond and 
hexagon situated around a letter, indicate the lengths of the nexors. To elaborate, 
the triangle indicates a length of 3.206, the diamond indicates a length of 3.459 
and the hexagon indicates a length of 3.619. The numbers 0.184,0.104 and 0.059 
in Figure 3.78 are the values of the eccentricities between the elements. For 
instance the eccentricity between nexors A and B is equal to 0.184 units. 
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Focusing on the fans ABC and ADE in Figure 3.78. The lengths as well as the 
engagement lengths of the nexors that constitute the fan ABC and ADE are 
shown in Table 3.3. 
Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 3.200 0.61 
B 3.459 0.87 
C 3.619 1.03 
D 3.619 1.03 
E 3.459 0.87 
Table 3.3 Particulars of the nexors of fan ABC and ADE 
Before being rotated the edges ABEI constituted a square. After being rotated, 
each edge will be transformed into a nexor. Also, as a result of the rotations, the 
original square face V1 V2V4V5, in Figure 3.77, will transform into a `square 
looking' arrangement that consists of four sides separated at the corners by 
distances equal to the eccentricity. The rotation of the edges will also keep the 
hexagons and decagons rather like hexagons and decagons. 
The engagement lengths of the fan ABC in Figure 3.78, are, respectively, 0.61, 
0.87 and 1.03, as shown in Table 3.3. Also, the engagement lengths for fan ADE 
are, respectively, 0.61,1.03 and 0.87. It is seen that the engagement length is the 
same in fans ABC and ADE but the order is different. This means that these fans 
are not identical. However, the elementary configuration in Figure 3.77 has one 
type of vertex, the rotation of the edges of the polyhedron has created two 
different types of fans. 
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The eccentricities in fans ABC and ADE are given in Table 3.4 
Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.184 
B&C 0.103 
C&A 0.059 
A&D 0.184 
D&E 0.059 
E&A 0.103 
Table 3.4 Eccentricities 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The eccentricities of the fan ABC are, respectively, 0.184,0.103 and 0.059. The 
eccentricities of fan ADE are, respectively, 0.184,0.059 and 0.103. Again it is 
seen that the eccentricities between nexors are the same in fans ABC and ADE 
but the order is different. However, fans ABC and ADE are of the same style, 
namely, leftward. 
The eccentricity between two elements does not automatically give the radii of 
the cross sections of the elements. To elaborate, consider fan ABC in Figure 
3.78. The three eccentricities of fan ABC listed in Table 3.4 give three equations 
of the form : 
RA+RB=eAB 
................................................................... 3-19 
RC+RA=eCA 
.................................................................. 3-20 
RB+RC =eBC ................................................................... 3-21 
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Where RA, RB and RC are the radii of elements A, B and C, respectively. The 
eccentricities between elements A&B, C&A and B&C are referred to as 
eAB, eCA and eBC, respectively. 
The equations shown above constitute a set of three simultaneous equations with 
three unknowns, which is easily solvable. The particulars of nexors A, B and C 
are shown in Table 3.5, where the values of ? and L are taken from Table 3.3 
and the values of the radii of cross sections in the last column are obtained from 
the above set of simultaneous equation. 
Nexor L R 
A 0.61 3.200 0.0695 
B 0.87 3.459 0.1145 
C 1.03 3.619 
-0.0105 
Table 3.5 Particulars of nexors A, B and C 
Table 3.5 indicates that the radius of nexor C must be negative. This implies that 
it is not possible to construct the polyhedric nexorade under consideration in a 
straightforward manner. 
There are two possibilities for overcoming the problem. The first solution is to 
give different radii to the nexor along its length. For instance nexor C could have 
a radius of 0.059/2 units at the position of the eccentricity eAC and a radius of 
0.103/2 units at the position of eBC. For economical reasons, this method is to be 
avoided because different cross sections along the longitudinal axis of an element 
are expensive to manufacture. 
The second solution is to add spacers at the position of the larger eccentricities, 
which are, in the present case, the eccentricities eAB and eBC. The previous 
equations for eAB and eBC may then rewritten as follows: 
RA+RB+T1=eAB ............................................................ 3-22 
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RB+RC+T2=eBC 
........................................................... 3-23 
Ti and T2 are the thickness of the spacers to be placed at the locations eAB and 
eBC, respectively. 
The smallest eccentricity in the present example is equal to 0.059 units. The 
radius of all nexors will be equal to half the smallest eccentricity, that is, 0.0295 
units. 
From the above equations, the thickness of the spacers Ti and T2 are equal to 
0.125 and 0.044 units, respectively. This solution has the advantage of giving the 
same radius for all the nexors of the configuration. The main disadvantage is the 
need for spacers, that makes the connections more difficult to design. The 
thickness of the spacers in this particular case is rather large as compared with 
the radius of the nexors. To be specific, Ti is more than four times bigger than 
the radius of nexor A. 
The particulars of nexors A, B and C are shown in Table 3.6. 
Nexor L % R 
A 3.200 0.61 0.0295 
B 3.459 0.87 0.0295 
C 3.619 1.03 0.0295 
Table 3.6 Particulars of nexors A, B and C when spacers are used 
Now, consider for instance, nexor A, which is connected to four nexors, B, C, D 
and E. This nexor has a spacer Ti placed at the location of eAB and eAD, a 
spacer T2 at the location of eAE and no spacer at the location of eAC. 
This example demonstrates that the transformation of a semi-regular polyhedron 
does not always give rise to a straightforward nexorade. Table 3.7 summarises, 
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the characteristics of the elementary configuration for the present example 
before and after the transformation into a nexorade. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 3 
Number of different engagement Lengths (X) 1 3 
Number of different eccentricities 1 3 
Number of different fans 1 2 
Number of different radii without spacer 1 Impossible 
with 2 spacers 0 2 
Table 3.7 Characteristics of great rhombicosidodecahedric nexorade 
In the elementary configuration, the engagement length is taken equal to zero. 
This explains the value of 1 given for the number of engagement lengths for the 
initial configuration in Table 3.7. 
The attention is now turned to the other Archimedean polyhedra. These 
polyhedra are all obtained from regular polyhedra as shown in Figure 3.79, that 
provides a family tree for the Platonic and Archimedean polyhedra. This is a 
modified version of the family tree produced by Motro [8]. The family tree also 
explains the root of most of the names of the semi-regular polyhedra. The 
definitions of the different names for families of polyhedra can be found in 
reference [9]. 
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Figure 3.79: Relationship between Platonic and Archimedean polyhedra 
(family tree) 
3.4.4.1 Truncated Polyhedra 
The truncated polyhedra family is composed of the truncated tetrahedron, 
truncated cube, truncated octahedron, truncated dodecahedron and truncated 
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icosahedron. As an example consider the truncated icosahedron shown in Figure 
3.80. 
Figure 3.80: Truncated iscosahedron 
The region bounded by the dashed line in Figure 3.80 is detailed in Figure 3.81. 
Figure 3.81: Details of a region of the truncated icosahedron 
The circuniradius of the polyhedron is assumed to be 10 units and this implies 
that the length of each edge will be 4.035 units. Suppose that the truncated 
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icosahedron of Figure 3.80 is to be used as an elementary configuration for 
creating a nexorade using the method of rotation. Also, let angle 0 be equal to 10 
degrees. The result of the transformation is shown in Figure 3.82. 
In Figure 3.82, ?. 1 and X2 are the values of the engagement lengths. They are 
found to be 1.138 and 1.032 units, respectively. The triangles and diamonds 
situated around a letter, indicate the lengths of the nexors. To elaborate, the 
triangle indicates a length of 5.001 units and diamond indicates a length of 5.107 
units. The numbers 0.246 and 0.195 in Figure 3.82 are the values of the 
eccentricities between the elements. For instance, the eccentricity between 
nexors A and B is equal to 0.195 unit. 
X2 0.195 
HQ 0,059 
0.246 ý2 
Q 
11 
0.2462 
0.24 
A1 0.195 
0.246 X2 
O 
0.246 
X2 
0.195 1 XI 
X2 
0 24 
O 
. 0.195 X2 0.246 
QA 
xi 
246 X2 . 
0.246 
X2 " X2 0.246 NI 
0.195 
A 
Figure 3.82: Transformed configuration 
The nexorade resulting from the transformation of the truncated icosahedron has 
only one type of fan. A typical fan of this nexorade may be taken as the fan 
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ABC in Figure 3.82. The lengths and engagement lengths of the nexors that 
compose the fan ABC are shown in Table 3.8. 
Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 5.001 1.032 
B 5.001 1.032 
C 5.107 1.138 
Table 3.8: Particulars of nexors A, B and C 
The eccentricities between the nexors of fan ABC are given in Table 3.9. 
Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.195 
B&C 0.246 
C&A 0.246 
Table 3.9: Eccentricities 
The eccentricities listed in Table 3.9 imply the following equations : 
RA + RB = eAB ................................................................... 3-24 
RB + RC = eBC .................................................................. 3-25 
RC + RA = eCA .................................................................. 3-26 
Where RA, RB and RC are the radii of elements A, B, and C, respectively. The 
eccentricities between elements A&B, B&C and C&A are referred to as eAB, 
eBC and eCA, respectively. 
The equations shown above constitute a set of three simultaneous equations with 
three unknowns, which are the radii of the nexors. The solution of the equations 
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will result in the values of the radii that are shown in Table 3.10, together with 
other details. 
Nexor x L R 
A 1.032 5.001 0.0975 
B 1.032 5.001 0.0975 
C 1.138 5.107 0.1486 
Table 3.10: Particulars of nexors A, B and C 
Table 3.10 indicates that nexors A and B are identical. However, nexor C is 
slightly longer and has a radius 50% larger than that of nexors A and B. Note that 
nexors A and B are the boundary between pentagonal and hexagonal 
arrangements and nexor C is at the boundary between hexagonal arrangements. 
Table 3.11 summaries, the characteristics of the elementary configuration for the 
present example before and after the transformation into a nexorade. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different lengths (L) 1 2 
Number of different engagement lengths (X) 1 2 
Number of different fans 1 1 
Number of different eccentricities 1 2 
Number of different radii 1 2 
Table 3.11: Characteristics of truncated icosahedron and its corresponding 
nexorade 
3.4.4.2 Canted Polyhedra 
The canted polyhedra family is composed of the cuboctahedron and 
icosidodecahedron. As an example consider the cuboctahedron shown in Figure 
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3.83. The method used to transform the present polyhedron into a nexorade is the 
same as that used for the truncated icosahedron. Therefore, only the summary of 
the calculations are given. 
Region detailed in Figure 3.84 
Figure 3.83: Cuboctahedron 
The region bounded by the dashed line in Figure 3.83 is detailed in Figure 3.84. 
11! 
12 
F 
Figure 3.84: Detail of a part of the cuboctahedron 
Using the method of rotation with 0= 100, the result of the transformation is 
shown in Figure 3.85. 
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Figure 3.85: Transformed configuration 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The lengths and engagement lengths of the nexors that constitute the fan 
ABCD are shown Table 3.12. 
Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 10.94 1.19 
B 10.94 1.19 
C 10.94 1.19 
D 10.94 1.19 
Table 3.12 Particulars of nexors A, B, C and D 
The eccentricities between the nexors of fan ABCD are given in Table 3.13: 
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Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.987 
B&C 0.568 
C&D 0.987 
D&A 0.568 
Table 3.13 Eccentricities 
The eccentricities listed in Table 3.13 imply the following equations : 
RA + RB = eAB ................................................................... 3-27 
RB + RC = eBC .................................................................. 3-28 
RC + RD = eCD ................................................................. 3-29 
RD+RA=eDA 
.................................................................. 3-30 
Where RA, RB, RC and RD are the radii of elements A, B, C and D, 
respectively. The eccentricities between elements A&B, B&C, C&D and D 
&A are referred to as eAB, eBC, eCD and eDA, respectively. 
The above set of simultaneous equations in matrix form may be written as 
1100 RA 0.987 
0110 RB 0.568 
0011 RC 0.987 
1001 RD 0.568 
The augmented matrix of this system is 
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1 1 0 0 0.987 
0 1 1 0 0.568 
0 0 1 1 0.987 
1 0 0 1 0.568 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The rank of the coefficient matrix of the system is equal to 3 while the rank of 
the augmented matrix is 4. This implies that the system is inconsistent and it is 
impossible to have a set of radii that satisfies the system. Thus spacers are 
required. The equations for the eccentricities eAB and eCD are rewritten as 
follows: 
RA+RB+T1=eAB 
........................................................... 3-31 
RC + RD + Tl = eCD ........................................................ 3-32 
Where Ti is the thickness of the spacer. Using the same technique as that used 
for the great rhombicosidodecahedron, the required thickness of the spacer is 
found to be 0.419 units. The radii of all the nexors of the configuration will be 
equal to 0.284 units. This means that the particulars of all the nexors of the 
resulting nexorade will be identical. Table 3.14 summarises, the characteristics 
of the elementary configuration of the present example before and after the 
transformation into a nexorade. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 1 
Number of different engagement lengths (X) 1 1 
Number of different fans 1 1 
Number of different eccentricities 1 2 
Number of different radii without spacer 1 impossible 
with spacer 1 1 
Table 3.14: Characteristics of the canted cube and its corresponding nexorade 
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3.4.4.3 Snub Polyhedra 
The snub polyhedra family consists of the left snub cube, right snub cube, left 
snub dodecahedron and right snub dodecahedron. As an example consider Figure 
3.86, where a left snub cube is shown. The method used to transform this 
polyhedron is the same as that used for the truncated icosahedron. Therefore, 
only a summary of the procedure is described. 
Region detailed in Figure 3.87 
The region enclosed by the dashed line in Figure 3.86 is detailed in Figure 3.87. 
Figure 3.87: Detail of a part of the left snub cube 
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The result of the transformation with 9= 10° is shown in Figure 3.88. 
Figure 3.88: Transformed configuration 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The lengths and engagement lengths of the nexors that constitute the fan 
ABCDE are shown in Table 3.15. 
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Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 8.02 0.727 
B 8.02 0.727 
C 8.02 0.727 
D 8.252 0.958 
E 8.252 0.958 
Table 3.15: Particulars of nexors A, B, C, D and E 
Table 3.15 indicates that nexors A, B and C have identical lengths and 
engagement lengths. Also, nexors D and E have identical lengths and 
engagement lengths. The eccentricities between the nexors of fan ABCDE are 
given in Table 3.16. 
Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.291 
B&C 0.291 
C&D 0.291 
D&E 0.291 
E&A 0.510 
Table 3.16 Eccentricities 
The five eccentricities listed in Table 3.16 imply the following equations : 
RA+RB=eAB 
................................................................... 3-33 
RB + RC = eBC .................................................................. 3-34 
RC + RD= eCD ................................................................. 3-35 
RD + RE = eDE ................................................................. 3-36 
RE+RA=eEA 
................................................................... 3-37 
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Where RA, RB, RC, RD and RE are the radii of elements A, B, C, D and E, 
respectively. The eccentricities between elements A&B, B&C, C&D, D&E 
and between E&A are denoted by as eAB, eBC, eCD, eDE and eEA, 
respectively. 
Just as in the previous case, the system of simultaneous equations turns out to be 
inconsistent. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate spacers. Thus, the equation 
for the eccentricity eEA is rewritten as follows: 
RE+RA+T =eEA .............................................................. 3-38 
Where T is the thickness of the spacer. With a thickness of spacer of 0.216 units 
the radii of all the nexors of the configuration will be equal to 0.147 units. 
Table 3.17 summarises, the characteristics of the elementary configuration of the 
present example before and after the transformation into a nexorade. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 2 
Number of different engagement lengths (A) 1 2 
Number of different fans 1 1 
Number of different eccentricities 1 2 
Number of different radii without spacer 1 impossible 
with spacer 1 1 
Table 3.17: Characteristics of the left snub cube and its corresponding nexorade 
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3.4.4.4 Planed Polyhedra 
The planed polyhedra family is composed of the small rhombicuboctahedron, 
great rhombicuboctahedron, small rhombicosidodecahedron and great 
rhombicosidodecahedron. The term "planed" is used in the sense of shaving off 
layers from faces, as done by carpenters using a `plane'. The great 
rhombicosidodecahedron has already been studied in the previous section, the 
great rhombicuboctahedron has similar vertex arrangements as the great 
rhombicosidodecahedron, consequently, the particulars of a nexorade resulting 
from a great rhombicuboctahedron is similar to those of a nexorade obtained 
from a great rhombicosidodecahedron. Now, the attention is focused on the small 
rhombicuboctahedron shown in Figure 3.89. The method used to transform this 
polyhedron into a nexorade is the same as in the previous examples. Therefore, 
only the summary of the process is given. 
Region detailed in Fig 
Figure 3.89: Small rhombicuboctahedron 
The region inscribed by the dashed line in Figure 3.89 is detailed in Figure 3.90. 
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Figure 3.90: Details of a part of the small rhombicuboctahedron 
Using the method of rotation with an angle 0= 10° , the resulting nexorade is 
shown in Figure 3.91. 
Figure 3.91: Transformed configuration 
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The lengths of the nexors together with the engagement lengths for the fan 
ABCD are shown in Table 3.18. 
Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 7.934 0.925 
B 8.02 1.15 
C 8.02 1.15 
D 7.934 0.925 
Table 3.18: Particulars of nexors A, B, C and D 
The eccentricities between the nexors of fan ABCD are given in Table 3.19. 
Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.46 
B&C 0.46 
C&D 0.46 
D&A 0.269 
Table 3.19 Eccentricities 
The eccentricities listed in Table 3.19 imply the following equations: 
RA + RB = eAB ................................................................... 3-39 
RB+RC=eBC 
.................................................................. 3-4o 
RC + RD = eCD ................................................................. 3-41 
RD+RA= eDA .................................................................. 3-42 
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Where RA, RB, RC and RD are the radii of elements A, B, C and D, 
respectively. The eccentricities between elements A&B, B&C, C&D and D 
&A are denoted by as eAB, eBC, eCD and eDA, respectively. 
As in the previous examples, the system of simultaneous equations is found to be 
inconsistent. This implies that spacers are required. Using the approach adopted 
in the previous examples, the equations for the eccentricities eAB eBC and eCD 
are rewritten as follows: 
RA + RB +T= eAB ............................................................. 3-43 
RB + RC +T= eBC ............................................................. 3-44 
RC + RD +T= eCD ............................................................. 3-45 
Where T is the thickness of the spacer. The required thickness of spacer is found 
to be 0.191 units and the radius of all the nexors of the configuration are found to 
be 0.135 units. 
Table 3.20 summaries, the characteristics of the elementary configuration before 
and after the transformation into a nexorade. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 2 
Number of different engagement lengths (A, ) 1 2 
Number of different fans 1 1 
Number of different eccentricities 1 2 
Number of different radii without spacer 1 impossible 
with spacer 1 1 
Table 3.20: Characteristics of the small rhombicuboctahedron and its 
corresponding nexorade 
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The final example considered is the small rhombicosidodecahedron shown in 
Figure 3.92. 
Region detailed in Figure 3.93 
Figure 3.92: Small rhombicosidodecahedron 
The region inscribed by the dashed line in Figure 3.92 is detailed in Figure 3.93. 
Figure 3.93: Details of a part of the small rhombicosidodecahedron 
The result of the transformation using the method of rotation with 0= 10°, is 
shown in Figure 3.94. 
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Figure 3.94: Transformed configuration 
QM 
The nexor lengths and the corresponding engagement lengths of the nexors that 
constitute the fan ABCD are show in Table 3.21. 
Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 5.005 0.602 
B 5.005 0.602 
C 5.292 0.883 
D 5.292 0.883 
Table 3.21: Particulars of nexors A, B, C and D 
The eccentricities between the nexors of fan ABCD are given in Table 3.22. 
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Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.102 
B&C 0.176 
C&D 0.242 
D&A 0.176 
Table 3.22: Eccentricities 
Ph. D. Thesis 
The four eccentricities listed in Table 3.22 imply the following equations: 
RA + RB = eAB ................................................................... 3-46 
RB + RC = eBC .................................................................. 3-47 
RC + RD = eCD ................................................................. 3-48 
RD + RA = eDA .................................................................. 3-49 
As before, RA, RB, RC and RD are the radii of elements A, B, C and D, 
respectively. The eccentricities between elements A&B, B&C, C&D and D 
&A are denoted by as eAB, eBC, eCD and eDA, respectively. 
Unlike the previous examples, the above set of simultaneous equations is 
consistent and may be solved easily. The solution gives a radius of 0.051 units 
for nexors A and B and a radius of 0.121 units for nexors C and D. Table 3.23 
summarises, the characteristics of the elementary configuration of the present 
example before and after the transformation into a nexorade. 
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Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 2 
Number of different engagement lengths (X) 1 2 
Number of different fans 1 1 
Number of different eccentricities 1 3 
Number of different radii 1 2 
Table 3.23: Characteristics of the small rhombicosidodecahedron and its 
corresponding nexorade 
Summary 
Table 3.24 summarises the particulars of all the different regular and semi- 
regular polyhedric nexorades. The columns indicate, respectively, the name of 
the polyhedron, the number of different nexor lengths, the number of different 
engagement lengths, the number of different types of fan, the number of different 
eccentricities, the number of different radii of nexor cross section and the number 
of different spacers required. 
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Polyhedron L x Fan e R Spacer 
Tetrahedron 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Cube 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Octahedron 1 1 1 1 1 0 
ta Dodecahedron 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Icosahedron 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Truncated Tetrahedron 2 2 1 2 2 0 
Truncated Cube 2 2 1 2 2 0 
Truncated Octahedron 2 2 1 2 2 0 
Truncated Dodecahedron 2 2 1 2 2 0 
Truncated Icosahedron 2 2 1 2 2 0 
.. Cuboctahedron 1 1 1 2 1 1 W 
Icosidodecahedron 1 1 1 2 1 1 
Snub Cube (left and rigth) 2 2 1 2 1 1 
.0 
I Snub Dodecahedron (left and rigth) 2 2 1 2 1 1 
Great Rhombicuboctahedron 3 3 2 3 1 2 
Great Rhombicosidodecahedron 3 3 2 3 1 2 
Small Rhombicuboctahedron 2 2 1 2 1 1 b 
Small Rhombicosidodecahedron 2 2 1 3 2 0 
Table 3.24: Particulars of the regular and semi-regular polyhedric nexorades 
Only six semi-regular polyhedric nexorades can be built in a straightforward 
manner. These polyhedric nexorades are the truncated tetrahedron, truncated 
cube, truncated octahedron, truncated dodecahedron, truncated icosahedron and 
small rhombicosidodecahedron. 
The nexors that constitute canted polyhedra have identical particulars. However, 
in this case spacers are required at the locations of the larger eccentricities. 
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3.5 Extended Translation Method 
Consider Figure 3.95, where element A is a part of a polyhedral configuration. 
Plane PI has been obtained using the same procedure as in the method of 
rotation, as described in the previous sections. To elaborate, plane PI contains 
element A and is tangent to the intersphere of the polyhedron. In order to 
transform the configuration into a nexorade, element A is translated in plane P1. 
The amount by which element A is translated is denoted by S in Figure 3.95. 
Now, consider the vector Ul which is passing through points VI and 0. The 
translation S may be imagined to create a rotation about U1. This rotation is 
considered positive if it makes a screw move in the positive direction of Ul. In 
the particular case shown in Figure 3.95, the translation S creates a negative 
rotation about U I. 
Plane P1 
z 
Y 
x 
polyhedron 
Figure 3.95: Elementary configuration 
In order to create a nexorade, the elements B, C, D and E have also to be 
translated. The translation of elements B and C must be such that it creates a 
rotation around U1 in a sense compatible with that of the rotation due to element 
A. This sense, in the case of the present example is negative. The values of the 
S's can be different for each element but the sense of rotation must be kept the 
same. 
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Consider vector U2 that is passing through points 0 and V2. The direction of the 
translation of elements E and D has to be in a positive sense around vector U2, 
as shown in Figure 3.96. This is because the sense of rotation created around U2 
by the translation, S, of element A is positive. 
E 
U1 SC 
C' ve 
V1; 
Sb 
ty 
x 
" 
A -- _z 
O centre of 
polyhedron 
Figure 3.96: Translation of the elements 
Once all the elements are translated, the eccentricities between the elements are 
obtained following the same procedure as in the method of rotation. The 
resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 3.97. 
0-_. 
Figure 3.97: Resulting nexorade 
The above discussion for creating a polyhedric nexorade is referred to as the 
`extended translation' method. As shown in Figure 3.97, the transformation of 
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the elementary configuration will create a nexorade with not all the fans having 
the same style. 
For the extended translation method to be applicable, two basic conditions must 
be satisfied. 
The initial configuration has to have faces with an even number of sides. To 
elaborate, consider Figure 3.98 where a hexagonal face of an elementary 
polyhedric configuration is shown before (Figure 3.98a) and after (Figure 3.98b) 
transformation into a nexorade using the extended method of translation. Figure 
3.98c shows the sense of rotation of each vertex. The configuration has three 
positive rotations and three negative rotations. Each sense of rotation around a 
vertex is opposite to the sense of rotation of the neighbouring vertices. 
a) 
C) 
b) 
Figure 3.98: Transformation of polyhedral configuration with a hexagonal face 
into a nexorade 
Now, consider Figure 3.99, that shows an elementary polyhedric configuration 
with a pentagonal face before (Figure 3.99a) and after (Figure 3.99b) the 
transformation into a nexorade using the extended method of translation. This 
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transformation is seen to be impossible, as each sense of rotation around a vertex 
must be opposite to the sense of rotation of the surrounding vertices. 
b) 
C) 
Figure 3.99: Impossible transformation 
The second necessary condition for creating a nexorade using the proposed 
method is that the engagement length of every nexor has to be smaller than half 
of its length. To illustrate this point, Figure 3.100a shows a nexorade in which 
the engagement length of each nexor is smaller than half of the nexor length. In 
contrast, Figure 3.100b shows a nexorade, in which the engagement length of 
each nexor is bigger than half of the nexor length. 
a) X 
L 
ýý 
b)X>W2 
Figure 3.100: Nexorades with different engagement ratios 
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The nexorade in Figure 3.100b is also shown in Figure 3.101. The black dots 
indicate where two nexors intersect. These intersections between the nexors 
make the construction of such a nexorade impossible. 
Figure 3.101: Intersections 
In spite of these restrictive conditions, the nexorades created with the extended 
translation method have practical advantages that will be discussed in chapter 5. 
As the elementary configuration has to have faces with an even number of sides, 
only one regular and three semi-regular polyhedra can be used. These polyhedra 
are the cube, truncated octahedron, great rhombicuboctahedron and great 
rhombicosidodecahedron. 
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As an example consider the great rhombicosidodecahedron shown in Figure 
3.102. 
Figure 3.102: Great rhombicosidodecahedron 
The region inscribed by the dashed line in Figure 3.102 is detailed in Figure 
3.103. 
Figure 3.103: Details of a part of the great rhombicosidodecahedron 
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The elements that constitute the configuration of Figure 3.103are translated by 
the same distance, which, in the present example is chosen to be 0.3 units. The 
eccentricites between the elements, engagement lengths and nexor lengths are 
then obtained using the procedure described in the previous sections. The 
resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 3.104, where, as before, when the 
identification letter of two nexors are enclosed in similar polygons it implies that 
the two nexors have the same length. 
D YÄ2/ 
. 21 cB 
ý2 
0.07 
O1 
Ä3 
0.21 
. 12 Ä1 0 
Qo 0.12 Vx1 0.21 
0.12 X3 " 0.21 x1 
Ni 4x3 0.07 
X2 O 
V5 0.12 
" GG X2 " 
0.21 X20.07 
ý3 
0.07 
A 
Figure 3.104: Transformed configuration 
Focusing on the fans ABC and CDE in Figure 3.104. The nexor lengths as well 
as the engagement lengths of the nexors that constitute the fans are shown in 
Table 3.25. 
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Nexor Length Engagement length 
A 3.151 0.70 
B 3.517 1.18 
C 4.108 0.99 
D 3.517 1.18 
E 3.151 0.70 
Table 3.25: Particulars of the fans ABC and CDE 
The engagement lengths of the fan ABC are 0.70,1.18 and 0.99 units, 
respectively. The engagement lengths of fan CDE are 0.99,0.1.18 and 0.70 units, 
respectively. The engagement lengths are the same in fans ABC and CDE but the 
order is different. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3.104, the fans have different 
styles. To be specific, the fan ABC is rightward whereas fan CDE is leftward. 
The elementary configuration in Figure 3.103 has one type of vertex, but its 
corresponding nexorade has two different types of fans. The eccentricities in the 
fans ABC are given in Table 3.4. 
Nexors Eccentricity 
A&B 0.12 
B&C 0.21 
C&A 0.07 
Table 3.26: Eccentricities 
The eccentricities of fan ABC listed in Table 3.4 imply the following equations: 
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RA + RB = eAB ................................................................... 3-50 
RB + RC = eBC .................................................................. 3-51 
RC+RA=eCA 
.................................................................. 3-52 
Where RA, RB and RC are the radii of elements A, B and C, respectively. The 
eccentricities between elements A&B, B&C and C&A are denoted by eAB, 
eBC and eCA, respectively. 
The above set of simultaneous equations has a unique solution. RA, RB and RC 
are found to be -0.012,0.132 and 0.081 units, respectively. As the radius of the 
cross-section of nexor A is negative, the fan cannot be built in a straightforward 
manner. 
As discussed in the section 3.4.1, it is necessary to employ some spacers. The 
spacers are placed at the location of the larger eccentricities, which are, in the 
present case, the eccentricities between A&B and B&C. The equations for 
eAB and eCB are rewritten as follows: 
RA+RB+T1=eAB 
.......................................................... 3-53 
RB+RC+T2=eBC .......................................................... 3-54 
Here, Ti and T2 are the thicknesses of the spacers to be placed between nexors A 
&B and B&C, respectively. 
The smallest eccentricity in the present example is equal to 0.07 units. The radius 
of the cross section of all nexors will be equal to half of this smallest eccentricity, 
that is, 0.035 units. 
From the above equations, the value of the spacers TI and T2 are found to be 
0.05 and 0.14 units, respectively. All the nexors of the resulting nexorade will 
then have the same radius. The thicknesses of the spacers in this particular case 
are rather large as compared with the radius of the cross section of the nexors. To 
be specific, Ti is about 1.4 times the radius of the cross section of the nexors and 
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T2 is about four times that of the nexors. The particulars of nexors A, B and C 
are shown in Table 3.27. 
Nexor L ), R 
A 3.151 0.7 0.035 
B 3.517 1.18 0.035 
C 4.107 0.99 0.035 
Table 3.27: Particular of nexors A, B and C when spacers are used 
Now, consider one of the nexors, say nexor A which is connected to four nexors, 
B, C, G and H. This nexor has spacers of the type of Ti placed at the locations 
of eAB and eAH and no spacer at the locations of eAC and eAG. 
This example demonstrates that the transformation of semi-regular polyhedra 
using the extended translation method is possible. Table 3.28 summarises, the 
characteristics of the initial configuration for the present example before and 
after the transformation into a nexorade. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 3 
Number of different engagement lengths (k) 1 3 
Number of different eccentricities 1 3 
Number of different fans 1 2 
Number of different radii without spacer not applicable Impossible 
with 2 spacers not applicable 1 
Table 3.28: Characteristics of great rhombicosidodecahedric and its 
corresponding nexorade 
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Table 3.29 shows the particulars of the great rhombicosidodecahedron and its 
corresponding nexorade using the method of rotation. 
Elem. Config. Nexorade 
Number of different nexor lengths (L) 1 3 
Number of different engagement Lengths (A) 1 3 
Number of different eccentricities 1 3 
Number of different fans 1 2 
Number of different radii without spacer not applicable Impossible 
with 2 spacers not applicable 1 
Table 3.29: Characteristics of great rhombicosidodecahedric nexorade using the 
method of rotation 
It is seen that the resulting nexorades found by the method of rotation and the 
method of extended translation have similar characteristics. However, there are 
certain slight differences between the two resulting nexorades. For instance, the 
spacers required for nexor A, in Figure 3.104, are shown in Table 3.30 together 
with those of nexor A obtained by the method of rotation in section 3.4.3. 
Method A&C A&B A&H A&G 
Ext. translation No spacer TI TI No spacer 
Rotation Ti' T2' No spacer Ti' 
Table 3.30: Comparison between the methods 
Where T l' and T2' in Table 3.30 represent, respectively TI and T2 in section 
3.4.3. 
Table 3.30 shows that the two methods give different arrangements of spacers 
along nexor A. For the method of extended translation, nexor A has no spacer at 
its extremities and two identical spacers along its length. This is in fact a general 
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rule that applies wherever the method of extended translation is used. Namely, 
the extremities of a nexor will have the same type of connection and the 
connections along the length of the nexor will also be identical. This is not true 
for the method of rotation, as the connections of the nexors along its length are 
different, this is a disadvantage as it complicates the construction of the 
nexorades. 
3.6 Generalisation of the Method of Rotation and the Method of Extended 
Translation to any Spherical Configuration 
Consider Figure 3.105 where a spherical elementary configuration is shown. 
Here, the term `spherical configuration' is used to mean a configuration 
consisting of `line elements' with all the nodes being on the surface of a sphere. 
Z 
y 
X 
a) 
Z 
x b) 
Figure 3.105: Spherical configuration 
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Despite the fact that each element may have a different length, they all are 
perpendicular to the radius of the sphere at their midpoint. As in Figure 3.105b 
which shows a section through elements A, B, C and D that are assumed to be in 
the same plane which is passing through the centre of sphere. 
Now, let it be required to transform the spherical configuration of Figure 3.105a 
into a nexorade. To this end, for a typical element V1 V2, consider the sphere S 
that is concentric with the sphere of the configuration and is tangent to element 
V1 V2 at its midpoint M. Let P be the plane that is tangent the sphere S at point 
M as shown in Figure 3.106. 
Plane 
V 
Figure 3.106: Typical element 
The plane P will then be used for the rotation or the translation of element V1 V2 
in order to transform it into a nexor, as explained before using the method of 
rotation or extended translation. The repetition of this process for all the elements 
of the configuration will give rise to the required nexorade. 
It has been demonstrated that any spherical configuration can be transformed into 
a nexorade by using the method of rotation or the method of extended translation. 
The procedure described above can be used to generate nexorades from 
configurations such as geodesic domes. 
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3.7 Generalisation of the Method of Rotation and the Method of Extended 
Translation to any Configuration 
When an elementary configuration is not a spherical configuration, the planes in 
which the elements have to be rotated or translated cannot be found using the 
method shown in the previous sections. The generalisation of the methods of 
rotation and extended translation is illustrated below. 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 3.107. 
Z 
y 
x 
Figure 3.107: Elementary configuration 
Vector W situated at point M1 is equal to the sum of the vector product of the 
neighbouring elements, that is. 
W =(V1V3xV1V2)+(V1V2xV1V5)+(V2V6xV2V1)+(V2V1xV2V7) 
or 
W= V1V2x (-V1V3+V1V5-V2V6+V2V7) 
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Plane P1 contains element V1 V2 and is normal to vector W. 
The plane PI is then used for the rotation or translation of element V1 V2 for 
transformation into a nexor as explained in the previous sections. The repetition 
of the process for all the elements of the configuration will produce a nexorade. 
If one uses this method to define the plane of rotation of the edges of a regular or 
semi-regular polyhedron, the same results as in the previous sections will be 
found. 
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3.8 Controlling the Eccentricities 
In previous sections a number of nexorades required spacers. Spacers complicate 
the design and the construction of nexorades. They also increase the cost of the 
construction as standard connections cannot be used. A method to control the 
eccentricities of a nexorade is proposed in this section and illustrated in terms of 
the following example. 
Suppose that the elementary configuration shown in Figure 3.108 is to be 
transformed into a nexorade using the method of rotation. 
V7 
Z 
ty 
x 
V5 
V2 
Figure 3.108: Elementary configuration 
In order to carry out the transformation, element A is rotated around its midpoint 
along the plane P1, as shown in Figure 3.109. Plane P1 has been found using the 
method described in the previous sections. The points V l' and V2' denote the 
ends of element A after rotation. Similarly, element B may be rotated in plane P2 
around the midpoint M2 with the ends of the elements being denoted by point 
V Ib' and V3b, as shown in Figure 3.109. 
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V4 Plane P2 
Cý 
-- 
V3b 
M3--------- "`. V3 
B 
V1 M2 
-_ý Vlb------- 
z Vla . y M4 ` 
D 
x 
V5 Plane P1 
`. V2a 
V2 
Figure 3.109: Rotating element A 
Suppose that V1 b' is a point along the direction of line V1 b-V3b such that lines 
Vla-V2a and Vlb-V3b have a common perpendicular as shown in Figure 3.110. 
Vlb' Vlb 
M2 
Via 
Z VA 
Y 
Element B 
0x/ 
Element A 
V2a 
Figure 3.110: Elements A and B after rotation 
The coordinates of points Vla, V2a and M2 are known but the coordinates of 
point V1 b' have to be found. In order to find the coordinates of the point V1 b', 
one may proceed as follows: 
Since the vectors V1 a-V 1 b' and V1 a-V2a are orthogonal, one may write: 
V 1aV lb'" V IaV 2a =0.......................................................... 3-55 
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Similarly for element B: 
V 1aV lb'" M 2V lb' =0............................................................ 3-56 
The distance V1 aV 1 b' is the eccentricity, that is: 
V 1aV lb' 
11 
=e.......................................................................... 3-57 
The eccentricity e is, in fact, equal to the sum of the radii of nexors A and B, 
which should be given as data. 
Equations 3-55,3-56 and 3-57 constitute a system of three simultaneous 
equations with three unknowns that are the x, y, z coordinates of the point V1W. 
Derivation and Solution of equations 
The position vectors of points V1a, V1 b', V2a and M2 are as follows: 
Vlax Vlb'x V2ax M2x 
OV1a= Vlay OVlb'= Vlb'y OV2a= V2ay 0M2= M2y 
Vlaz Vlb'z V2az M2z 
Where 0 is the origin of the coordinate system 
Equation 3-55 may be rewritten as : 
(OVIb'-OV1a)"(OV2a-OV1a)=0 
or 
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(V2ax - Vlax)Vlb'x + (V2ay -Vlay)Vlb'y+(V2az - Vlaz)Vlb'z = Ka 
where Ka is a constant 
Ka = V2ax "Vlax -(Vlax)2 + V2ay "Vlay -(Vlay)2 + V2az "Vlaz - (Vlaz)Z 
Equations 3-56 may be rewritten as follows: 
--- 
(OV lb'- OV la) " (OV lb'- OM 2) =0 
or 
(Vlb'x)2 +(Vlb'y)2 +(Vlb'z)2 -(V1ax+M2x)Vlb'x-(V1ay+M2y)Vlb'y 
- (Vlaz + M2z)Vlb'z = Kb 
where Kb is equal to 
Kb=-Vlax " M2x -V1ay" M2y -Vlaz " M2z 
Equations 3-57 may be rewritten as follows: 
(Vlb'x-Vlax)2 + (Vlb'y - Vlay)2 + (Vlb'z - Vlaz )2 =e 
The equation is squared in order to remove the radical: 
(Vlb'x-Vlax)Z +(Vlb'y-Vlay)2 +(Vlb'z- Vlaz)2 = e2 
or 
(Vlb'x)2 +(Vlb'y)2 +(Vlb'z)2 -2Vlax"Vlb'x-2Vlay"Vlb'y-2Vlaz"Vlb'z=Kc 
where Kc is equal to 
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Kc=e2 -(Vlczx)2 -(V1ay)2 -(Vlaz)z 
It is interesting to note that Equation 3-57 is the equation of a sphere. 
The above set of simultaneous equations derived from of Equations 3-55,3-56 
and 3-57 has one linear equation and two non linear equations. 
In order to remove the second degree terms of equation 3-56, this equation is 
replaced by a combination of Equation 3-57 and itself as follows: 
Equation 3-56 = (Equation 3-56) - (Equation 3-57) 
or 
(Vlax-M2x)Vlb' x+(Vlay-M2y)Vlb' y+(Vlaz-M2z)Vlb' z= Kb-Kc 
The system of simultaneous equation is now constituted of two linear equations 
and one non-linear equation. 
Equations 3-55 and 3-56 are equations of two planes. The intersection of these 
two planes gives the equation of a line. The procedure for finding the intersection 
is as follows: 
The normal vectors of the two planes can be derived from equation 3-55 and 
3-56. The normal of the plane represented by equation 3-55 is denoted by Ni and 
its components are simply the coefficients of the unknown Vlb'x, Vlb'y and 
Vlb'z. The normal of the plane represented by equation 3-56 is denoted by N2 
and its components are found in a manner similar to that of Ni. Thus 
V2ax-Vlax 
N1= V 2ay -V lay 
V2az-Vlaz 
Vlax-M2x 
N2 = Vlay-M2y 
Vlaz-M2z 
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The line of intersection lies on both planes. Thus this line is orthogonal to both 
Ni and N2. The vector product of Ni and N2 will then give vector W that is 
parallel to the line of intersection. 
The vector W is given by: 
(V2ay - Vlay)(Vlaz -M2z)-(V2az - Vlaz)(Vlay - M2y) 
W= (V 2az -V laz)(V lax -M 2x) - (V 2ax -V lax)(V laz -M 2z) 
(V2ax-Vlax)(Vlay-M2y)-(V2ay-Vlay)(Vlax-M2x) 
A point situated on the line of intersection is required to find the equation of the 
line of intersection. This point is denoted by U. By giving the x coordinate of 
point U, the y and z coordinates of point U can be found using Equations 3-55 
and 3-56. For instance, if the x coordinate of point U is equal to zero, Equations 
3-55 and 3-56 can then be manipulated as follows: 
From equation 3-55 
(V2ay - Vlay)Uy + (V2az - Vlaz)Uz = Ka 
From equation 3-56 
(Vlay - M2y)Uy + (Vlaz - M2z)Uz = Kb - Kc 
Thus 
(Vlay-M2y)Ka 
Kb-Kc- 
Uz = 
(V2ay - Vlay) 
((V laz -M 2z)) - 
(V2az -V laz)(V lay -M 2y) 
(V2ay-Vlay) 
and 
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Kb-Kc-(Vlaz-M2z)Ka 
_ 
(V2az-Vlaz) 
Uy 
((Vlay - M2y)) - 
(V 2ay -V lay)(V laz -M 2z) 
(V2az-Vlaz) 
The parametric equation of the line of intersection of the two planes can be stated 
as follows: 
x=t"Wx 
y=vy+t wy 
z=Uz+t"Wz 
Where t is a scalar and Wx, Wy and Wz are the x, y and z components of vector 
W. 
The point V1 b' can now be found as the point of intersection of the sphere 
represented by equation 3-57 and the line of intersection of the two planes. The 
variables x, y, z of the parametric equation of the line of intersection of the two 
planes are replaced in equation 3-57. This will give 
(t. Wx)Z +(Uy+t Wy)2 +(Uz+t. Wz)2 -2Vlax. (t. Wx)-2V1ay. (Uy+t Wy)-2Vlaz. (Uz+t. Wz)=Kc 
or 
(Wx2 +W? +Wz2)"t2 +(2Uy"Wy+2Uz"Wz-2Vlax-Wx-2V1ay"Wy-2Vlaz"Wz)"t+Kd-Kc=( 
where Kd is equal to 
Kd = (Uy) 2+ (UZ) 2- 2vlay" Uy- 2vIaz. Uz 
The above equation can be rewritten as: 
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a"t2 +b"t+c=0 ........................................................................ 3-58 
Where 
a=(Wx2+W? +Wz2) 
b= (2UyWy+2Uz"Wz-2Vlax"Wx-2Vlay"Wy-2Vlaz"Wz) 
c=Kd-Kc 
The solution of the above quadratic equation is given by 
-b± 
2a 
where 
A=b' -4ac 
If A<0 then the equation has no solution. 
If A=0 then the equation has one solution that is: 
-b t=- 
2a 
If 0>0 then the equation has two solutions that are: 
tl - -b+-vFA- 2a 
t2=-b-VA 
2a 
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The solutions tl and t2 may be substituted in the parametric equations of the line 
of intersection to give the coordinates of points VI b' and V1 b" as follows: 
tl " Wx 
Vlb'= Uy+tl"Wy 
Uz+tl"Wz 
t2"Wx 
Vlb"= Uy+t2. Wy 
Uz+t2"Wz 
A sketch showing the positions of points V1 b' and V1 b" is shown in Figure 
3.111. 
Z 
ty 
x 
Vlb' 
M2 
vi 
V2a 
Figure 3.111: Positions of V1 b' and V1 b" 
If one considers the sketch of Figure 3.111 as a configuration of nexors instead 
of a configuration consisting of elements with no thickness, then the geometrical 
representation will be as shown in Figure 3.112, where only Vlb'-M2 is 
represented. 
Via 
y 
x 
VIh 
V2a 
Figure 3.112: Relative positions of nexors A and B 
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When lines Vla-V2a and Vlb'-M2 are parallel, equation 3-58 has only one 
solution as shown in Figure 3.113. 
V1b' 
Vla 
Z 
tY 
x 
2 
V2a 
Figure 3.113: Situation with one solution 
The corresponding nexor representation is shown in Figure 3.114, where the 
nexors are parallel. 
VIb 
VIa 
Z 
ty 
x 
V2a 
Figure 3.114: Parallel nexor 
When equation 3-58 has no solution, the angle V1 a-V l b'-M2 is not equal to 90°, 
as shown in Figure 3.115. This means that the eccentricity is greater than the 
distance M2-V2a'. This is the shortest distance between point M2 and line VI a- 
V 2a. 
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Vlb' Angle smaller 
%ý than 90° 
VlaM \ 
Z 
tY 
x 
V2a 
Figure 3.115: Situation with no solution 
The nexor representation corresponding to Figure 3.115 is shown in Figure 
3.116, where the nexors overlap one another. This overlapping makes the 
construction of such a configuration impossible. 
Angle smaller 
than 90° 
Vla 
M2 
Z 
Y 
XN 
V2a 
Figure 3.116: A nexor representation for a situation with no solution 
It has been found that for sensible cases equation 3-58 often has two solutions 
and it will be assumed henceforth that equation 3-58 has two solutions. 
In order to find the preferred solution between points V1 b' and V1 b", as shown 
in Figure 3.117, the angle between the normal vector of plane PI and Vl a-V 1 b' 
is calculated. Also, the angle between the normal vector of plane PI and V1 a- 
V1 b" is calculated. 
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Vlb' 
VII 
Z 
Y 
No 
z 
via 
Figure 3.117: Solutions V1 b' and V1 b" 
M2 
Ph. D. Thesis 
If the first angle is smaller than the second one then VI b' is considered to be the 
required solution; and if the second angle is smaller then V lb" will be regarded 
as the required solution. 
Now, suppose that the procedure for finding the point V lb', as discussed above, 
is carried out with the difference that the point Via' rather than point Via is 
used. Where V1 a' is a point on the line V1 a-V2a at distance X from the point 
V1a, as shown in Figure 3.118 
Via 
Z 
y 
X 
V2a 
Figure 3.118: Point VIb' 
13b 
Depending on the value of X, the point V1 a' can be anywhere on line V1 a-V2a. 
Also, as the value of X increases gradually the point V1 b' will travel along a line 
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which is parallel to V1 a-V2a. Locus of point V1 b' will be a line, denoted by L, 
parallel to V1 a-V2a. 
As shown in Figure 3.109, element B has to remain on plane P2. Thus, the 
location of point V1 b' is at the intersection between plane P2 and the line L, as 
shown in Figure 3.119. 
Line L 
Plane P2 
Vla\ 
M2 
Vlb' 
V3b 
Z 
V2a 
z 
Figure 3.119: Location of point Vlb' 
The direction of element B is now determined. The same procedure can then be 
applied between elements B and C. However, when it comes to elements C and 
D, it is found that the procedure can no longer be applied, as element D is the last 
element of the fan at vertex V1, Figure 3.109. 
In order to find the final position of element D, the following conditions are to be 
satisfied: 
(1) Element D must pass through point M4. 
(2) Element D must have a common perpendicular with element C with the 
distance being equal to the eccentricity. 
(3) Similarly, elements D and A must have a common perpendicular with the 
correct eccentricity. 
These conditions imply that the end of element D which is near the engagement 
window must be tangential to a cylinder around element C with the radius of the 
cylinder being equal to the eccentricity. Also, element D is to be tangential to a 
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cylinder around element A with the radius of the cylinder being again equal to 
the eccentricity, Figure 3.120. 
Element C 
Elem 
Z 
ty 
x 
Went A 
Figure 3.120: Position of element D relative to elements A and C 
The position of element D is found in three steps: 
(1) The first step involves finding the location of a point Q 1, that is, a point along 
the direction of element D such that lines V1 c-V4c and Q 1-M4 have a common 
perpendicular, as shown in Figure 3.121. In fact the locus of point Q1 is a line, 
denoted by Lc, parallel to line VI c-V4c. As Q1 represents an end of element D, 
then element D lies in the plane that contains point M4 and line Lc. This plane is 
denoted by Pdc. 
V4 
Vie 
z Elemen ty 
x M4 
Figure 3.121: Line Lc 
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(2) In the second step, the same procedure is applied with respect to element A, 
as shown in Figure 3.122. Element D is situated underneath of element A, Figure 
3.120. The locus of point J1 is a line, denoted by La, parallel to line V 1a-V2a. As 
Element D passes through point J1, element D must lie in the plane that contains 
point M4 and line La. This plane is denoted by Pda. 
vi 
Element D ý1 
\ýElement A 
Z ly 
V2a 
M4 Line La 
x 
Figure 3.122: Line La 
(3) The third step is to obtain the intersection of planes Pdc and Pda to find the 
position of element D, as shown in Figure 3.123. Note, that the length of element 
A has been extended in order to find the common perpendicular with element D. 
However, this will not create any incompatibility with the previous work. 
vie : --A . 
Ql' 
Element C 
Plane Pdc 1' 
V4c ý` ; Vlc 
v1a\; Element A 
Element D ;' 
__ V2a M4 ,. ----" 
Z' 
Plane Pda 
týye 
x 
Figure 3.123: Resulting element D 
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The final configuration is shown in Figure 3.124, where some details have been 
omitted for clarity. 
Plane P3 
V4c C 
_, -- 
Plane P4 
z ,' týy 'Cý 
x 
x 
D 
V5d 
Plane P2 
_ 
V3b 
ýf 
f 
M2 f 
M4, - ý> 
M1 ý`.. 
7 Plane P1 ý`ý 
V2a 
Figure 3.124: Transformed configuration 
Figure 3.124 shows that elements A, B and C have rotated in planes P1, P2 and 
P3, respectively. However, element D was not rotated in plane P4 and is no 
longer in this plane. The position of element D is not controlled by any initially 
given data but its position is dictated by the positions of elements A and C. 
This method controls the diameter of the nexors but does not control the length 
nor the engagement length. The resulting nexorade depends on both the 
eccentricity and the angle of rotation given for the first element, that is, in the 
present case, element A. 
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3.8.1 Procedure to Control Eccentricities of Nexorades that Have Several 
Fans 
The method for controlling the eccentricities of nexorades that have several fans 
is illustrated in terms of the following example. 
Consider the great Rhombicosidodecahedron shown in Figure 3.125. 
Region detaile 
in Figure 3.1' , 
Figure 3.125: Great rhombicosidodecahedron 
The region contained by the dashed line in Figure 3.125 is detailed in Figure 
VI) 3.126. 
1';; 
Figure 3.126: Details of a part of the great rhombicosidodecahedron 
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The method to transform the configuration into a nexorade is the same as 
described in section 3.7. Element A is rotated around its midpoint M1, as shown 
in Figure 3.127. 
V2 
V6 1A 
Ml 
M5 
E 
"VI 
c 
M3 
V4 M2 
IY 
M4 V3 
D 
x 
V5 
Figure 3.127: Rotation of element A 
The positions of elements B and C are then found as shown in Figure 3.128. 
1M5 
E 
V4 
0Z 
Y 
X 
1M4 
D 
V5 
V2 
I/A 
M1 
V3 
Figure 3.128: Positions of element B and C 
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The position of element C is now fixed, but it is not in a plane tangent to the 
intersphere of the polyhedron at point M3, as it is the last element of the fan at 
vertex V 1(see the discussion in relation to the last element of a fan in section 
3.7). The positions of the elements D and E can now be found, as shown in 
Figure 3.129. The above comments regarding element C also apply to element E 
as it is the last element of the fan at vertex V4.. 
V2 
Z 
IY 
x 
V5 
Figure 3.129: Final configuration 
V3 
The procedure described above has been programmed in C language and 
implemented in Formian. By taking a radius of polyhedron equal to 10 units, an 
eccentricity equal to 0.1 unit, and a rotation of element A of 10 degrees, the 
configuration generated by Formian and rendered in a 3D Graphic software, 
called `Blender' [32], is shown in Figure 3.130. 
Incidentally, the details of the nexorade obtained from Formian show that, in the 
present example, the elements C and E lie only slightly out of the planes tangent 
to the intersphere of the polyhedron. The angle between element C and its 
tangent plane is about 1° and that for element E is about a third of a degree. 
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Figure 3.130: Rendered view of the nexorade 
The elementary configuration of Figure 3.125 is composed of identical elements 
but the transformation of this configuration into a nexorade has created nexors 
with different lengths as well as different engagement lengths. However, the 
diameter of the cross sections of all the nexors are the same. 
Figure 3.131 shows a nexorade which is the same as that shown in Figure 3.130 
except for the rotation of element A which is equal to 1° and the eccentricity 
which is equal to 0.1 units. 
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Figure 3.131: Nexorade with a rotation of 1° and with e=0.1 
Figure 3.132 shows the same nexorade with a rotation of element A= 15° and 
eccentricity = 0.1 units. 
Figure 3.132: Nexorade with a rotation of 15 0 and with e=0.1 
Figure 3.133 shows the nexorade with a rotation of element A= 10° and 
eccentricity = 0.05 units 
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Figure 3.133: Nexorade with a rotation of 10 ° and with e=0.05 
Now, consider the configuration shown in Figure 3.134 where elements F, G and 
H have been added to the previous configuration. These elements are edges of 
the original polyhedron in Figure 3.125. 
v 
OZ 
Y 
X 
V5 
V9 
V3 
Figure 3.134: Configuration with additional elements F, G and H 
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Consequently, two additional fans EFG and AFH have to be created. The 
positions of elements A and E are fixed. Here the combination of elements A, C, 
E and F may be regarded as a fan. Then element F will be the last element of this 
fan. Thus, element F is found using the same process as that used for element C 
with respect to fan ABC. 
Elements G and H are the last elements of fans EFG and AFH, respectively. The 
positions of elements G and H are then found using the same method as that 
used for element C. The final configuration is shown in Figure 3.135. In this 
figure, the elementary configuration is shown by dotted lines and the resulting 
nexorade is shown by full lines. 
V8 
V8 
Oz 
Iy 
x 
V5 
Figure 3.135: Final configuration 
At this stage, the only elements of the nexorade of Figure 3.135 that are on 
planes tangential to the intersphere of the polyhedron are elements A, B and D. 
Generally speaking, the transformation of the elementary configuration into a 
nexorade is governed by four parameters. These are the eccentricity, the location 
of the first element to be rotated, the angle of rotation of this element and the 
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order in which the elements are to be transformed. The last parameter is further 
discussed in the following examples. 
Reconsider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 3.134, which is shown 
in Figure 3.136. 
V9 
V8 
Z 
IY 
o x 
V5 
'3 
Figure 3.136: Elementary configuration 
Element A in this figure has been rotated with the same angle as in Figure 3.134. 
Now, suppose that the transformation of the elementary configuration into a 
nexorade starts with the fan AFH. Element F will be rotated in the plane 
tangential to the intersphere at point M6. As element H is the last element of the 
fan, it will not necessarily be in the plane tangential to the intersphere at point 
M8. The next fan considered is the fan FEG. Element E will be rotated in the 
plane tangential to the intersphere at point M5. For the same reasons as with 
element H, element G will not rotate on a plane tangential to the intersphere at 
point M7. Element C is the last element of the fan AFEC and, therefore, its 
position is dictated by the position of elements A and E. This comment regarding 
element C also applies to elements D and B as they are the last elements of the 
fans ECD and ACB, respectively. After transformation into a nexorade, the only 
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elements that are in planes tangential to the intersphere of the polyhedron are 
elements A, F and E. 
This result is different from the previous example shown in Figure 3.135, where 
the elements that were in planes tangential to the intersphere of the polyhedron 
were elements A, B and D. This example shows that an elementary configuration 
can give rise to different nexorades depending on the order in which the 
transformations are carried out. 
3.9 Conclusion on the Direct Formulation of Nexorades 
This chapter has been devoted to the explanation of the direct formulation of 
nexorades. Three methods have been proposed, namely, the method of 
translation, the method of rotation and the method of extended translation. 
The method of translation allows one to find the geometry of a regular fan 
analytically. It also allows one to build irregular fans by controlling the 
eccentricities between nexors and some of the engagement lengths. 
The method of rotation, as well as the extended translation method, allows one to 
create nexorades with elementary configurations of any shape. However, the 
eccentricities, lengths and engagement lengths of the resulting nexorades are not 
controlled. 
In the last part of the chapter a method for controlling the eccentricities of the 
nexors using the method of rotation was presented. 
Direct formulation of nexorades helps to understand the fundamental geometric 
properties of nexorades but in practice the genetic algorithm will be preferred for 
the generation of nexorades. The reason is that the genetic algorithm is more 
versatile than the direct formulations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Genetic Algorithms Applied to Nexorades 
4.1 Introduction 
A method for the generation of nexorade using genetic algorithm is proposed in 
this chapter. In all that follows, the concept of genetic algorithms is introduced 
first. The application of genetic algorithms to the specific problem of the 
generation of nexorades is then discussed with an illustrative example. 
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4.2 Introduction to Genetic Algorithms 
The genetic algorithm, "GA", is a computational method inspired by the natural 
genetic and evolutionary processes. GA is an evolutionary optimisation 
technique that was developed by J. Holland and popularised by Goldberg in the 
1970s [ 10] [ 111 [ 12]. The main advantages of GA are: 
It can deal with a large number of parameters. 
It does not require derivative information. 
It can optimise a parameter with extremely complex optimisation requirements. 
4.2.1 Biological Processes and Terminology Relevant to Genetic Algorithm 
Some biological processes and the related terminology have to be introduced to 
help the understanding of genetic algorithms. 
Biological Optimisation: Natural Selection 
The theory of natural selection was first established by Charles Darwin in his 
book On the Origin of Species and Natural Selection [13]. Darwin states that 
organisms vary in ability to survive and reproduce. The organisms the most 
adapted to their environment will survive while the less adapted will die out. For 
example, slight variations between members of a species do occur. Those 
members that have more ability to find food and escape from predators will have 
a higher chance of survival. These members will then have more chances of 
creating offspring and becoming predominant. The term "Fitness" is used in 
biology to represent the ability of organisms to adapt to their environment. 
Chromosomes and Genes 
Every cell of an organism has its own set of chromosomes, Figure 4.1 a. The 
chromosomes are the bearers of the hereditary factors. The chromosomes consist 
of genes and dictate the characteristics of an organism. A gene is a unit of 
inheritance located in a fixed place in a chromosome, Figure 4.1b. 
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Cell 
a) 
Figure 4.1: Cell, chromosome and genes 
Each species of plant or animal has a characteristic number of chromosomes in 
its cells. For instance human beings have 46 chromosomes while the fruit fly has 
eight. 
Crossing Over 
When two parents mate, their children will inherit genes from both parents. This 
is achieved through a process of interchange of genes between the parents 
chromosomes, referred to as the `crossover process'. The crossover results in the 
exchange of genes and therefore produces combinations differing from those of 
the parents. 
During the process of reproduction, chromosomes of the parents are paired, as 
shown in Figure 4.2a. As a result of crossover, the chromosomes will break and 
rejoin with their paired chromosomes, Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.2c. 
Chromosome 
from male 
a) Paired chromosomes b) Crossing over 
Figure 4.2: Crossing Over 
c) Resulting chromosomes 
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Mutation 
Inheritance is based on genes that are faithfully transmitted from parent to 
offspring during reproduction. Nevertheless, random changes in the genetic 
material do occur as shown in Figure 4.3. Such sudden, heritable changes in the 
genetic material are called mutation. Mutation is an important phenomenon that 
enables organisms to evolve and adapt to their environment. In some instances, a 
mutated organism could be fitter than the normal organisms. As a result, the 
mutated organism could become predominant. 
Mntatinn 
Chromosome` 
Figure 4.3: Mutated gene 
Mutated Gene 
4.2.2 Application and Use of the Terminology for Genetic Algorithms 
The terminology introduced in the previous sections is also used in the genetic 
algorithms process. In genetic algorithms the gene is a set of numbers 
representing a basic item of information relating to the system. This could be, for 
instance, the coordinates of a node of a configuration. The chromosome is a 
combination of all the genes relating to the system. For instance, a chromosome 
could be the sequence of the genes that represent all the nodes of a configuration. 
The procedure of genetic algorithms is inspired by the natural genetic process but 
it does not necessary involve all the aspects of the natural process. GA is a 
mathematical method with a strategy based on the genetic process. The genetic 
algorithms as applied specifically to the creation of nexorades is discussed in the 
next section through an illustrative example. 
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4.3 Fanning process 
The fanning process converts an elementary configuration into a nexorade. 
Suppose that the elementary configuration with elements of identical length, 
shown in Figure 4.4, is required to be transformed into a nexorade. The black 
dots in Figure 4.4 indicate that nodes A, B and C should be fixed in position. The 
nexorade that may result from the transformation of the elementary configuration 
is shown in Figure 4.5a, together with its rendered version in Figure 4.5b. The 
nexors in the fan of Figure 4.5 need to have identical lengths as well as identical 
engagement lengths. Note that node D in Figure 4.4 has been transformed into 
three nodes D1, D2 and D3 in Figure 4.5. Therefore, the nexors resulting from 
the transformation of elements AD, BD and CD will henceforth be denoted by 
AD 1, BD2 and CD3, respectively. 
R 
Z 
y 
A 
O 
x 
Figure 4.4: Elementary configuration 
R 
Z 
y 
A 
O 
x 
a) 
A 
b) 
B 
a) line representation of nexors b) rendered representation of nexors 
Figure 4.5: Resulting nexorade 
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4.3.1 Chromosomes and genes 
Consider Figure 4.6, that shows a chromosome representing all the nodal 
coordinates of the configuration in Figure 4.5. To be specific, each parenthesised 
set of items in the figure represents the coordinates of an end of an element in 
Figure 4.5. Each one of these sets of coordinates is considered to be a `gene' for 
the process of the genetic algorithm. Also, the sequence of all the genes as 
arranged in Figure 4.6 is considered to be a `chromosome'. The correspondence 
between the genes and the nodes A, B, C, D1, D2 and D3 of the configuration are 
indicated in Figure 4.6. The role of a gene is to represent the position of the end 
of an element of the configuration. The chromosome that contains all the genes 
will therefore represent the whole configuration. 
Element AD1 Element BD2 Element CD3 
0 $10 $0 $ 
(xaya, za), (xd l, yd l, zd 1), ( xb, yb, zb), (xd2, yd2, zd2), ( xc, yc, zc), (xd3, yd3, zd3) 
A DI B D2 C D3 
Genes 
Figure 4.6: Chromosome and genes 
4.3.2 Initiation 
The aim of the fanning process is to create the configuration shown in Figure 4.5. 
To this end, the extremities D1, D2, D3 of elements AD1, BD2 and CD3 will be 
generated randomly within a cubic region shown in Figure 4.7. The length of an 
edge of the cubic region is referred to as the `range'. The range is taken to be 
equal to half of the average length of the elements plus the required engagement 
length. Also, the centre of the cubic region is located at point D. 
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Range 
R 
Lange 
Z 
yA 
O 
x 
Range 
Figure 4.7: Cubic region for the initiation process 
Using a `random number generator', the coordinates of the ends D1, D2 and D3 
of elements AD I, BD2 and CD3 will be created within the cubic region as shown 
in Figure 4.8. The process of random number generation will be discussed in 
section 4.3.3. 
Range 
R 
Z 
va 
0 x 
Range 
Figure 4.8: Random positions of nodes within the cubic region 
The average length of the three randomly created elements AD 1, BD2 and CD3 
is then calculated. As the positions of the nexor ends are chosen randomly the 
nexors will assume different lengths. However, the nexors are required to have 
the same length. Therefore, the nexors are regularised by extending or reducing 
their length along their axes, Figure 4.9. 
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ATavnr 
Fixed 
Average length 
Extended 
Nexor A 
Fixed end Average length 
Figure 4.9: Length modification 
The alterations shown in Figure 4.9 will give rise to a modified chromosome. 
This chromosome will be a member of a `population' of chromosomes. These 
chromosomes will be created in the same manner as described above. A typical 
number for the initial population is 100, giving rise to the set of chromosomes 
shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure, the chromosome with the subscript 1 
represents the elementary configuration and the chromosome with subscript 2, 
3,... are the other chromosomes created. 
(xa, ya, za)1, (xdl, ydl, zdl)1, (xbyb, zb)i, (xd2, yd2, zd2)1, (xcyc, zc)l, (xd3, yd3, zd3)1 
(xa, ya, za)2, (xdl, ydl, zdl)2, (xb, yb, zb)2, (xd2, yd2, zd2)2, (XC YC, ZC)2, (xd3, yd3, zd3)2 
(xa, ya, za)3, (xd1 yd1, zdl)3, (xb, yb, zb)3, (xd2xyd2, zd2)3, (XC YC, ZC)3, (xd3, yd3, zd3)3 
(xa, ya, za)1 oo, (xd I yd l zd l )1 oo, (xb, yb, zb)1 oo, (xd2, yd2, zd2)100, (xc, yc, zc) t oo, (xd3, yd3, zd3) lj 
Figure 4.10: Initial population of 100 chromosomes 
In Figure 4.10, each line is a chromosome that represents a possible solution of 
the problem. Note that the coordinates of points A, B and C will be identical in 
any chromosomes as their positions are fixed. 
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The process described in this section results in creating an initial population. This 
process is referred to as `initiation'. 
4.3.3 What is a Random Number Generator? 
Suppose that one throws a fair dice with six faces, numbered from 1 to 6, 
repeatedly. For each throw, any number from 1 to 6 is equally likely to occur. 
For instance, consider the sequence of 16 numbers shown in Figure 4.11 that 
represents a possible 16 fair throws. This is an example of random number 
generation. 
5,1,3,2,5,6,1,3,4,2,1,6,4,1,2,5 
Figure 4.11: Sequence of random numbers 
Various types of equations are usually employed for random number generation 
using a computer. For instance, there is a random number generator referred to as 
the `Multiplicative Linear Congruential Generator' (MLCG) that employs the 
equation: 
X; = AX; -J mod 
M ....................................................................... 4-1 
Where A and M are referred to as the `multiplier' and `modulus', respectively. X, 
represents the ith number in the sequence of random numbers and X;. 1 represents 
the i-1 th number in the sequence. 
In order to use Equation 4-1, an initial value for X is required. This is denoted by 
Xo and is called the `seed'. Consider for instance the following initial data: 
Xo=7, A=11 and M=25 
Then the following sequence will ensue: 
X1=(7x11) mod25=2 
X2(2x11) mod 25 = 22 
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X3 = (22 x 11) mod 25 = 17 
X4=(17x11) mod25=12 
X5=(12x11) mod25=7 
In the above sequence X5 is equal to Xo and this means that X6 will be equal to 
X1, X7 will be equal to X2 and so on. The random number generator has created a 
loop. The number of random numbers in the loop is referred to as the period. 
This is undesirable since a sequence of true random numbers should not have a 
`period'. On the other hand, "there is no way to produce true random numbers on 
a computer"[17]. However, when a sequence created by a random number 
generator has a relatively `long' period, then it will create sequences of numbers 
that are `almost' random. Computer based random number generators are all of 
this type. 
The multiplier and the modulus for equation 4-1 have to be chosen carefully to 
create acceptable sequences of random numbers [14]. In this work, the values of 
16807 and 231-1 have been taken for the multiplier and the modulus, 
respectively. It has been shown that with these constants the period would be 
equal to 231-2 at most [14]. The number 231-1 (= 2147483647) is a prime number. 
The terms used to refer to this specific random number genrator is `Prime 
Modulus Multiplicative Linear Congruential Generator' or PMMLCG. 
The seed also plays an important role in the generation of random numbers. If 
one always takes the same seed, the same sequence of random numbers will 
follow. In order to avoid taking the same seed, the seed may be chosen manually 
by the user. However, a different method has been used for the implementation 
of the generator in this work. The seed is taken from the internal clock of the 
computer at the moment the random numder generator is activated. The 
following equation is used. 
seed = minute x 60 + second ..................................................... 4-2 
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For instance, suppose that the random number generator is activated at 11 
minutes 24 seconds passed an hour, the seed will then be equal to 11 x 60 + 24 = 
684. 
4.3.4 Fitness function 
Reconsider the chromosome shown in Figure 4.8. The nexors AD I and CD3 of 
this chromosome are shown in Figure 4.12. Point D3" is located at a distance X 
from point D1 and the distance D3'D3" represents the eccentricity. Therefore, 
for a correctly generated nexorade the end D3 of element CD3 should be at the 
same location as point D3', Figure 4.13. In the present case points D3 and D3' 
are not at the same position. The distance D3D3' is referred to as the `gap'. 
Figure 4.13 shows the required position of end D3 when the gap is equal to zero. 
A 
D3' DI 
e Gap D3 
Z D3" 
yAC 
O 
x 
Figure 4.12: Positions of a pair of nexors after initiation 
D3 D1 
e 
Z 
yA 
o 
x 
Figure 4.13: Acceptable positions of nexors 
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The procedure to calculate the gap uses vectors. To elaborate, referring to Figure 
4.12, let elements CD3 and ADI be represented, respectively, by the vectors 
D3C and D1A situated along the longitudinal axes of the nexors as shown in 
Figure 4.14. Note that the order D3C instead of CD3 and DIA instead of AD I 
has been found to be more convenient for the calculations that follow. Using the 
vectors shown in Figure 4.14, one can write: 
D3C = OC- OD3 .................................................................... 4-3 
D1A =OA- OD1 ..................................................................... 4-4 
A 
Figure 4.14: Vectors associated with the nexors 
Where, 0 is the origin of the coordinate system and where the vectors OC, OD3, 
OA and OD I are the position vectors of the nexors ends C, D3, A and DI. The 
point D3", shown in Figure 4.12, is an intermediate point on element AD I. From 
Figure 4.14, the position of D3" is described as: 
015 3" = ODI+ (1. / L) " D1 A .................................................... 4-5 
where A/L is the engagement ratio. 
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The eccentricity between the two nexors AD I and CD3, represented by the 
segment D3'D3", has to be perpendicular to both nexors, Figure 4.13. A simple 
mathematical concept for finding a vector perpendicular to two vectors is the 
vector product. The vector product of D1A and D3 C, represented by D1Ax D3C 
gives the direction of the segment D3'D3", as shown in Figure 4.15. 
D1A x D3C 
U 
DlA D3C 
ýa 
Figure 4.15: Vector product of D1A and D3C 
The position of the point D3' in Figure 4.14 is then obtained as follows: 
OD3'=OD3"+e"U ................................................................. 4-6 
where e is the eccentricity and U is the unit vector of the vector product of D1A 
and D3C as shown in Figure 4.15. The unit vector U is given by: 
-º D1Ax D3C U= 
-+ -º .................................................................. 4-7 IID1Ax D3CII 
The gap is represented by 
Gap =1I OD3- OD3' II............................................................ 4-8 
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The fitness function for the present example is then specified as: 
Gapl2 +Gap22 +Gap32 
ex3 
where Gapl represents the gap between nexor AD1 and BD2, Gap2 represents 
the gap between nexor BD2 and CD3 and Gap3 represents the gap between 
nexor CD3 and AD I, as seen in Figure 4.8. In the denominator of Equation 4-9, e 
represents the eccentricity between the centroids of the nexors and 3 is the 
number of gaps in the configuration. 
It is now possible to give the general formula for calculating the fitness of a 
chromosome and this is given by: 
ýGapz 
drift = r-' 
e'xn 
where n is the total number of gaps and e' is the average of the eccentricities of 
the configuration. The term `drift' is used to refer to this fitness function. 
4.3.5 Evolution cycle 
The evolution cycle involves 3 stages, namely, pairing, mating and replacement. 
These stages are described below. The evolution cycle is necessary for the 
population to `evolve', where randomly selected members of the population are 
acting as `parents' for producing children. The processes employed are similar to 
those in the traviation process of Formian [18]. 
4.3.5.1 Pairing 
The technique of `tournament pairing' [12][19] is employed in this work. Two 
chromosomes are randomly chosen from the population. The drifts of the 
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chromosomes are then compared. The one with the smaller drift, in other words 
the fitter, will be chosen as a `parent' as shown in Figure 4.16. This process 
could be seen as a competition between chromosomes where only the fittest is 
selected to reproduce. 
Population of chromosomes 
Random selection 
Candidate 1 Candidate 2 
H Selection of the fitter 
Parent 
Figure 4.16: Procedure for a chromosome to become a parent 
The same process is repeated for choosing the second parent. The two selected 
parents are paired and will then be used to create `children' in the mating 
process. 
a) Probability of becoming a parent 
Suppose that the chromosomes in the population are ordered from the fittest to 
the least fit. Let j be the rank of a chromosome in this population. For instance, 
if j is 10, this means that j represents the 10th fittest chromosome in the 
population. The probability for the jth chromosome to be selected as the first 
candidate for parentship is 1/npop, where npop is the number of chromosomes in 
the population. For a population of 100 chromosomes this probability will be 
1/100. The probability for a fitter chromosome to be selected is 6-1)/npop. For j 
= 10, the probability is 9/100. The other probability to consider is that of the 
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selection of a chromosome less fit than the jth chromosome. This probability is 
(npop-j)/npop for j taken as 10 the probability is 90/100. 
Now, consider the tree representation of the probability of thejth chromosome to 
become a parent shown in Figure 4.17. In this figure, the three different 
possibilities for the selection of the first candidate are shown on the left. For the 
selection as the second candidate nine combinations are possible. However, in 
Figure 4.17, only seven of these combinations are shown since when a 
chromosome fitter than thejth chromosome is selected as the first candidate then 
the jth chromosome cannot be selected as a parent even if it is selected as the 
second candidate. 
Selection of the Selection of the 
first candidate second candidate 
Ö Selected A 
1 
nPoP 
O npop Selected B 
11 
nPOP 
1 
Population of npop 'Cannot be No possibility of 
chromosomes selected 
', 
being selected I2npop 
1 
nPoP P Selected C 
"P°P ('ý Not selected 
Figure 4.17: Tree representation of thejth chromosome to be selected as a parent 
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The three combinations where the jth chromosome may be selected as a parent 
are: 
Probability of A: 
1x1 
npop npop 
Probability of B. 
1x (npop - j) 
npop npop 
+ 
Probability of C. 
(npop j) 
x 
npop npop 
2"(npop- j)+1 
4-11 2 npop 
Equation 4-11 gives the probability of the jth chromosome to be selected as a 
parent. For a popualtion of 100, the fittest chromosome of the population has as a 
probability of 0.0199 to become a parent. The least fit chromosome of the 
population will have a probability of 0.0001 of becoming a parent. This means 
that the fittest chromosome will have 199 times more chance to be selected than 
the least fit chromosome. 
4.3.5.2 Mating 
The process of mating consists of three procedures namely crossover, mutation, 
and length modification. 
a) Crossover 
There are many different types of crossover. The one used in this work is called 
the `ripple crossover' or `uniform crossover'. This type of crossover is 
exemplified using the example of the parents PI and P2 shown in Figure 4.18. 
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These parents are assumed to be the sth and tth chromosomes in the population 
from section 4.3.2. A random digit 0 or 1 is associated with every gene of the 
first parent and the corresponding gene of the second parent. If the random digit 
is equal to 1, the corresponding genes of the parents are exchanged and if the 
random digit is 0, the genes are left unchanged. Note that in the present case, 
ends A, B and C are fixed and therefore only the ends D1, D2 and D3 will be 
active in the crossover. 
PI: (xa, ya, za)3, (xdl, ydl, zdl),, (xb, yb, zb)3, (xd2, yd2, zd2), 3, (xc, yc, zc),, (xd3, yd3, zd3), 
P2: (xa a za r, (xdl. ydl. zdl ), , (x b. vb^zb)r , (xd2. yd2. zd2)r , (xc c zc ,, (xd3,, yd3. zd3), 
Ran. Digit 011001 
Child 1: (xa, ya, za),, (xdl. ydl. zdl),, (xb, yb, zb), r, (xd2, yd2, zd2)s, (xc, yc, zc), s, (xd3, yd3. zd3), 
Child 2: (jaja za ,, (xdl, ydl, zdl)5, (xb, Yb, zb), , (xd2, yd2. zd2), , (xc c zc ,, (xd3, yd3, zd3)3 
Figure 4.18: Ripple crossover 
b) Mutation 
The role of the mutation process is to `inject' new genes into the population. The 
mutation process helps to preserve the diversity of chromosomes. The frequency 
with which genes are mutated is given by g, that is, the mutation rate. A typical 
value for the mutation rate is 0.01 which means the probability of mutation for a 
gene is one percent. 
The process of mutation is carried out on the newly created child chromosomes. 
To mutate a child chromosome, if n is the number of genes in the child 
chromosome and r is a random number between 0 and 1, then the number of 
genes in the child chromosome to be mutated is: 
m= trunc(r + nµ) ........................................................................ 4-12 
For instance, let n to be equal to 10000 and r be equal to 0.2, m will then be 
equal to trunc(O. 2 + 10000 x 0.01 )= 100. This means that 100 genes have to be 
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mutated in the child chromosome. In this example the value of r has little 
influence on the number of genes to be mutated. Now, consider the example 
from Figure 4.8. In this case each chromosome is composed of 6 genes. If r is 
equal to 0.96, the value m is then equal to trunc(0.96 +6x0.01 )=1. This 
means that one gene will be mutated. However, if r<0.94 then no genes will be 
mutated. In this example the value of r plays an important role as it determines 
whether a gene has to be mutated or not. 
The next step is to find which genes of the chromosome are to be mutated. To 
this end, a random integer i between I and n is generated. The gene number i of 
the chromosome will be mutated unless the gene represents a fixed point of the 
nexorade. As an example consider Figure 4.19. Suppose that Child 1 (Cl) has 
one gene to be mutated. In order to find the gene to be mutated the integer i is 
randomly generated between 1 and 6 as chromosome Cl has 6 genes. In this 
example, the integer i has been randomly selected as 4, the mutation process will 
then be as shown in Figure 4.19. When m genes have to be mutated in a child 
chromosome the process discussed above is repeated m times. 
Cl : (xaya, za) (xdly .dI. zdl),, (xb, yb, zb) (xd2, yd2, zd2)s, (xcyc, zc)s, (xd3., dy 3. zd3), 
Mutation 
Mutated Cl (xa, ya, za)3, (xdl, dy l. zdl),, (xb, yb, zb)s, (xd2, yd2, zd2) (xc, yc, zc)3, (xd3; ydz-d3), 
t 
Mutated gene 
Figure 4.19: The mutation process 
The gene found to be mutated in Figure 4.19 has its x, y, z coordinates randomly 
generated within the respective cubic region. 
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c) Length modification 
Since the lengths of the nexors within a nexorade are to be the same, the lengths 
of the randomly generated nexors in the fanning process have to be regularised. 
To achieve this, the method used in the initiation to regularise the length of the 
nexors is also used for child chromosomes. 
As each chromosome has the length of its nexors randomly created, the average 
length of the nexors of each chromosome may be different from that of the other 
chromosomes. 
4.3.5.3 Replacement 
The replacement process is as follows: 
" The two least fit chromosomes in the population are removed. 
" The two new child chromosomes are incorporated into the population. 
It may happen that the two new child chromosomes are less fit than the least fit 
chromosomes of the population. Nevertheless, the new child chromosomes will 
replace the least fit chromosomes of the population because child chromosomes 
with a `bad' fitness could carry some excellent genes. Therefore, a chance is 
provided for them to compete in the tournament selection. However, it is obvious 
that the probability for such child chromosomes to be selected will be very small. 
4.3.5.4 Generation 
A generation is the repetition of the evolution cycle for a number of times equal 
to half the number of chromosomes in the population, that is npop/2 (if the 
population is odd the evolution cycle will be repeated for (npop-1)/2 times). 
The term generation is used since the number of child chromosomes created in 
npop/2 (or (npop-1)/2) cycles will be (about) the same as to the number of 
chromosomes in the population. 
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4.3.5.5 Repositioning the Cubic Regions 
Consider Figure 4.20 that is representing the configuration in Figure 4.8 after i 
generations. The best chromosome of the ith generation is represented by a 
dashed line. The centre of the cubic regions are located at points D1, D2 and D3. 
The best chromosome of generation i+1 is represented with black lines. At the 
end of the i+1 generation, the centres of the cubic regions are moved to the new 
ends of nexors AD I, BD2, CD3 as shown in Figure 4.21. 
v 
A 
O 
x 
C 
Figure 4.20: Best chromosome of generations i and i+l 
v 
A 
O 
x C 
Figure 4.21: Repositioning of the cubic regions after the i+l generation 
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4.3.6 Checks 
After each generation the progress of the population is assessed. The method 
used for the assessment is discussed below. 
4.3.6.1 Measure of improvement of population 
The assessment of the improvement of the population is made by comparing the 
fitness of the best chromosome of the current generation with that of the best 
chromosome of the previous generation. 
However, for some other purposes to be explained below, it is also important to 
measure the largest displacement of a nexor end in the best chromosome during a 
generation. For this purpose, at the end of each generation the displacements of 
all the ends of the nexors relating to the best chromosome are calculated. The 
largest displacement of a nexor end is denoted by M. In Figure 4.22, the end j of 
the nexor will be used to exemplify the calculation of the displacement. 
Nexor ij 
(at the end of the generation) 
(Xi yj', zl 
Displacement 
i 
j (xj, Yj, zj) 
Nexor 
(at the beginning of a generation) 
Figure 4.22: Displacement of a nexor end 
The calculation of the displacement is carried out as follows: 
(xj'-xj )2 + (Yj'-Yj)2 + (zj - zj' )2 ..................................... 4-13 
where the coordinates xj, yj, zj, xj ', yj , zj ' are as shown in Figure 4.22. 
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The maximum displacement M is used for two purposes as follows: 
" phasing criterion 
" convergence test 
The phasing criterion and the convergence criterion are discussed in the 
following sections. 
4.3.6.2 Phasing criterion 
The phasing process is used to reduce the range. The following equation is used: 
M 
R <(D ..................................................................................... 4-14 
where M, R and 4) are, respectively, the maximum displacement of the nexor 
ends, the range and the phasing ratio. The idea is that when the ratio M/R is less 
than a specified value 4, a reduction of the range will be effected. 
As the genetic algorithm uses a random process, Equation 4-14 has to be 
satisfied consecutively for a number of generations before the range is modified. 
The number of generations this equation has to be satisfied is referred to as the 
`confirmation count'. 
Consider Figure 4.23. The dashed circle represents a sphere that has a radius of 
4)R. When the movement of the nexor end is contained within this circle for a 
number of generations equal to the confirmation count, the range is then reduced. 
The new range will then be equal to 24)R, that is the diameter of the dashed 
circle. In order not to be too restrictive, the range is reduced to 2.54)R as shown in 
Figure 4.24. The confirmation count and the phasing ratio have typical values of 
20 and 0.2, respectively. 
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Range 
Nexor 
.v' 
0 x 
Figure 4.23: Sphere with radius 4R within the cubic region 
Range 
Nöde Phasing 
Oyx 
Nexor 
Figure 4.24: Reduction of the cubic region 
Within these new cubic regions (Figure 4.24, right), a new population is 
randomly created. To elaborate, the best chromosome from the previous 
generation is kept and all the other chromosomes of the population are created 
randomly or `reinitiated' within the new range. 
The steps in of the phasing process are summarised below: 
"A new phase begins when the ratio M/R is smaller than 0 for as many 
generations as the confirmation count. 
" The centres of the cubic regions are repositioned at the ends of each nexor of 
the best chromosome. 
9 The edges of the cubic region are reduced to 2.50R 
"A new population is randomly created within the new cubic regions, with the 
exception of the best chromosome that is kept untouched. 
xor 
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4.3.6.3 Convergence test 
The convergence criterion uses the following equation: 
M 
L <E ...................................................................................... 4-15 
where M, Lay and c are, respectively, the maximum displacement, the average 
nexors' length and the convergence tolerance. When equation 4-15 is satisfied as 
many times as the confirmation count, the fanning process will be terminated. In 
other words, when the maximum displacement becomes very small compared to 
the average length of the nexors, the fanning process is terminated. The 
convergence tolerance c has a typical value of 10'5. 
It is important to note that the process terminates depending on the value of the 
maximum displacement and not on the value of the drift. Experience has shown 
that a criterion based on the maximum displacement worked better than that 
based on the drift. 
4.3.6.4 Overview of the Fanning Process 
The general procedure for the fanning process is illustrated schematically in 
Figure 4.25, where the conditions A, B and C referred to in the figure are as 
follows: 
Condition A: convergence criterion is not satisfied, maximum number of 
generations is not reached, phasing criterion is not satisfied. 
Condition B: Convergence criterion is not satisfied, maximum number of 
generations is not reached, phasing criterion is satisfied. 
Condition C: Convergence criterion is satisfied or, maximum number of 
generations is reached. 
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Start 
Initiation 
Length modification 
Crossover 
Mating Mutation 
rLength modification 
ended 
Condition AChecks 
Evolution 
cycle 
No 
Condition B 
Ph. D. Thesis 
Condition C 
End 
Figure 4.25: Flowchart of the fanning process 
4.3.7 Results of the Illustrative Example 
The parameters used for the fanning process in this example (Figure 4.4) are 
shown in Table 4.1. 
Maximum Number of generations 3000 
Population of chromosomes 100 
Mutation rate 0.01 
Phasing ratio 0.2 
Confirmation count 20 
Convergence tolerance 1 e-5 
Table 4.1: Parameters of the fanning process 
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The particulars of the nexorade in Figure 4.5, which is shown again in Figure 
4.26, are: 
Engagement ratio of the nexors = 0.2 
Diameter of the nexors = 0.05 units 
The resulting nexorade created with the fanning process is found to have nexors 
with a length of 1.344 units. The values of the final drift and the gaps are shown 
in Table 4.2. 
B 
Gap 3ýý' Gap 1 
Oy f1 jº 
x Gap 2C 
Figure 4.26: Final configuration 
Drift Gap l Gap2 Gap3 
2.6e-4 5.86e-5 7.03e-5 6.68e-5 
Table 4.2: Result of the fanning process for the nexorade of Figure 4.26 
The fanning process terminated after 1320 generation as it satisfied the 
convergence tolerance. The maximum gap, that is gap 2, is equal to 0.14 % of the 
required eccentricity. This error is considered quite good from a practical 
viewpoint. 
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4.3.8 Fanning Process with Specified Length of Nexors 
So far, the length of the nexors has been determined by using the average length 
of the randomly generated nexors. The length could then change during the 
fanning process. 
Alternatively, the length of the nexors can be given at the outset of the fanning 
process. This approach will also allow nexors with different lengths to be chosen 
and will then increase the possibilities for configurations of nexorades. 
Consider the nexorade shown in Figure 4.27 which is the outcome of using the 
fanning process on the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.4. The length 
of the three nexors in this case are specified to be 1.2 units. As far as the 
engagement ratio and eccentricities are concerned, the values of the previous 
example are used. Namely, the engagement ratio is 0.2 and the eccentricities are 
0.05 units. The points A, B and C are fully constrained. 
B 
DI 
Z D2 lýi 
A D3 C 
O 
x 
Figure 4.27: Final configuration 
The drift and gaps of the nexorade in Figure 4.27 are shown in Table 4.3. From 
this table, it is found that the maximum gap, that is gap 1, is 2.72 times bigger 
than the required eccentricity. The accuracy of the solution is not satisfactory. 
Drift Gap I Gap 2 Gap3 
5.72e-1 1.36e-1 1.34e-1 1.31e-1 
Table 4.3: Result of the fanning process for the nexorade shown in Figure 4.27 
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The example shown in Figure 4.26, with nexors' length approximately equal to 
1.334 units, gives good results. In Figure 4.27, the length of the nexors is then 
too short to give an acceptable result. Lengths of nexors different from 1.334 
units will be either too large or too short. 
4.3.9 Support Conditions 
In order to attempt to reduce the gaps given in Table 4.3, some of the constraints 
are released. Consider the elementary configuration in Figure 4.28 which is 
identical to the one in Figure 4.4 except that point A is allowed to move in the xy 
plane. 
R 
z 
Y 
OA 
x C 
Figure 4.28: Elementary configuration 
The fanning process is then used to transform the elementary configuration into 
the nexorade shown in Figure 4.29. The parameters used in the fanning process 
are the same as those in the previous example. 
R 
Z 
y 
0 
x 
C 
Figure 4.29: Resulting nexorade with node A constrained to remain in the xy 
plane 
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The drift and the gaps for this case are shown in Table 4.4 
Drift Gap l Gap2 Gap3 
9.29e-2 2.05e-2 2.06e-2 2.42e-2 
Table 4.4: Result of the fanning process with node A constrained to remain in 
the xy plane 
The results in Table 4.4 have improved as compared to those in Table 4.3 
relating to the example in Figure 4.27. However the results in Table 4.4 remain 
unsatisfactory, as the gaps represent around 50% of the required eccentricity. 
Now, consider the elementary configuration which is identical to Figure 4.28 
except that point C is also allowed to move in the xy plane. 
R 
Z 
y 
O 
z C 
Figure 4.30: Elementary configuration with nodes A and C allowed to move in 
the xy plane 
The elementary configuration is transformed into a nexorade using the fanning 
process. The resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 4.31. The parameters used for 
the fanning process are the same as those in the previous example. 
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R 
Z 
Y lý or--- 
0 
x b 
C 
Figure 4.31: Resulting nexorade with node A and C allowed to move in the xy 
plane 
The values of the final drift and the gaps between nexors are shown in Table 4.5. 
Drift Gap l Gap2 Gap3 
2.9e-4 5.64e-5 7.83e-5 6.89e-5 
Table 4.5: Results of the fanning process for the nexorade Figure 4.31 
Here, the maximum gap, that is gap 2, is equal to 0.15 % of the required 
eccentricity. Table 4.5 shows that the gaps are very small and are acceptable 
from a practical point of view. 
The examples discussed in this section have demonstrated the vital role of the 
constraint conditions in the fanning process. The unsatisfactory maximum gap 
of 1.36e-1 of Figure 4.29 has been reduced to an acceptable gap of 7.83e-5 in 
Figure 4.31, by only modifying the constraint conditions. 
4.3.10 General Length Modification 
The length modification is carried out in the three dimensional space, but for 
clarity, the principles of the method for modifying the length of nexors are 
discussed in two dimensions. The length modification depends on the constraint 
conditions. To elaborate, consider the nexor shown in Figure 4.32. The constraint 
conditions at end A of the nexor are shown in the brackets neighbouring end A. 
The first number in the brackets represents the constraint condition in the x 
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direction and the second number in the brackets represents the constraint 
condition in the y direction. In Figure 4.32, the value of the first number in the 
brackets next to end A is 0, this means that end A of the nexor is free to move in 
the x direction. On the other hand, if the value of the first number in the brackets 
was 1, end A of the nexor would have been fixed in the x direction. The same 
applies for the second number in the brackets. Note that the numbers in the 
brackets in Figure 4.32 can only have a value of 0 or 1. 
B 
Y 
[0,0ý 
A 
[0,0] nexor 
0 
x 
Figure 4.32: Constraint conditions 
In the fanning process, the positions of the nexor ends are randomly determined, 
and therefore the length of the nexor can be different from the required length. 
Thus, the length of the nexor is modified by extending or reducing the length 
along the axis of the nexor, as shown in Figure 4.33. Note that in this figure, both 
ends of the nexor are free to move in the x and y directions. In this case the 
length reduction or extension is carried out such that the middle point of the 
resulting nexor is the same as the middle point of the randomly generated length 
Required length 
B [0,0] 
y "(--Randomly generated 
[0,0] A nexor 
Randomly generated length 
01- 
x 
Figure 4.33: Resulting nexor 
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Now, consider Figure 4.34 where end A of the nexor is fixed in the x direction. 
In this case, firstly, the randomly generated length of the nexor is changed to the 
required length. Secondly, the end A of the modified randomly generated nexor 
is translated in the x direction to its required x coordinate. 
Y Resulting nexor Shortening 
B [0,0] 
-Ar A [1,0] 
Randomly generated 
O nexor 
Fixed x coordinate 
Figure 4.34: Resulting nexor with end A constrained in the x direction 
The same method can be used if end B of the nexor was fixed in they direction, 
as shown in Figure 4.35. 
y 
Fixed y --' 
coordinate 
Resulting nexor B [0,11 
---------------- ---------- 
A [0,0] Extending 
0 
Randomly generated 
nexor 
x 
Figure 4.35: Resulting nexor with end B constrained in they direction 
Next, consider Figure 4.36 where ends A and B are fixed in only one direction. 
End A is fixed in the x direction and end B is fixed in the y direction. The 
modification is made in three steps. Firstly, the length of the nexor is modified to 
the required value. Secondly, end A is translated in the x direction to its required 
x coordinate. Finally, end B is translated in the y direction to its required y 
coordinate. 
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Y 
Resulting nexor 
B [0,1] 
Fixed y- ---; ------ --------- ----- 
coordinate Shortening 
L---- 
A; [1,0] 
Randomly generated nexor 
x Fixed x 
coordinate 
Figure 4.36: Resulting nexor 
Now, consider Figure 4.37 where end A is fixed in both the x and y directions 
and end B is fixed only in the y direction. In this case the length of the nexor is 
modified to the required value. End B is then rotated to reach the required y 
coordinate. This rotation modifies the orientation of the nexor. 
Resulting nexor 
y 
--- 
B [0,1] 
Fixed y ----------------- 
coordinate 
Shortening 
A [1, I] Randomly generated nexor 
o 
x 
Figure 4.37: Resulting nexor with end A constrained in the x and y direction and 
with end B constrained in they direction 
The problem in Figure 4.37 has in fact two solutions as shown in Figure 4.38. 
The preferred solution will be the one that is `closer' to the randomly generated 
nexor, that is, nexor I in the present case. The `closeness' of the nexors is judged 
by the distance of the final position of end B from the corresponding end of the 
randomly generated nexor. 
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Y 
Fixed y 
coordinate 
Resulting nexor 1 
B [0,1] 
N 
Randomly generated nexor 
0 
x 
Figure 4.38: Preferred solution 
The method described above can be extend to three dimensions. The only case 
that occurs in three dimensions and has no similarity to the two dimensional 
cases is explained below. 
Consider Figure 4.39. The numbers in brackets next to end A of the nexor 
represent the constraint condition in the x, y and z direction. In this figure end A 
is fully fixed and end B is fixed in the y direction. When the randomly generated 
nexor is modified to have the required length, it is translated so that the end 
which is nearer to A becomes coincident with A. Then the locus of end B on the 
plane shown in dashed lines will be 
9a circle (circle C in Figure 4.39) or 
"a point or 
" non existent. 
When there is more than one choice, then the preferred solution will be the one 
`closer' to the randomly generated nexor as in the example discussed in Figure 
4.38. 
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Circle c 
Y 
iv. 
ý 
Fixed y 
coordinate B, [0,1,0] 
----------------------------- 
Resulting nexor 
0x ihortening 
z Randomly generated nexor 
A [1,1,1] 
Figure 4.39: Length modification in three dimensions 
4.3.11 Evolution of the Fitness Value 
The fitness of the best chromosome in the population is assessed after each 
generation. Figure 4.40 shows the evolution of this fitness value for the example 
in section 4.3.7. The horizontal axis represents the number of generations and the 
vertical axis represents the value of the fitness. In Figure 4.40, the fitness 
decreases quickly in the first few generations. The first value of the fitness (after 
zero generation) is the value of the fitness of the elementary configuration. This 
value in the present example is equal to 0.85 but in Figure 4.40, the value of the 
fitness of the elementary configuration is initialise to a value of 1. The evolution 
of the fitness in Figure 4.40 is then relative to the fitness of the elementary 
configuration. By giving a value of 1 for the fitness of the elementary 
configuration the evolution of two different configurations can be compared. 
Through diverse experiments it has been found that the value for the fitness 
generally becomes acceptable below 0.005. 
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Evolution of the Fitness 
1.20E+00 
1.00E+00 
8.00E-01 
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0.00E+00 
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Number of generations 
Figure 4.40: Evolution of the fitness 
Now, consider Figure 4.41 where the vertical axis has a logarithmic scale. In this 
figure the fitness value evolves almost linearly against the number of 
generations. This means that the fanning process evolves logarithmically. In 
other words it will take as many generations for the fitness to evolve from 0.1 to 
0.01 as from 0.01 to 0.001. A value of the fitness of 0.01 is ten times better than 
a fitness of 0.1. A value of a fitness of 0.001 is also ten better than a fitness of 
0.01. Therefore it is normal to find that correctly implemented genetic algorithms 
evolve as in Figure 4.41. 
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Figure 4.41: Evolution of the fitness using semi-logarithm scale 
4.4 Nexorade with several fans 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.42. 
Ni 
v 
Support 
X 
Figure 4.42: Plan view of the elementary configuration 
The configuration is composed of 24 elements. The supports, represented by 
black dots, are free to move in the xy plane and are restrained in the z direction. 
The diameter, the length and the engagement length of the nexors are chosen to 
be equal to 0.05,1,0.3 units, respectively. 
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The initial parameters of the fanning process are shown in Table 4.6. 
Max. number of generations: 50000 
Population of chromosomes 100 
Mutation rate 0.01 
Convergence tolerance 1 e-5 
Confirmation count 20 
Phasing ratio 0.2 
Table 4.6: Initial parameters 
Figure 4.43 shows the resulting nexorade generated with the fanning process 
using the initial parameters of Table 4.6 . 
Perspective view Plan 
ý_y.. 
ýý 
Elevation 
Figure 4.43: Rendered views of the resulting nexorade 
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The evolution of the fitness for the configuration is shown in Figure 4.44 where 
the horizontal axis represents the number of generations and the vertical axis 
represents the fitness. Note that the vertical axis has a logarithm scale. In this 
context the term configuration implies the transformed elementary configuration 
plus the constraint conditions and the particulars of the nexors. 
Figure 4.44: Evolution of the fitness 
The fitness evolves in two phases. The first phase starts at the first generation 
and terminates after 10000 generations, this phase shows a logarithmic evolution 
similar to that shown in Figure 4.41. The second phase starts after 10000 
generations, in this phase the fitness evolves very slowly. 
The fitness after 50000 is equal to 1.66e-02, this result is not very good. For 
instance if the nexors are 1 metre long, the error or maximum gap would then be 
equal to 12 mm. This gap is equal to 24 % of the diameter of a nexor, which is 
not acceptable from a practical point of view. 
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Three possible reasons to explain this problem are suggested below: 
" An accurate solution for the configuration does not exist. 
9 The parameters used for the fanning function are not well chosen. 
" The fanning process has not been correctly implemented. 
The first possibility can be checked by building an accurate physical model, 
although it will be very difficult to build a model accurate enough to check the 
validity of the method. However, let us assume that the model is built with 
scaffolding tubes and couplers. The play of the couplers would allow the builder 
to construct the model without any problem, thus for this example it would be 
impossible to prove whether or not the system has an accurate solution. 
The second possibility can be verified by trying different values for the 
parameters of the fanning function. This possibility is discussed in the next 
section. 
The third possibility can be verified by trying the fanning function with a 
configuration where the resulting shape is already known. This possibility is 
discussed in section 4.4.2. 
4.4.1 Effects of the Parameters of the Fanning Process 
In the fanning process, six parameters are involved, these are: 
" Maximum number of generations 
" Number of chromosomes in the population 
" Mutation rate 
" Convergence tolerance 
" Confirmation count 
" Phasing ratio 
As the method is based on a random process one attempt only would not be 
meaningful and thus all the results shown in the next sections are the average of 
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10 attempts. Tests on the parameters of the fanning process have been carried out 
with the maximum number of generations being 10000. 
4.4.1.1 Number of Chromosomes in the Population 
Three tests with 50,100 and 200 chromosomes have been carried out. The final 
fitness values are shown in Table 4.7. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
50 Chromosomes 1.04e-001 5.91 e-002 2.91 e-002 
100 Chromosomes 1.02e-001 5.06e-002 2.25e-002 
200 Chromosomes 8.15e-002 4.11e-002 2.08e-002 
Table 4.7: Results of the tests 
The final fitness value is slightly improved when the population is increased. 
However, the time of calculation is approximately twice as long with a 
population of 200 chromosomes as compared with a population with 100 
chromosomes. Nevertheless, it has been found through several experiments that 
for a large nexorade (more than 35 nexors) an increase of the population helped 
the fanning process to evolve. In the present case, the population does not 
necessarily need to be increased as it is composed of 24 nexors. 
4.4.1.2 Mutation Rate 
Three tests with mutation rate of 0.01,0.005 and 0.02 have been carried out. The 
results are shown in Table 4.8. 
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Generations 3000 6000 10000 
µ 0.02 1.18e-001 8.19e-002 4.28e-002 
µ 0.01 1.02e-001 5.06e-002 2.25e-002 
µ 0.005 1.07e-001 5.80e-002 2.80e-002 
Table 4.8: Results of the tests 
The results from Table 4.8 show that a mutation rate of 0.01 gives the best 
results. 
4.4.1.3 Confirmation Count 
Five tests with confirmation counts of 5,10,15,20 and 40 have been carried 
out. The results are shown in Table 4.9. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
5 7.60e-002 Terminated Terminated 
10 7.80e-002 3.65e-002 1.97e-002 
15 7.82e-002 3.85e-002 2.02e-002 
20 1.02e-001 5.06e-002 2.25e-002 
40 1.08e-001 5.82e-002 2.90e-002 
Table 4.9: Results of the tests 
Table 4.9 shows that the fitness is improved when the confirmation count is 
reduced. However a small confirmation count could give bad results as the 
process can terminate quickly. The most suited confirmation count for this 
configuration is between 15 and 20. 
4.4.1.4 Phasing Ratio 
Three tests with phasing ratios equal to 0.1,0.2 and 0.4 have been carried out. 
The results are shown in Table 4.10. 
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Generations 3000 6000 10000 
0.1 9.06e-002 5.13e-002 2.34e-002 
0.2 1.02e-001 5.06e-002 2.25e-002 
0.4 2.40e-001 2.25e-001 2.15e-001 
Table 4.10: Results of the tests 
Table 4.10 shows that a phasing ratio of 0.2 gives the best results. 
4.4.1.5 Conclusion 
The parameters taken for the initial fanning process appear to have been suitable 
for this example. 
4.4.2 Validity of the Fanning Process 
The validity of the fanning process is investigated in this section. 
4.4.2.1 Flat Configuration 
The validity of the fanning process can be checked by trying the fanning function 
with a configuration where the resulting shape is already known and proven to be 
buildable. 
Consider for instance the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.45. The 
black dots represent the support that are allowed to move in the xy plane. During 
the fanning process, each one of the nodes indicating by a triangle will be 
transformed into the engagement window of a fan with upward end disposition 
with respect to the z axis. Also, each one of the nodes indicated with a circle will 
be transformed into the engagement window of a fans with downward end 
disposition. In Figure 4.45, each node represented by a triangle is surrounded by 
nodes indicated by a circle. For instance, node E is surrounded by nodes B, F, H 
and D. This means that each nexor will have one end in the upward disposition 
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and the other end in the downward disposition. For instance element DE will 
have end D in the downward position and end E in the upward position. 
Therefore, the midpoint of element DE will remain in the xy plane. For this 
reason, the elements connected to a support have half of the length of the other 
elements, as the supports must remain in the xy plane. Using the fanning process, 
this elementary configuration does indeed give rise to a flat nexorade as shown in 
Figure 4.46. 
Nexors 
L 1 x 
JýJA TB 
C 
Supports 
DEF 
GHI 
Figure 4.45: Plan view of the elementary configuration 
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Perspective view 
Elevation 
Figure 4.46: Flat nexorade 
Plan 
The values of the fitness of the nexorade in the present example is shown in 
Table 4.11. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 8.22e-003 1.49e-003 1.86e-004 
Table 4.11: Results of the test with different end dispositions 
The result of the fitness for this nexorade is good. The fitness after 10000 
generations is equal to 1.86e-04 which is 100 times smaller than the fitness found 
in the example in Figure 4.43. The good resulting fitness demonstrates the 
validity of the fanning process. 
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4.4.2.2 Conclusion 
Through the example in the above section, the fanning process has shown to be 
valid for a nexorade constituted of more than one fan. 
4.4.3 Modification of the initial data 
It has been shown in the previous sections that the fanning process was well 
implemented and the parameters used for the process were well suited for the 
example under consideration. This means that it is likely that the configuration in 
Figure 4.43 does not have an accurate solution. In order to improve the accuracy 
of the solution for the example under consideration, four modifications of the 
data for the configuration are suggested below: 
" Modification of the constraint conditions of the supports. 
" Modification of the length, engagement ratio and diameter of the nexors. 
" Modification of the styles of the fans. 
" Modification of the end dispositions of the nexors. 
The first suggestion is investigated in section 4.4.3.1, by releasing some of the 
constraints. 
The second suggestion is explored in section 4.4.3.2 by modifying the length, 
engagement ratio and diameter of the nexors in the configuration. 
The third suggestion is investigated in section 4.4.3.3, where different styles of 
fan for the configuration are explored. 
The fourth suggestion has already been studied in section 4.4.2 and will not be 
subjected to any further investigation. 
4.4.3.1 Modification of the Constraints 
Reconsider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.42, this time all the 
supports are completely unrestrained. Using the fanning process, the resulting 
nexorade of the elementary configuration in Figure 4.42 is shown in Figure 4.47. 
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Perspective view 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 4.47: Nexorade with unrestrained supports 
The fitness values for the present case is shown in Table 4.12. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 1.11 e-002 7.73e-003 6.15e-004 
Table 4.12: Results of the tests with unrestrained supports 
The fitness values for this nexorade are quite good. The fitness after 10000 
generations is equal to 6.59e-04 which is 25 times smaller than the results found 
in the example in Figure 4.43, where the supports were restrained to remain in 
the xy plane. 
To conclude this investigation, one can deduce that the constraining conditions 
have a significant effects on the results obtained from the fanning process. 
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However, from a practical point of view the complete release of the constraints is 
not necessarily useful. For instance, in Figure 4.47, the supports now have 
different positions in the z direction. If one then wants to build this nexorade, it 
will be difficult to position the supports in such a way that the ends of the nexors 
are in the correct positions in space. 
4.4.3.2 Effects of the Particulars of the Nexors 
Different particulars of the nexors are experimented in this section. Firstly, the 
modification of the cross section of the nexors is investigated. Secondly, the 
engagement ratio is explored. 
a) Modification of the Cross-section of the Nexors 
Two tests with a diameter of 0.1 and 0.025 units for the nexors have been carried 
out. These tests are discussed in the next sections. The engagement ratio is 0.3 
for both tests. 
Nexors with large Cross-section 
A nexorade with nexors having a cross-section of diameter 0.1 is shown in 
Figure 4.48. 
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Perspective view 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 4.48: Rendered nexorade with nexor diameter of 0.1 
The fitness value for this case after 3000,6000 and 10000 generations are shown 
in Table 4.13. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 1.47e-001 7.34e-002 5.75e-002 
Table 4.13: Results of the test with 0.1 diameter nexors 
Table 4.13 shows that the fitness values here are worse than those in Figure 4.44. 
The maximum gap is equal to 0.031 units which is 31 % of the diameter of the 
nexors. 
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Nexors with Small Cross-section 
A nexorade consisting of nexors with 0.025 diameter is shown in Figure 4.49. 
ý_, `Aý 
Perspective view 
Wi n`. 
ý, _'ýýý 
\ 
-ý----_9yý 
'ý.,. 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 4.49: Rendered nexorade with nexor diameter of 0.025 
The fitness values for this example are shown in Table 4.14. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 5.06e-2 2.67e-2 1.12e-2 
Table 4.14: Results of the test with 0.025 diameter nexors 
The fitness values in Table 4.14 have improved as compared to those in Figure 
4.44. The maximum gap is 4.79e-3 units, which is 19% of the eccentricity. The 
result has been significantly improved in absolute terms and also in terms of the 
relative value as compared with the eccentricity. 
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b) Modification of the Engagement Ratio of the Nexors 
Two different tests have been carried out. An engagement ratio of 0.2 has been 
taken for the first test and an engagement ratio of 0.4 for the second one. These 
tests are discussed below. In these tests the diameter of the cross section of the 
nexors is 0.05 units. 
Engagement Ratio of 0.2 
A nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.2 is shown in Figure 4.50. 
Perspective view 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 4.50: Rendered nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.2 
Table 4.15 shows the values of the fitness of the present example. 
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Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 1.98e-001 1.52. e-001 9.78e-002 
Table 4.15 Results of the test with an engagement ratio of 0.2 
The fitness values in this case are worse than those in Figure 4.44. The maximum 
gap is 3.08e-2, which is around 60% of the eccentricity. 
Engagement Ratio of 0.4 
A nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.4 is shown in Figure 4.51. 
Perspective view 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 4.51: Rendered nexorade with an engagement length of 0.4 
The fitness values for this case are shown in Table 4.16. 
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Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 4.73e-002 1.64e-002 1.04e-002 
Table 4.16 Results of the test with an engagement ratio of 0.4 
Table 4.16 shows that the fitness values have improved as compared with those 
in Figure 4.44. The maximum gap is 8.14e-3, which is 16% of the required 
eccentricity. 
4.4.3.3 Effects of the Styles of the Fans of a Nexorade 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.52. In this figure, the 
black dots represent the supports. In this example, when the elementary 
configuration is transformed into a nexorade, the nodes indicated by a hollow 
circle will be converted into engagement windows of fans with rightward style. 
In contrast, the nodes indicated by triangles will be converted into engagement 
windows of fans with leftward style. 
r 
Y 
Support 
x 
Figure 4.52: Elementary configuration 
Using the fanning process the elementary configuration in Figure 4.52 is 
transformed into the nexorade shown in Figure 4.53. 
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Perspective view 
Elevation 
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Figure 4.53: Resulting nexorade with fans of different styles 
The fitness values in this fanning process are shown in Table 4.17. The results 
are seen to be similar to the ones shown in Figure 4.44. Thus, the modification of 
the style of some of the fans has not improved the fitness values. 
Generations 3000 6000 10000 
Fitness 9.62e-002 4.59e-002 2.01 e-002 
Table 4.17: Results of the test with fans of different styles 
A new attempt is shown in Figure 4.54, where the symbols used have the same 
significance as in the previous example. The only difference with the previous 
example is that the central node is now indicated by a circle instead of a triangle. 
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Figure 4.54: Elementary configuration 
Support 
The resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 4.55. The fitness values in the present 
case after 10000 generations is 6.24e-2. This is three times worse than in the 
previous example. 
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Perspective view Plan 
Elevation 
Figure 4.55: Resulting nexorade with leftward and rightward fans 
4.4.3.4 Conclusion 
The examples considered in the above section have shown that by increasing the 
engagement ratio and/or reducing the cross-section of the nexors, the fitness 
values can be significantly improved. On the other hand, the modification of the 
style of the fans does improve the fitness values. It has been shown that the 
configuration in Figure 4.43, has no accurate solution with its initial data. 
However, if one wants to obtain an accurate solution for this configuration, then 
the diameter or/and the engagement ratio must be reduced. 
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4.5 Particulars of the Fanning Function 
The fanning process described in this chapter is implemented as a standard 
function of Formian, namely the `Fanning function'. The particulars of the 
fanning function are shown in Figure 4.56. Formex E represents the elementary 
configuration and formex G represents the resulting nexorade. Five parameters 
are involved in the fanning function, the fifth parameter being optional. The 
different parameters of the fanning function are discussed in the next sections. 
Style and disposition plenix Nexor properties plenix 
G= fan(mode, sdp, icp, nexp, option)IE - Argument 
TT 
(Elementary configuration) 
Fanning function Constraint plenix 
Figure 4.56: Particulars of the fanning function 
4.5.1 Mode 
The mode is the first parameter of the fanning function. The value of this 
parameter is an integer. There are four different modes namely, 1,2,11 and 12. 
Mode 1 modifies the length of the nexors during the fanning process. The length 
of the nexors in this case is equal to the average length of the randomly created 
nexors. Mode 2 allows one to specify the length of the nexors. 
During the fanning process one may want to the modify some parameters. In 
order to archive this, modes 11 and 12 have been implemented. For instance one 
may want to specify the length of the nexors and to modify the constraint of the 
support after 1000 generations. Thus, mode 2 will be used for the first 1000 
generations and once the process is terminated, one will modify the constraints 
and use mode 12 to continue the fanning process. The summary of different 
modes are shown in Table 4.18. 
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Average length Specified length 
Normal 1 2 
Continuous 11 12 
Table 4.18: Modes values 
4.5.2 Style and Disposition Plenix 
The second parameter of the fanning function is in the form of a `data structure' 
that is referred to as a `plenix' (plural `plenices'). A plenix is simply a `bundle' 
for holding a sequence of items such as numbers, arrays, formices, etc. Each such 
items in a plenix is referred to as a panel. 
An example of a style and disposition plenix is shown below 
- {ql, q2, {[1,2], [2,1]}}- 
Where ql and q2, that are referred to as node panels, are formices that represent 
one or several nodes of the elementary configuration. The last panel of the 
plenix specifies the styles and dispositions of the fans. The two signets namely, 
[ 1,2] and [2,1 ], provide specification for the style and disposition. 
To elaborate the first number of the first signet (that is, 1) specifies the style of 
the fans corresponding to the nodes of the elementary configuration represented 
by qi. The second number of the first signet (that is, 2) specifies the end 
dispositions for the fans corresponding to ql. Similarly, the first and second 
number in the second signet specify the style and end disposition of the fans 
corresponding to q2. 
When the number indicating the style of the fans has a value of 1, leftward fans 
will be created. If the number has a value of 2, rightward fans will be created. 
When the number indicating the end dispositions of the fans has a value of 1, the 
nexors that compose a fan will be in the upward position. If the number has a 
value of 2, the nexors that compose a fan will be in the downward position. For 
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instance reconsider the example given at the beginning of the section, the node 
panels ql and q2 will create leftward fans with downward end dispositions and 
rightward fans with upward end dispositions, respectively. 
The general form of the style and disposition plenix is: 
~{q1, q2,..., gi,...., qn, {[sdl], [sd2],... , [sdi]........ [sdn]}}- 
Where q; represents the ith node panel and sd; the signet specifying the style and 
the end disposition for the corresponding nodes. 
4.5.3 Constraint Plenix 
An example of a constraint plenix is shown below: 
-{q1, q2, {[0,1,1], [1,1,1]}}-. 
Where qj and q2 are node panels that represent the locations of the supports. The 
supports are points that could be restrained or free to move in certain directions. 
The last panel of the plenix specifies the constraint conditions of the supports. In 
this panel, each signet is composed of three numbers that represent the constraint 
conditions in the x, y, z directions for its corresponding node panel. For instance 
the signet [0,1,1 ] specifies the constraints in the x, y, z directions for the supports 
represented by ql. When a number in the signet has a value of 1, the node will be 
constrained in its corresponding direction. If a number in the signet has a value 
of 0, the node will be allowed to move in its corresponding direction. For 
instance, the supports represented by ql are free to move in the x direction but are 
restrained in the y and z directions. 
Now, consider the formex q, shown below: 
{[0,1,5,1], [0,1,5,2], [ 0,1,5,3] ............. 
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Each signet of this formex is composed of 4 numbers. The first three numbers 
represent the coodinates of a node. The fourth number specifies the element 
identification at node A as shown in Figure 4.57. 
Figure 4.57: Numbering method 
To elaborate, suppose node A belongs to an elementary configuration with three 
elements El, E2 and E3 connected to it. In order to number the elements at this 
node, the elements are projected onto the xy plane. The angle between the 
projection of the elements and the x axis are then calculated. These angles are 
taken anticlockwise from the x axis as shown in Figure 4.57. The element with 
the smallest angle takes the value of 1 and the other elements are numbered 
successively. Using this numbering method, one can specify different constraint 
conditions for elements El, E2 and E3 at node A. Suppose that one wants to 
restrain element E2 in the y direction at node A (with coordinates [0,1,5]). The 
constraint plenix for E2 would then be as follows: 
-{[0,1,5,2], {[0,1,0]}}- 
Coordinates Identification Constraint 
of node A number at conditions 
node A 
The general form of the constraint plenix is 
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"'{ql, q2,..., qi ý...... ' gn, l[Cl], 
[C2],... 
q[Ci15..... q[Cnl)),. ' 
Where q; represents the ith node panel and ic; is the signet specifying the 
constraints for the corresponding nodes. 
4.5.4 Nexor Properties Plenix 
The nexor properties plenix specifies the properties of the nexor that constitute 
the nexorade. These properties are the diameter of the cross-section of the nexor, 
the length and the engagement ratio. 
An example of a nexor property plenix is shown below 
- {ql, q2, {[0.05,1,0.2,0.3], [0.151.5,0.4,0.25]11- 
Where q, and q2 are formex expressions that represent the nexor panel. The last 
panel of the plenix specifies the nexor properties. To elaborate, in this panel each 
signet is composed of four numbers that are respectively, the diameter, the 
length, the engagement ratio of end 1 and the engagement ratio of end 2 of the 
nexor as shown in Figure 4.58. For instance, the elements represented by formex 
ql will have a diameter, length and engagement ratios of 0.05,1,0.2 and 0.3, 
respectively. The engagement ratio of end 1 of the nexors is the extremity with 
the smaller nodal number. This number is determined when the elementary 
configuration is generated. In the implementation of the fanning process, the 
engagement ratio should be less than or equal to 0.5. 
Figure 4.58: Engagement ratios of ends 1 and 2 
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The general form of the nexor property plenix is 
- {qi, q2,... , q,,......, qn, {[npi], [np2],...... , [npi].......... [ np]}}- 
Where q; represents the ith nexor panel and np; the signet specifying the 
dimensions of the corresponding nexors. 
4.5.5 Option 
The fifth parameter of the fanning function is referred to as the option panel and 
its presence is optional. This parameter is composed of seven values that are used 
for the genetic algorithms procedure. These values are the maximum number of 
generations, the number of chromosomes in the population, mutation rate, 
convergence tolerance, confirmation count, phasing ratio and the number of 
generations for display. The default value for these parameters are shown in 
Table 4.19. If the option parameter is absent then the default values will be used. 
Number of generations: 10000 
Number of chromosomes 100 
Mutation rate 0.01 
Convergence tolerance 1 e-5 
Confirmation count 20 
Phasing ratio 0.2 
Number of generations for display 10 
Table 4.19: Default values of the option panel 
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4.5.6 Output Files 
The fanning function creates four output files, namely, fan. fmx, fandata. out, 
fanhist. out, and fanconf. out. These files contain information about the fanning 
process. A summary of the information contained in these files is given below: 
" Fan. fmx: This file contains the resulting configuration of the nexorade saved 
as a binary formex file. 
" Fandata. out: This file contains the details of the procedure of the fanning 
process. For instance, the number of generations, the number of phases and 
the final drift are recorded. 
" Fanhist. out: This file contains the value of the drift for each generation. 
9 Fanconf. out: This file contains information for the continuous mode as 
discussed in section 4.5.1. 
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4.6 Examples of Nexorade 
The examples considered in this section demonstrate the potential fanning 
process. 
Example 1: Fan 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.59. The supports, 
represented by black dots, are allowed to move in the xy plane. The elements A, 
B and C are required to be transformed into nexors with a length of I unit, a 
diameter of 0.05 unit and engagement ratios of 0.2,0.3 and 0.4, respectively. 
The resulting nexorade using the fanning process is shown in Figure 4.60. Two 
Formian schemes for the generation of the elementary configuration and the 
fanning process are shown in the editory displays in Figure 4.59 and Figure 4.60. 
The value of the drift is 4e-5. This result was archived after 924 generations 
only. 
v 
x 
Figure 4.59: Elementary configuration 
(*)Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; ss3=sgrtl3; 
s1={[0,0,0; 1,1/ss3,0]}; 
s2= { [2,0,0; 1,1 /ss3 , 0] }; 
s3={[1, ss3,0; 1,1/ss3,0]}; 
struct=s I #s2#s3; 
fxnod={[ l, ss3, O], [0,0,0], [2,0,0]}; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
(*)Fanning (*) 
clear; mode=2; 
po=peximedlstruct; valp=-{po, [1,1]}-; 
dia=0.05; len=1; lam1=0.2; 1am2=0.3; Iam3=0.4; 
nexp=-{ s 1, s2, s3, { [dia, len, lam ]Jam I], 
[dia, len, lam2, lam2], [dia, len, lam3, lam3]} }-; 
fx=pan(4, I)Ifxnod; inv=-{fx, {[0,0,1]}}-; 
ngen=2000; npop=100; mrate=0.01; covt=le-5; 
cern=20; phar=0.2; ndraw=20; 
option=[ngen, npop, mrate, covt, cern, phar, ndraw]; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option)lstruct; 
use c( l , 
12); draw nex#fxnod; 
000 
Figure 4.60: Resulting fan with different engagement lengths 
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Example 2: Nexorade Composed of Fans with Different Valencies 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.61. In this 
configuration the elements have different lengths. The supports are represented 
by black dots. This supports are allowed to move in the xy plane. The resulting 
nexorade is required to have nexors with a length of 1 unit, diameter of 0.05 unit 
and engagement ratio of 0.3. 
Y 
x 
Figure 4.61: Elementary configuration 
(*)Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; 
a--([0,0,0; 1,1,0], [I, l, 0; 2, l, 0], [1,1,0; 1,2,0], 
[2,1,0; 2,0,0], [1,2,0; 0,2,0]}; 
struct=rosad(1.5,1.5,2,180)Ia#[2,1,0; 3,0,0]; 
fxnod= {[0,0,0], [2,0,0], [0,2,0], [1,3,0] 
, [3,1,0], [3,0,0], [3,3,0]}; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2); 
use vh(10,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
Using the fanning process the elementary configuration in Figure 4.61 is 
transformed into the nexorade shown in Figure 4.62. The fitness value of the 
configuration is 4.94e-5 after 30000 generations. This result is quite good. Note 
that the shape of the resulting nexorade appears to be quite different from the 
shape of the elementary configuration. 
This example shows the versatility of the fanning process as this nexorade is 
impossible to be generated using the methods discussed in chapter 3. 
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(*)Fanning (*) 
c lear; mode=2; po=pexlmedl struct; 
valp=-{po, {[1,1]}}-; 
dia=0.05; Ien=1; lam 1=0.3; lam2=0.3; 
nexp=-{struct, [dia, len, lam 1, lam2]}-; 
fx=pan(4, I )Ifxnod; 
inv=-{fx, ([0,0,1 ]) )-; 
ngen=5000; npop=100; mrate=0.01; covt=le-9; 
cem=40; phar=0.2; ndraw=50; 
option=[ngen, npop, mrate, covt, cern, phar, ndraw]; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option) lstruct; 
draw nex#fxnod; 
OOG> 
Figure 4.62: Resulting nexorade with fans of different valency 
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Example 3: Hexagonal Pattern 
Consider the elementary configuration with a hexagonal pattern shown in Figure 
4.63. The supports are represented by black dots. During the fanning process the 
supports are allowed to move in the xy plane. The resulting nexorade is required 
to have nexors with a length of 1.5 unit, diameter of 0.05 unit and engagement 
ratio of 0.3. 
v 
Ll. 
x 
Figure 4.63: Elementary configuration 
(*) Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; 
a--([ 1,1.5,0; 1,2.5,0], [ 1,1.5,0; 2,1,0], 
[0,1,0; 1,1.5,0]}; 
aa=rin(1,2,2)ltran(1, -2)Ia; 
ab=rin(1,3,2)Itranid(-3,1.5)ßa; 
au=rin(1,1,2)Itranid(-1, -1.5)la; 
ad=aa#ab#au; d=cosl30; 
struct=bb(l, d)Iad; 
p=rin(1,3,2)j[-2,4,0]#rin(1,2,6)t 
[-3,2.5,0]#rin(1,2,4)1[-2,1,0]# 
rin(1,2,2)1[-1; 0.5, O]; 
fxnod=bb(1, d)Ip; use &, c(1,43), vm(2); 
use vh(10,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
The resulting nexorade, generated using the fanning process, is shown in Figure 
4.64. The fitness value of the nexorade is 5.6e-3 after 117000 generations. This is 
acceptable from a practical point of view. 
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(*) Fanning (*) 
clear; mode=2; po=pexlmedlstruct; 
valp=-{po, {[1,1]}}-; 
dia=0.05; len=1.5; lam! =0.3; lam2=0.3; 
nexp=-{ struct, [dia, len, lam l , 
lam2] }--; 
fx=pan(4, I )Ifxnod; 
inv=-{fx, {[0,0,1]}}-; 
ngen=5000; npop=100; mrate=0.0I ; 
covt=l e-9; cern=40; phar-0.2; ndraw=50; 
option=[ngen, npop, mrate, covt, cem, phar, ndraw]; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option)Istruct; 
draw nex#fxnod; 
000 
Figure 4.64: Resulting nexorade with a honeycomb elementary configuration 
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Example 4: Diamond Pattern 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.65, consisting of 30 
elements. The supports, represented by black dots, are allowed to move in the xy 
plane. The resulting nexorade is required to have nexors with a length of I unit, 
diameter of 0.05 unit and engagement ratio of 0.3. 
Y, 
_x 
Figure 4.65: Elementary configuration 
(*) Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; 
u=cosl30; 
a=([0,0,0; 0,1, O], [0,1,0; -u, 1.5,0], [0,1,0; u, 1.5,0], 
[-u, 2.5,0; -u, 1.5,0], [u, 2.5,0; u, 1.5,0]); 
struct=rosad(0,0,6,60)Ia; 
fxnod=rosad(0,0,6,60)I([-u, 2.5,0]#[u, 2.5,0]); 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2), vh(10,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
Using the fanning process, the elementary configuration is transformed into the 
nexorade shown in Figure 4.66. The fitness value of the nexorade is 1.72e-2 after 
200000 generations. The maximum gap is 8.8e-3, that is about 8 percent of the 
eccentricity. Considering that the nexorade has only 30 nexors, the fitness value 
is rather poor. 
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(*) Fanning (*) 
clear; mode=2; 
po=peximedlstruct; valp='{po, {[1,1]}}-; 
dia=0.05; len=1; lam 1=0.3; lam2=0.3; 
nexp=-{struct, [dia, len, lam l, lam2]}-; 
fx=pan(4,1)Ifrnod; inv=-{fx, {[0,0,1]}}-; 
ngen=3000; npop=100; mrate=0.01; covt=le-9; 
cern=20; phar=0.2; ndraw=50; 
option=[ngen, npop, mrate, covt, cern, phar, ndraw]; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option)Istruct; 
use c(1,12); draw nex#fxnod; 
000 
Figure 4.66: Resulting nexorade of the elementary configuration of Figure 4.65, 
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Y 
Example 5: Hexagons and Diamonds 
Consider the elementary configuration consisting of 57 elements shown in Figure 
4.67. The nexors of the resulting nexorade are required to have a length of 1 unit, 
diameter of 0.05 unit and engagement ratio of 0.3. The supports are represented 
by black dots. These supports are allowed to move in the xy plane. 
x 
Figure 4.67: Elementary configuration 
(*) Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; 
a={[-0.5,1/3,0; 0.5,1/3, O], [-0.5,1/3,0; -1,1+1/3, O], 
[0.5,1/3,0; 1,1+1/3,0]}; 
ar=tranid(1.5,3)I{[-0.5,1/3,0; -1,1+1/3,0], 
[-0.5,1/3,0; 0.5,1/3,0]}; 
au=tranid(-1.5,3)l{[0.5,1/3,0; 1,1+1/3,0], 
[-0.5,1/3,0; 0.5,1/3,01}; 
ab=rin(1,2, -3)Itranid(1.5,1)Ia; 
ac=rin(2,1,2)Iab#rin(2,3,2)Ia#ar#au; 
d=0.5*sgrtl3; lb=bb(1, d)jac; 
struct--rosad(0,0,3,120)llb; 
pp=rin(1,2,5)Itranid(-1,2)I [-1.5,1 /3,0]# 
rin( 1,2,2)ltran(2,4) I [-1,1 +1 /3,0] # 
tranid(1, -4)1[0.5,1/3,0]#tranid(-1.5,3)1 
[-0.5,1/3,0]; 
p=bb(1, d)lpp; fxnod=rosad(0,0,3,120)Ip; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2), vh(10,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
The resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 4.68. The fitness value is 0.0286 after 
650000 generations. The maximum gap is 1.47e-2 that is 15 percent of the 
eccentricity. The value of the maximum gap is rather large as compared with the 
eccentricity. It should be noted that this nexorade consists of 57 nexors, that is 
quite large compared to the previous examples. 
This configuration has many practical advantages, such as having identical 
nexors with identical engagement ratios. The practical advantages of this 
nexorade are discussed in chapter 5. 
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(*) Fanning (*) 
clear; mode=2; 
po=pexlmedtstruct; valp=-{po, {[1,1 ]}}-; 
dia=0.05; len=1; lam 1=0.3; lam2=0.3; 
nexp=-{struct, [dia, len, lam 1, lam2] }-; 
fx=pan(4, I )Ifxnod; 
inv=-{fx, {[0,0,1]})-; 
ngen=50000; npop=200; mrate=0.01; 
covt=le-5; cern=40; phar=0.2; ndraw=10; 
option= [ngen, npop, mrate, covt, cern, phar, ndraw] ; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option)Istruct; 
use c(1,12); draw nex#fxnod; 
000 
Figure 4.68: Resulting nexorade from the elementary configuration of Figure 4.67. 
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Example 6: Hexagonal Pattern with Different End Dispositions 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.69. The nexors of the 
resulting nexorade are required to have a length of 1 unit, diameter of 0.05 unit 
and engagement ratio of 0.3. The supports, represented by black dots, are 
allowed to move in the xy plane. During the fanning process each node indicated 
by a little circle will be transformed into an engagement window of a fan with 
downward end dispositions. 
v 
L 
x 
Figure 4.69: Elementary configuration 
(*) Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; 
a={ [ 1,1.5,0; 1,2.5,0], [ 1,1.5,0; 2,1,0], [0,1,0; 1,1.5,0] }; 
aa=rin(1,4,2)Itran(1, -2)Ia; ab=rin(1,5,2)ltranid(-3,1.5)la; 
au=rin(1,3,2)Itranid(-1, -1.5)Ia; av=rin(1,2,2)Itran(2; 3)la; 
aw=rin(1,1,2)Itranid(1, -4.5)ja; ad=aa#ab#av#au#aw; 
d=0.5*sgrtl3; struct=bb(l, d)Iad; 
(*) end dispositions (*) 
p 1= rin( 1,2,2)I[-2,3,0]#rin(1,2,2)I [4,3,0]#rin(1,4,2)1 
[-1,2.5,0]#rin(1,4,2)I[-1,1.5,0]#rin(1,3,2)I[0,1,0] 
#[2,0,0]#rin(1,2,2)1[1, -0.5,0]#rin(1,2,2)I[1, -1.5,0]# 
[2, -2,0]#[2, -3,0]; 
po=bb(1, d)lp1; 
p11 rin(1,2,4)I[0,0,0]#[2,3,0]; 
poo=bb(l, d)Ip11; 
(*) supports (*) 
p=rin(1,5,2)I[-2,4,0]#rin(1,2,10)I[-3,2.5,0]# rin(1,2,8)I 
[-2,1,0]#rin(1,2,6)I[-1, -0.5,0]#rin(1,2,4)I[0, -2,0] 
#rin(1,2,2)I[1, -3.5,0]; fxnod=bb(l, d)Ip; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2); 
use vh(10,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
The resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 4.70. At the end of the 650000 
generations, the fitness value was improving extremely slowly. The fitness value 
of the nexorade is 0.0125. The maximum gap is 8.67e-3 that is 9.2 percent of the 
eccentricity. As in example 5, the maximum gap is rather large. This 
configuration has some interesting practical advantages that are detailed in 
chapter 5. 
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(*) Fanning (*) 
clear; mode=2; 
valp=-{po, poo, {[ I, 1 ], [1,2]} }-; 
dia=0.05; len=2; laml=0.3; lam2=0.3; 
nexp=- {struct, [dia, len, lam 1, lam2]}-; 
fx=pan(4,1)Ifxnod; inv=- {fx, ([0,0,1]})-; 
ngen=5000; npop=400; mrate=0.01; 
covt=le-9; cern=40; phar=0.2; ndraw=50; 
option=[ngen, n pop, mrate, covt, c ern, phar, ndraw] ; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option)lstruct; 
use c(1,12); draw nex#fxnod; 
000 
Figure 4.70: Resulting nexorade of the elementary configuration of Figure 4.69 
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Example 7: Polyhedron 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 4.71. This is the top part 
of a truncated icosahedron. The supports, represented by black dots, are allowed 
to move in the xy plane. The resulting nexorade is required to have nexors with a 
length of 1 unit, diameter of 0.05 unit and engagement ratio of 0.3. 
1 
x 
Figure 4.71: Elementary configuration 
(*) Elementary configuration (*) 
clear; 
ff[0,0,0; 1,0,0]; 
struct=pol(2,14, '[ 1 -35]', 10, [0,0; 1,0])Iff; 
P --[1,0, O]; 
fxnodpol(2,14, '[26-35]', 10, [0,0; 1,0])If; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2), 
vh(1,1.5,100,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
The fitness value of the resulting nexorade shown in Figure 4.72, is 4.2e-2. This 
result is relatively poor. The maximum gap is 0.028 unit which represents 56 % 
of the diameter of the cross-section of the nexors. This example shows the 
limitation of the fanning process. As demonstrated in chapter 3, the truncated 
icosahedron requires specific proportions between the length, engagement length 
and diameter in order to be built. Thus the parameters cannot be given by the 
user without knowing the proportion required. 
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Figure 4.72: Polyhedric resulting nexorade 
4.6.1 Summary of the results 
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(`)Fanning (*) 
clear; mode=2; 
po=pexlmedlstruct; valp=-{po, [1, l]}-; 
dia=0.2; len=5; lam l =0.2; lam2=0.2; 
nexp=-{struct, [dia, len, lam 1, lam2] } -; 
fx=pan(4, I)lfxnod; inv=-{fx, [1,1,1]}- ; 
ngen=10000; npop=100; mrate=0.01; 
covt=le-5; cern=20; phar=0.2; ndraw=10; 
option=[ngen, npop, mrate, covt, cern, phar, ndraw] ; 
nex=fan(mode, valp, nexp, inv, option)Istruct; 
use c(1,12); draw nex#fxnod; 
000 
Table 4.20 shows the summary of the results. The last column of the table gives 
the ratio between the average gap and the average diameter of nexors that 
compose the nexorade. 
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Number of 
generations 
Number of 
phases 
Fitness Average 
Gap (units) 
Maximum 
Gap (units) 
Avg WD 
Ex. 1 924 14 4e-5 7e-6 8.5e-6 0.014 % 
Ex. 2 30000 22 4.94e-5 le-5 1.24e-5 0.02 % 
Ex. 3 180000 31 5.6e-3 1.53e-3 2.23e-3 3% 
Ex. 4 200000 33 1.72e-2 4.02e-3 8.8e-3 8% 
Ex. 5 650000 34 2.86e-2 7.73e-3 1.47e-2 15 % 
Ex. 6 650000 37 1.25e-2 4.77e-3 8.67e-3 9.2 % 
Ex. 7 150000 13 5.2e-2 1.36e-2 2.8e-2 27% 
Table 4.20: Summary of the results 
4.7 Conclusions 
The implementation of the genetic algorithm for generating nexorades was 
described in this chapter. The fundamental notions of genetic algorithm such as 
genes, chromosomes, pairing, crossover and mutation were discussed. The 
influence of some of the particulars of genetic algorithm have been explored. For 
instance, it has been shown that the population of chromosomes should be 
increased when a nexorade consists of a relatively large number of nexors. 
The fanning process is found to be much more versatile than the methods 
discussed in chapter 3. Using the fanning process, one can choose the length, 
engagement ratio and eccentricity of each nexor of a nexorade. Also, the supports 
of the nexorade can be allowed to move or can be restrained in the x, y and z 
directions during the fanning process. However, there is no guarantee that a 
particular choice of length engagement ratio and eccentricity for the nexors will 
give rise to a `geometrically possible' solution. This problem has occurred in 
example 7 when the nexorade does not have a solution with the given 
parameters. 
It seems that the present implementation of the genetic algorithm fails to give 
good results for a nexorade consisting of a large number of nexors. In relation to 
Example 5, it is difficult to conclude, whether the nexorade has no solution with 
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the given parameters or the fanning process has an extremely low rate of 
convergence. 
The fanning process has been implemented as a standard function of Formian. 
Thus, the elementary configurations can be generated with the existing functions 
of Formian. 
The theory and implementation of GA for nexorades is the result of collaborative 
work between 0. Baverel and Y. Kuroiwa [23]. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Practical Considerations 
5.1 Introduction 
Ph. D. Thesis 
This chapter is devoted to practical solutions for the creation of nexorades. 
The main advantages of the nexorades are : 
" The nexors of a nexorade could have identical length, identical cross-section 
and identical engagement length. 
" By varying the engagement length, different sizes of nexorades can be built 
using the same basic configuration. 
" Nexorades have only one type of joint and this joint connects only two 
nexors. 
0 None of the components require advanced technology. 
" Only simple tools are required for the construction. 
The first two items listed above are discussed in the section devoted to the 
preferred configurations of nexorades for practical applications. The last three 
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items listed above are explained in the section on the technological solutions. In 
the last part of this chapter, several nexorades will be subjected to structural 
analysis. 
5.2 Preferred configurations 
The preferred configurations are investigated in this section. The term `preferred' 
configurations is used in the sense of configurations that have most advantages 
from a practical point of view. 
5.2.1 Barrel Vault Nexorades 
Consider Figure 5.1 that shows a barrel vault nexorade with a square pattern. 
Note that the fans of this nexorade have different styles. In Figure 5.1, the nexors 
have a length of 2.4 metres and a diameter of 0.05 metres. Nexors of each fan of 
the nexorade have an angle a of 10°, in fact, only half of the nexors have this 
angle, because the other half are horizontally disposed, as shown in Figure 5.4. 
,,, Iý 10.30 Elevation 
rightward 
fan 
Figure 5.1: Barrel vault nexorade 
Plan Leftward fan 
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The formex formulation of the barrel vault of Figure 5.1 is shown in the editory 
display of Figure 5.2. 
clear; 
(*) Input (*) 
Length=2400; alpha=10; Diameter-50; nbl=3; totangle=150; 
(*) formulation (*) 
L=Iength/2; D=diameter; lambda=(2*D)/(Tanlalpha); cal=cosl(alpha); 
sal=sinl(alpha); laI=(L-lambda); c2=(lambda)/2; 
cl =(L* cal+D* sal)-((lambda+D* sal)/2); 
(*)nexor(*) 
ja={ [0,0,0; Ial*cal, 0, lal*sal], [lal*cal, 0, Ial*sal; L*cal, 0, L*sal] 
, [L*cal, 0, L*sal; (L*cal)+D*sal, O, L*sal-D*cal] }; jb= { [lal*cal, O, Ial*sal; lal*cal-D*sal, 0, lal*sal+D*cal] 
, [lal*cal-D*sal, 0, la1*sal+D*cal; 
lal*cal- D*sal, lambda, lal*sal+D*cal], 
[ lal * cal-D * sal, lambda, lal * sa l+D * cal; lal * cal-D * sal, 1, lal * sal+D * cal] }; 
a=ja#jb; 
(*) fan (*) 
gl=ros(1,2, c 1, c2,2,180)Ia; 
g2=g1#ver(1,3,2*cal*(1-0.5*lambda), 0,2*alpha)lref(1,2*cal*(1-0.5*lambda))Igl; 
g3=ver(1,3,0,0, alpha)t(g2#ref(2,1)lg2); 
aa=(Length-lambda)+2 *(L-0.5 *lambda)*cosl(2*alpha); 
io=ticl(totangle/(4*alpha)); i2=(180-io*4*alpha)/2; 
g4=ver(1,3,0,0, (90-i2))1g3; dd=(aa)/(2*tanl(2*alpha)); 
dl=dd*cosli2+aa*0.5*sinhi2; d2=-dd*sinhi2+aa*0.5*cosli2; 
g5=ros(1,3, dl, d2, io+1, -4*alpha)lg4; g=rin(2, nbl, length+2*lal)lg5; 
use &, vh(10,10,0,0,0,0,0,0,1), vm(2); 
use c(3,13); draw g; 
000 
Figure 5.2: Formex formulation of a barrel vault nexorade 
The radius of the barrel vault depends on the length, the diameter and the 
engagement length of the nexors. The calculation of the radius of the nexorade is 
described below. 
Consider that each of the inclined nexors is tangential at its midpoint to a 
incylinder of radius R. 
Now, consider a typical 4-nexor fan of Figure 5.1 shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 
5.4. In these figures, nexors 2 and 4 are horizontal and parallel to each other. 
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Nexor 2 
ýý /ý\ 
Nexor 3 
Nexor I\z 
Nexorr4 Yql-'x 
Figure 5.3: Side of the fan 
Nexor 2 
y 
Nexor 4 
Nexor 1ý'ýýý 
e 
-------------------------- 
Figure 5.4: Elevation of the fan 
From Figure 5.4, nexors 1 and 3 are tangent to the surface of the incylinder of the 
barrel vault, with their base angle a being equal to : 
2e 
tan a=.................................................................................. 5.1 
Using the sketch in Figure 5.5, one can write : 
L-A 
tana = 5.2 2R 
This implies that: 
R 
L-A. 
= 5.3 2" tan a 
From equations 5.1 and 5.3, it follows that: 
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= 4e ............................................................................ 
5.4 
Knowing the particulars of the nexors that constitute the configuration, the radius 
of the barrel vault can be calculated. Equation 5.4 is valid only for X< L/2. 
(L-A )/2 
Nexor 3 
ýr-a 
Nexor 2R /\Nexor 
4/ Radius of 
incylinder 
exor 1/ 
0 
Figure 5.5: Elevation of the nexorade 
Equation 5.4 could also be used to give a rough evaluation of the dimensions of 
the nexorade. 
The advantages of this configuration of nexorade used for a barrel vault are: 
" The nexors have identical length, identical cross-section and identical 
engagement length. 
" Different radii of barrel vaults can be achieved by changing the value of the 
engagement length. 
When one builds a structure with different lengths of element, one has to put a 
label on each element. This adds complexity in the construction. In the present 
case labelling the nexors is not needed as all the nexors are identical. This saves 
time and simplifies the construction. 
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The radius of the (incylinder of the) barrel vault depends on the length, diameter 
and engagement length of the nexors. In particular, the engagement length can be 
conveniently changed for temporary nexorades. Thus, using the same stock of 
nexors, many different dimension of nexorades can be generated. Therefore, the 
size of the barrel vault can easily be adapted to the demands of a client. 
When the geometry of the barrel vault is modified, the cladding needs to be 
modified as well. This is not a problem as the configuration is curved in only one 
direction. To elaborate, consider the barrel vault shown in Figure 5.6. This 
configuration represents a `surface' that is curved in the xy plane and is linear in 
the z direction. Thus, this configuration is curved in only one direction. Suppose 
that this configuration is covered with a membrane. The membrane is in the form 
of `sheets' that can easily be curved to the required radius as shown in Figure 
5.7. By extending the size of the membrane, the cover can be adapted to a barrel 
vault with a larger radius as shown in Figure 5.8. 
)f 
TN 
Figure 5.6: Curvature of a barrel vault 
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Membrane bent 
along the surface of 
the barrel vault 
Figure 5.7: A membrane bent to fit the surface of a barrel vault 
Figure 5.8: Extension of the membrane to fit a larger barrel vault 
5.2.2 Hexagonal Configurations 
This family of configurations has various hexagonal patterns. The main 
advantage of the configurations described in this section is that the length, 
engagement length and radius of the cross section can be the same for all the 
nexors. 
5.2.2.1 Hexagonal Configuration 1 
Consider the elementary configuration composed of hexagons and diamonds 
shown in Figure 5.9. Using the fanning process, this elementary configuration is 
transformed into the nexorade shown in Figure 5.10. 
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(*) Elementary Configuration (*) 
clear; u=cosl30; 
a={[u, 1.5,0; u, 2.5,0], [u, 1.5,0; 2*u, 1,0], 
[0,1,0; u, 1.5,0]}; 
b={ [u, 1.5,0; 2*u, 1,0], [0,1,0; u, 1.5,0] }; 
au=rin(1,3,2*u)ltranid(-u, -1.5)Ia; 
av=rin(1,2,2*u)ltran(2, -3)la; 
aw=rin(1,1,2*u)ltranid(u, -4.5)Ia; 
bb=rin(1,4,2*u)ltran(1, -2*u)Ib; 
ad=av#au#aw#bb; 
struct=rosad(2*u, 1.5,2,180)Iad; 
p=rin(1,2,8*u)I[-2*u, 1,0]#rin(1,2,6*u)l 
[-u, - 0.5,0]#rin(1,2,4*u)I[0, -2,0]# 
rin(1,2,2 * u)j [u, -3.5,0]; 
fxnod=rosad(2*u, 1.5,2,180)Ip; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2); 
use vh(10,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
Figure 5.9: Plan view of the elementary configuration 
The nexorade is composed of identical nexors with identical engagement length. 
By modifying the engagement length the size of the nexorade will be changed. 
This means that with the same number of nexors, several sizes of the nexorade 
can be built. For this reason, this type of configuration would be well suited for 
temporary structures. Figure 5.11 shows a wooden model of the nexorade of 
Figure 5.10. 
Figure 5.10: Rendered nexorade Figure 5.11: Nexorade built with wooden sticks 
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The Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 may be imagined to consist of two hexagonal 
nexorades that are joined together, Figure 5.12. 
Figure 5.12: Two hexagonal configurations of the nexorade 
Now, consider an example where the length of the nexors is 2.4 m, engagement 
ratio is 0.2 and the diameter of the cross-section of the nexors is 0.05 m. The 
dimensions of the resulting nexorade is shown in Figure 5.13. 
Plan 
2.39mý 
18.97 m 12.74 m 
Elevation Elevation 
Figure 5.13: Resulting nexorade 
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It is interesting to note that the cladded form of the nexorade in Figure 5.13 
would be like the form shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. Which is a 
combination of two inclined barrel vaults. This means that the nexorade in Figure 
5.13 is `close' from being an addition of surfaces curved in one direction. 
Therefore, the cladding can easily be modified when the engagement length of 
the nexorade is changed to scale up or down the nexorade. 
Figure 5.14: A nexorade with a cladding 
Inclined barrel 
vault 
y 
Ground 
5.2.2.2 Hexagonal Configuration 2 
Consider the elementary configuration composed of hexagons, diamonds and a 
triangle shown in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16: Plan view of the elementary configuration 
Suppose that the length of the nexors is 2.4 m, the engagement ratio is 0.2 and 
the radius of the cross-section is 0.05 m. The resulting nexorade is shown in 
Figure 5.17. 
Perspective view 
2.18 m 
14.85 m 
Elevation 
Figure 5.17: Resulting nexorade 
The cladded form of the nexorade of Figure 5.17 is similar to the shape shown in 
Figure 5.18. In this figure, three inclined barrel vaults are shown. This illustrates 
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that this form of nexorade is a combination of simply curved surfaces. Therefore, 
this nexorade has the same advantages as the previous example in section 
5.2.2.1. 
Figure 5.18: An assembly of three inclined barrel vaults 
Several models have been built using this type of configuration of nexorade. 
Figure 5.19 shows a nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.2 and Figure 5.20 
shows the configuration with an engagement ratio of 0.3. The models have 
similar heights but the number of nexors used to build the configuration of 
Figure 5.20 is much more than the one in Figure 5.19. The details of the 
particulars of the models are shown in Table 5.1. 
Engagement length 0.2 0.3 
Length of nexors 1m 1m 
Cross-section 27*27 mm 27*27 mm 
Connection steel wire steel wire 
Number of nexors used 87 123 
Maximum height of the nexorade 2.1 m 2.2 m 
Dimension on the ground 8.5 m 14 m 
Table 5.1: Particulars of the models 
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5.2.2.3 Hexagonal configuration 3 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 5.21. 
Ph. D. Thesis 
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Figure 5.19: Nexorade with engagement ratio of 0.2 
Figure 5.20: Nexorade with engagement ratio of 0.3 
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Figure 5.21: Elementary configuration 
(*) Diamonds (*) 
clear; 
u=cosl30; 
a=( [0,0,0; 0,1,01, [0,1,0; -u, 1.5 , 0], [0,1,0; u, 1.5,0], [-u, 2.5,0; -u, 1.5,01, 
[u, 2.5,0; u, 1.5,0]); 
aa=rin(1,2, -2*u)Itranid(u, 1.5)Ia; 
a 1=a#aa; 
struct=pexIrosad(0,0,6,60)1a 1; 
p=rosad(0,0,6,60)Irin( 1,3, -2 * u) I 
[2*u, 4,0]; 
fxnod=p; 
use &, c(1,43), vm(2); 
use vh(0,0,10,1,1,0,1,1,1); 
draw struct#fxnod; 
000 
The expected form of the cladded nexorade is as shown in Figure 5.22. In this 
figure, six inclined barrel vaults are jointed together. This type of nexorade is an 
assembly of configurations curved in one direction and therefore it has the same 
advantages as the configuration shown in section 5.2.2.1. 
Figure 5.22: Expected shape of the resulting nexorade 
The model nexorade shown in Figure 5.23 was built with wooden sticks of 0.25 
m long and its height is about 0.8 m. 
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Figure 5.23: Nexorade with six hexagonal segments 
5.2.2.4 Other Hexagonal Configurations 
A large number of combinations of hexagonal configurations can be used. A few 
examples of these are shown from Figure 5.24 to Figure 5.27. 
1 
ý+ 
ýý ýý 
-7" 
40, 
At 
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Figure 5.25: A 3-segmented nexorade 
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Figure 5.26: Elementary configuration of a 3-segmented nexorade 
Figure 5.27: Elementary configuration of a 5-segmented nexorade 
5.2.3 Hexagonal Configuration with Different End Dispositions 
Consider the elementary configuration whose plan view is shown in Figure 5.28. 
The example shown in this section is similar to example 6 in section 4.6. The 
configuration is divided into 6 `regions'. Three regions will have their fans in the 
upward position and the other regions will have their fans in the downward 
position. The points along the boundary of two regions will be transformed into 
engagement windows of fans in the upward position. 
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Area where the nexors 
ends are in downward 
position 
Area where the nexors 
ends are in upward 
position 
------- 
Area where the nexors 
ends are in downward 
position y 
4 
Area where the 
nexors ends are in 
downward position 
x Area where the nexors ends 
are in upward position 
Figure 5.28: Elementary configuration for a nexorade with upward and 
downward end dispositions 
Suppose that the length of the nexors is 2.4 m, the diameter of the nexors is 0.05 
m and the engagement ratio is 0.2. Using the fanning process, the resulting 
nexorade is shown in Figure 5.29. 
"I"* 
1.95 m 
14.45 m 
Elevation 
Figure 5.29: Nexorade with upward and downward end dispositions 
Ph. D. Thesis 
Area where the 
nexors ends are in 
upward position 
----- -- 
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Views of a model nexorade, which is based on an elementary configuration 
similar to that of Figure 5.28, are shown in Figure 5.30 and Figure 5.31. The 
model is made from wooden sticks (0.25 m long) and has a height of about 0.3 
m, covering a nearly trianglar area with sides of 1.4 m. This configuration of 
nexorade has the advantage of having nexors with identical length, cross-section 
and engagement length. Also, the construction of this nexorade is simple as it is 
only using a hexagonal pattern. Experience has shown that the configuration of 
the nexorade of Figure 5.30 would not be buildable with end dispositions only in 
the upward or downward position. 
Figure 5.30: "lop view of a model nexorade with dillerent end dispositions 
Figure 5.31: Side view of a model nexorade with different end dispositions 
5.2.4 Nexorades with Square Pattern 
Consider the elementary configuration shown in Figure 5.32. In this figure, the 
black dots show the locations of the supports that are fixed in the z direction and 
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are allowed to move in the xy plane. This elementary configuration is 
transformed into three nexorades with engagement ratios of 0.1,0.2 and 0.3 as 
shown in Figures 5.33 to 5.35. The transformations are effected by the fanning 
process. In these nexorades, the nexors have a length of 2.4 m and a diameter of 
0.05 m. 
Ne 
v 
x 
Figure 5.32: Elementary configuration 
Perspective view 
2.45 ml 
"5e 
10 
10.2 m 
Elevation 
Supports 
Plan 
Figure 5.33: Nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.1 
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1.46 ml 
10 
9.98 m 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 5.34: Nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.2 
Perspective view 
1.00 ml 
30 
9.45 m 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 5.35: Nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.3 
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The dimensions of the nexorades of Figures 5.33 to 5.35 are shown in Table 5.2. 
Engagement ratio 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Height (m) 2.45 1.46 1 
Span (m) 10.2 9.98 9.45 
Table 5.2: Dimensions of the nexorades 
The nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.1 has a longer span and is also 
higher than the other two cases. To explain this phenomenon consider Figure 
5.36 where the cross section of a nexorade is shown. Suppose that the nexorade 
has a barrel vault shape. The length of one segment of this barrel vault is equal to 
c(L-X) . Thus the smaller the engagement length is, the 
longer the segment will 
be. This explains the larger size of the nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.1. 
The coefficient c in c(L-X) effects the necessary correction when the nexors are 
not in the plane of the cross section. 
C(L-X) 
H Segment 
the barrel 
LS t 
Figure 5.36: Elevation view of a nexorade 
Nexorades with a square configuration are among the simplest to build from a 
practical point of view. Such a nexorade has a dome shape as shown in Figure 
5.37. Also, as illustrated in Figures 5.33 to 5.35, when the engagement length is 
changed the size of the nexorade is changed. Different forms of cladding will be 
required for each value of the engagement ratio as the shape of the nexorade 
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shown in Figures 5.33 to 5.35 are curved in two directions. To elaborate, 
consider the nexorade in Figure 5.38, that is, in fact, the perspective view shown 
in Figure 5.33. This nexorade is curved in the xz and yz planes. When the size of 
the nexorade is increased by reducing the engagement ratio, the curvature of the 
nexorade in the xz and yz planes is increased. Thus, a particular cladding 
arrangement will be suitable for only one value of the engagement ratio. For this 
reason, a nexorade with square pattern is not as versatile as a combination 
hexagonal configurations. However, these nexorades could be used as a 
temporary structure with a specific size and a specific cladding to fit it. 
Figure 5.38: A view of a nexorade with square pattern 
Note that this type of nexorade does not have triangular faces nor triangular 
engagement windows. As a result the configuration can easily adapt itself to 
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uneven boundary conditions as shown in Figure 5.39, where a nexorade is partly 
supported on a roof. 
5.2.5 Polyhedric Nexorade 
Polyhedric nexorades are discussed in Chapter 3, where it is shown that every 
polyhedric nexorade requires specific proportions regarding the nexor length L, 
engagement length k and the eccentricity e. An implication of this is that if for 
instance the value of A. is changed then L and e are to be similarly modified. 
Now, consider the model shown in Figure 5.40. This dome has a configuration 
similar to a part of a truncated icosahedron. This nexorade consists of wooden 
nexors with a length of Im and a square cross-section of 27x27 mm. The 
geometry of this nexorade has been worked out experimentally rather than by 
mathematical formulation or genetic algorithms. This nexorade has loose 
connections made with a steel wire. Therefore, the connections, can be slightly 
moved in order to fit in. The engagement ratios of the nexors is about 0.2. 
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The nexorade in Figure 5.40 can be used as a framework for a tent with an 
appropriate kind of cover. This nexorade consists of 50 nexors, is 2.2 m high, has 
a base diameter of nearly 4.3 m, weighs around 16 kg and costs less than 10 
Euros. 
Further examples of nexorades are shown in appendix A. 
5.3 Technological solutions 
The nexors that constitute a nexorade can be made of any type of material that 
can sustain a bending moment. The most appropriate materials for this purpose 
are wood, steel and aluminium. 
5.3.1 Wood 
A nexorade could consist of tree branches connected together as shown in Figure 
5.41. This kind of nexorade requires the lowest level technology. The technology 
required to built this kind of nexorade has been available since the ancient times 
but probably has never been built in this way before. 
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Another example of a wooden nexorade is shown in Figure 5.42. In this figure, 
the wooden nexors have a square cross-section and are one metre long. Circular 
cross-sections would have been more convenient as the eccentricities between 
the centroid of the nexors would have been constant. 
r 
Bamboo seems to be well suited for nexorades, but unfortunately this material is 
difficult to find in the western European countries. Its potential remains to be 
explored. 
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Figure 5.42: Nexorade composed of wooden nexors 
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5.3.1.1 Connections 
Two methods are available for connections between wooden nexors. The first 
method is to connect the nexors with a rope as shown in Figure 5.43a and Figure 
5.43b. The second solution is to drill holes in the nexors at the locations of the 
connections. The connection between the nexors is then made with an element 
that goes though the holes of both nexors as shown in Figure 5.43c. 
Figure 5.43: Types of connections 
5.3.2 Steel and Aluminium 
Consider Figure 5.44 that shows an example of a nexorade consisting of 12 steel 
scaffolding tube nexors with circular cross-sections. The nexors have a length of 
2.4 m and circular cross-section with a diameter of 48.3 mm, that is, the standard 
diameter for scaffolding tubes. 
., ýý,, 
/r 
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Figure 5.44: Nexorade consisting of tubular steel nexors 
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5.3.2.1 Connections 
A connection in a nexorade joins only two nexors. Therefore only one type of 
connection is required for the entire nexorade. Several kinds of connections exist 
for joining two steel tubes. Scaffolding couplers are a good example of a cheap 
and simple connection for temporary nexorades. 
Scaffolding Couplers 
Consider the swivel coupler shown in Figure 5.45a. The nexors are fixed to the 
coupler. However, the connection allows the nexors to rotate in the plane P that 
is parallel to both nexors as shown in Figure 5.45b. Other examples of swivel 
couplers are shown in Figure 5.46. 
.. 
F y. 
Plane P 
rý ý 
I 
1 11 
-J 
b) 
y1 'tyý(,,, [1 
Figure 5.45: a) Connection with scaffolding couplers 
4 
b) Plane P 
Figure 5.46: Examples of swivel couplers 
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5.3.2.2 Types of Nexors 
A nexor may be: 
" an elongated element, 
"a plane truss, 
"a space truss, 
"a plate element. 
Ph. D. Thesis 
a) Elongated Elements as Nexors 
Figure 5.47 shows a fan consisting of 3 elongated nexors. The preferred cross 
section for the nexors is a circular hollow section. This has the advantage of 
having a constant eccentricity between the centroids of the nexors. This type of 
nexor has been used for all the examples of nexorades so far. 
"! ,r 
jN 
i 
S 
- :. -c.. 
'@ 
Figure 5.47: Fan consisting of elongated tubular steel nexors 
b) Plane Trusses as Nexors 
Consider the fan shown in Figure 5.48. This fan consists of 3 double layer truss 
nexors. The nexors are 4.5 m long and 0.4 m high. The plane truss nexors in 
Figure 5.48 have a much larger resistance in bending in the vertical plane as 
compared with an elongated nexor. But, on the other hand, the resistance in 
bending in the horizontal direction is only twice as large as an elongated nexor. 
The fan in Figure 5.48 requires double the number of connectors as a fan with 
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elongated nexors but the technology required remains as simple as with the 
elongated nexors. 
c) Space Trusses as Nexors 
Plane truss nexors have a strong direction and a weak direction as explained in 
the previous section. As nexors and the forces acting on them could be oriented 
in different directions in space. Space trusses can be used efficiently as nexors. 
Examples of space truss nexors are shown in Figure 5.49. Also, a fan consisting 
of 3 space truss nexors is shown in Figure 5.50. A space truss requires the same 
number of connectors as a plane truss nexor. 
Figure 5.49: Space truss nexor 
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b) 
Figure 5.50: Space truss fan a) top view of a fan b) detail of the connection 
Only specific configurations can be used to create nexorades with space truss 
nexors. To elaborate, consider Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52 where two plan views 
of nexorade are shown. The first nexorade has fans with different styles and the 
second nexorade has fans with identical style. 
Region detailed in 
Figure 5.55a 
Figure 5.51: Plan view of a nexorade that has fans with different styles 
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/ 
Region detailed in 
Figure 5.55b 
Figure 5.52: Plan view of a nexorade that has fans with the same style 
Suppose that these nexorades are required to be built with space truss nexors 
shown in Figure 5.53. 
Figure 5.53: Plan view of a space truss nexor 
In the sketches of Figure 5.56, the space truss nexors will be represented 
schematically as in Figure 5.54. 
L 
K 
Ends to be connected 
Figure 5.54: Space truss nexor representation 
The region inscribed in a dashed line in Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52 are shown in 
Figure 5.55a and Figure 5.55b, respectively. 
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a) b) 
Figure 5.55: Details of the regions inscribed in dashed lines in Figure 5.51 and 
Figure 5.52 
Suppose that the space truss nexors are used in the configurations shown in 
Figure 5.55. The configuration will then be as in Figure 5.56. 
Overlapping 
nexors 
Figure 5.56: Plan view of the configuration with space truss nexors 
The configuration in Figure 5.56b has nexors overlapping one another. This 
means that the nexors will intersect in space, therefore this configuration is 
impossible to build. 
For the space truss nexors to be used, two conditions must be satisfied: 
(1) Each fan of the nexorade must be surrounded by fans of the opposite style. 
(2) The engagement length must not exceed (L/2-K), where L and K are shown 
in Figure 5.54. 
These conditions have been discussed in section 3.4. Of the three methods 
described in chapter 3, namely, method of translation, method of rotation and 
method of extended translation, only the last one is applicable for the generation 
of nexorades with space truss nexors. 
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d) Plate Elements as Nexors 
So far only `linear' nexors have been investigated, but `plate nexors' or `surface 
nexors' can also be used. For example, consider the nexorade shown in Figure 
5.57. In this figure, the nexors are triangular plates, where each vertex of a plate 
is resting on the edge of its neighbouring plate. 
Figure 5.57: Nexorade consisting of plate nexors 
A `triangular plate nexor' has 6 engagement lengths instead of 2 for a `linear' 
nexor. This plate nexor has also 6 eccentricities instead of 4 for a `linear' nexor. 
A triangular plate nexor should be preferably composed of a triangular frame 
with a plate connected to it. The frames are then connected to one another as 
shown in Figure 5.58. The connectors used to join the frames can be similar to 
the connectors used for linear nexors. 
Plate bolted 
to the frame 
Engagement 
window 
Triangular 
l'r; imr 
Figure 5.58: Details of an engagement window 
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5.4 Applications of Nexorades 
Although nexorades can have temporary or permanent applications, only the 
temporary applications are discussed in this section. 
5.4.1 Temporary Nexorades 
In the case of temporary nexorades, they should be simple to build and one 
should use standard types of nexors and connectors. The speed of erection and 
the need for lifting equipment are also important factors to be considered for a 
temporary nexorades. 
Two different uses of temporary nexorades can be considered, namely, 
emergency shelters and cover for expositions or public events. Emergency 
shelters must require only simple lifting equipment and a simple form for easy 
assembly. For this type of application, the advantages of nexorades are obvious 
as only one type of nexor and one type of connector is required. As all the 
components of a nexorade can be standard, they can be mass produced at a low 
cost. Also, several kinds of configurations can be built using the same nexors and 
same connectors. 
In a disaster area, it is possible to drop nexors, connectors and plastic sheeting by 
plane, together with the instructions for the assembly. The people would then be 
able to build nexorades according to their needs. The most suitable 
configurations of nexorades for this purpose would be various form of hexagonal 
patterns. 
Figure 5.59 shows an example of a nexorade for temporary shelter built with 
scaffolding tubes of 2.4 m. The size of this nexorade is 8m by 8m and it is 2.3 
m high. This nexorade has been built by two people in less than one hour. The 
only tool used for the construction was a spanner. 
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Figure 5.59: Two views of a temporary nexorade consisting of scaffolding tubes 
When nexorades are used for expositions, the speed of erection become the most 
important parameter. Also, in this case, the architecture and the aesthetic of the 
nexorades are important. Nexorades with standard connections can be assembled 
quickly and a large range of different configurations can be used as discussed in 
section 5.2. 
5.5 Structural Analysis of Nexorades 
The structural analysis of some examples of nexorades has been carried out in 
this chapter. 
5.5.1 Data for Structural Analysis 
The nexorades chosen as examples for analysis consist of steel scaffolding tubes 
as nexors with 48.3 mm outside diameter and a wall thickness of 3.2 mm. This 
type of tube is the standard scaffolding tube used in industry. 
5.5.1.1 Package for Structural Analysis 
The analysis has been carried out with a finite element software package called 
LUSAS 13.2. [28] 
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Model for structural analysis 
In the structural analysis the nexors are represented with nodes and elements as 
shown in Figure 5.60. 
Element representing 
the eccentricity 
Elements representing 
nexors 
Figure 5.60: Model of nexors for structural analysis 
Type of element for analysis 
The element used for the structural analysis is an elastic 3D beam element. In 
LUSAS terminology, this element is called `3D engineering thick beam element' 
denoted by BMS3. 
Type of analysis 
Only linear analysis has been carried out. 
Jointing conditions 
The connections between the elements that compose the nexorades are 
considered fully fixed. 
Stiffness of the elements representing the eccentricity 
The element representing the eccentricity is considered to have a cross-section 
equal to the cross-section of the other nexors. 
5.5.1.2 Calculation of the Stresses 
The results from Lusas give the forces Fx, Fy, Fz and moments Mx, My, Mz at 
each end of an element. 
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The stresses along y and z axes are calculated as follows: 
STR1 =Fx+My A Zy 
STR2 = 
Fx 
-+ 
Mz 
A Zz 
Ph. D. Thesis 
Where A is the cross-section area of an element and Zy and Zz are the section 
muduli about the y and z axes, respectively. 
The locations of STR1 and STR2 are shown in Figure 5.61. These stresses may 
not be the maximum stresses in the cross-section. 
STRI 
ZL 
A,, 
STR2 
Y 
x(out of paper) 
Figure 5.61: Location of stresses STR1 and STR2 
Now, consider the cross-section shown in Figure 5.62. The maximum stress in 
this section due to bending moment is denoted by STR3. The location of STR3 
depends on the intensity of the moments My and Mz. 
ST 
, STR3 
STR2 
Figure 5.62: Maximum stress STR3 depending on 8 
The formula for the calculation of STR3 is as follows: 
STR3 = 
Mz xrx cos(9) + 
My xrx sin(g) 
+ 
Fx 
IIA 
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Where r is the outside radius of the cross-section and I is the second moment of 
area of the cross-section. 
The maximum of this function is found when its derivative is equal to zero. 
For instance, when Mz and My are identical, the derivative is equal to: 
- sin(O) + cos(O) =0 
or 
tan(O) =1 
Then 
0= arctan(1) = 45° 
If Mz is 3 times larger than My, the maximum stress is found as follows: 
-3x sin(6) + cos(9) =0 
or 
9= arctan 
1 
3= 
18.43° 
Therefore, in this example 
STR3 =Mzxrxcos(18.43°)+Myxrxsin(18.43°)+Fx IIA 
The stress STR3 will be calculated for each end of an element of a nexorade. 
5.5.2 Structural Analysis of Fans 
Case 1: 3-nexor Fan with an Engagement Ratio of 0.3 
Consider the simple nexorade consisting of a single fan shown in Figure 5.63. 
The nexors are assumed to have a length of 2.4 m and the height of the fan is 
0.16 m. The small height of the fan is due to the relatively large engagement 
ratio. This fan as well as all the other examples of fans in this chapter have a total 
loading of 3 kN. The loading consists of concentrated forces applied at the 
corners of the engagement windows. The nexors are considered to have pinned 
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supports at points indicated by black dots in Figure 5.63. The fan in Figure 5.63 
has its supports situated on a circle of radius of 2.04 m. 
1 kN load in the z direction 
on each corner of the 
engagement window 
1 kN load in the z 
direction 
0.16 m 
z 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 5.63: Engagement ratio of 0.3 
Results of the structural analysis 
Figure 5.64 shows the deformed shape of the fan of Figure 5.63. The maximum 
stress in the fan is 320 mPa and the maximum displacement is 61.7 mm. 
Original fan 
T 
Deformed fan 
a) 
`...? Region with 
maximum stress 
b) 
Figure 5.64: a) perspective view b) plan of a fan with an engagement ratio of 0.3 
The diagrams of the forces and moments for the elements of the fan are shown in 
Figure 5.65. The maximum stress results from a stress due to Fx that is equal to 
11 mPa and a stress due to My and Mz that is equal to 310 mPa. This shows that 
the fan is mainly stressed in bending. Note that the shear forces Fy and Fz have a 
higher intensity along the engagement window and that the torsional moment Mx 
creates some shear stresses along the engagement window. The same scales for 
the diagrams will be used for all the examples of fans discussed in what follows. 
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Torsion in the element 
representing the eccentricity 
0 
Figure 5.65: Diagrams of Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz 
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Case 2: 3-nexor Fan with an Engagement Ratio of 0.2 
The fan shown in Figure 5.66 is similar to that considered in case 1, with the 
difference that in the present case, the engagement ratio is equal to 0.2. The 
supports of the fan are situated on a circle of radius 2.15 m. This is about 5 
percent bigger than that for the case with an engagement ratio of 0.3 
0.24 t 
Elevation 
Figure 5.66: Engagement ratio of 0.2 
Results of the structural analysis 
The deformed shape of the fan of Figure 5.66 is shown in Figure 5.67. The 
maximum stress is 246 mPa. This is about 25 percent less than that of the case 
with an engagement ratio of 0.3. The maximum displacement is 35.2 mm. This is 
40 percent less than that of the case with an engagement ratio of 0.3. 
Original fan 
Region Deformed fan ... with 
maximum stress 
a) 
b) 
Figure 5.67: Deformed fan with an engagement ratio of 0.2 
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The diagrams of Figure 5.68 show the forces and moments for the fan of Figure 
5.66. 
Fx Fy 
Figure 5.68: Diagrams Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz 
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Case 3: 3-nexor Fan with an Engagement Ratio of 0.1 
The fan shown in Figure 5.69 is similar to those of Figure 5.63 and Figure 5.66 
but it has a smaller engagement ratio. The supports of the fan in Figure 5.69 are 
situated on a circle with a radius of 2.23 m. This is slightly bigger than that for 
the case with an engagement ratio of 0.2. 
0.46 
Elevation 
Figure 5.69: Engagement ratio of 0.1 
Results of the structural analysis 
Figure 5.70 shows the deformed shape of the fan in Figure 5.69. In Figure 5.70, 
the rotation about the z axis of the fan is much larger than in the previous cases. 
The maximum stress is 95 mPa. This is less than a third of the maximum stress 
found in case 1, with an engagement ratio of 0.3. The maximum displacement is 
7.1 mm. That is about a tenth of the maximum displacement in case 1. 
Original fan 
7 
Deformed fan 
Region with 
maximum stress 
a b) 
Figure 5.70: Deformed fan with an engagement ratio of 0.1 
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The diagrams of forces and moments of the fan of Figure 5.69 are shown in 
Figure 5.71. 
Figure 5.71: Diagrams Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz 
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Case 4: 4-nexor Fan with an Engagement Ratio of 0.2 
The fan shown in Figure 5.72 consists of 4 nexors. This fan is to be subjected to 
structural analysis. The supports of the fan are situated along a circle with a 
radius of 2.16 m (this is nearly equal to the radius of the base circle in case 2). 
The load on each corner of the engagement window in the present case is 0.75 
kN. This will make the total applied load equal to 3 kN, which is the same as the 
total loads for cases 1 to 3. 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 5.72: 4-nexor fan 
Results of the structural analysis 
The deformed shape of the fan of Figure 5.72 is shown in Figure 5.73. The 
maximum stress in the fan is 244 mPa. This is close to the value found in case 2. 
The maximum displacement is 49.3 mm. This is 40 percent bigger than that for 
case 2, with a 3-nexor fan. 
b) 
a) 
Figure 5.73: Deformed shape of a 4-nexor fan 
Diagrams of the forces and moments in the fan are shown in Figure 5.74 
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Fx 
I Fz 
My 
Fy 
IMX 
IMZI 
Figure 5.74: Diagrams of Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz 
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Case 5: 6-nexor Fan with an Engagement ratio of 0.2 
The fan shown in Figure 5.75 consists of 6 nexors. The supports of this fan are 
situated on a circle of radius 2.17 m. This is nearly the same as the radius in 
cases 2 and 4. In the present case, the load at each corner of the engagement 
window is 0.5 kN. 
Elevation 
Figure 5.75: 6-nexor fan 
Results of the structural analysis 
Deformed shape of the fan of Figure 5.75 is shown in Figure 5.76. The maximum 
stress in the fan is 197 mPa that is 20 percent less than that in the case 2 and 4. 
The maximum displacement that occurrs in the fan is 49.7 mm, that is almost the 
same as the displacement found in case 4. 
a) 
Figure 5.76: Deformed shape of the 6-nexor fan of Figure 5.75 
The diagrams of forces and moments of the fan of Figure 5.75 are shown Figure 
5.77. 
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I 
Fz 
IMY 
Fy 
IMXI 
IMZI 
Figure 5.77: Diagrams of Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz 
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The summary of the results of the structural analysis carried out for cases 1 to 5 
are shown in Table 5.1. 
Case Type of fan Engagement ratio Max. stress Max. displacement 
1 3-nexor fan 0.3 320 mPa 61.7 mm 
2 3-nexor fan 0.2 246 mPa 35.2 mm 
3 3-nexor fan 0.1 95 mPa 7.1 mm 
4 4-nexor fan 0.2 244 mPa 49.3 mm 
5 6-nexor fan 0.2 197 mPa 49.7 mm 
Table 5.1: Summary of the results of the structural analysis of fans 
Table 5.1 shows that the smaller the engagement ratio is, the smaller the 
maximum stress will be. Large differences of stresses and displacements occur 
between the cases with engagement ratios of 0.1 and 0.2. This means that one 
should keep the engagement ratio as small as possible, around 0.1 when 
practical. Also, it seems that 3-nexor fans are relatively more efficient in the 
consumption of materials than 4-nexor fans. For instance, the maximum stress in 
the 3-nexor fan with an engagement ratio of 0.2 is similar to the maximum stress 
in the 4-nexor fan with an engagement ratio of 0.2, where the 4-nexor fan uses 
33 percent more material than the 3-nexor fan. 
5.5.3 Structural Analysis of Nexorades with Square Patterns 
The structural analysis of nexorades with square patterns is carried out in this 
section. A load of I kN is applied to each comer of the engagement windows. 
This implies that the total load applied to these nexorades is 64 kN since there 
are 16 engagement windows in these nexorades as shown in Figure 5.78. The end 
of each nexor that is not connected to another nexor is considered as a pinned 
support. 
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Case 6: Nexorade with an Engagement Ratio of 0.1 
The nexorade shown in Figure 5.78 consists of 40 nexors with an engagement 
ratio of 0.1. This nexorade covers an area of 10 m by 10 m and has a height of 
2.45 
Perspective view 
2.45 
10.2 m 1'°" 
Elevation 
Figure 5.78: Nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.1 
Results of the structural analysis 
The deformed shape of the nexorade of Figure 5.78 is shown in Figure 5.79. The 
maximum stress is 115 mPa and the maximum displacement is 26 mm. 
C 
Region with 
maximum stress 
Figure 5.79: Deformed shape of the nexorade of Figure 5.78 
The diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade of Figure 5.78 are shown 
in Figure 5.80. 
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Figure 5.80: Diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade of Figure 5.78. 
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Case 7: Nexorade with an Engagement Ratio of 0.2 
The nexorade shown in Figure 5.81 is similar to that of Figure 5.78, except that 
the engagement ratio is equal to 0.2. This nexorade has a span just 2 percent 
smaller than the nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.1. 
1.46 ml 
9.98 m 
Elevation 
Plan 
Figure 5.81: Nexorade with an engagement ratio of 0.2 
Results of the structural analysis 
The deformed shape of the nexorade of Figure 5.81 is shown in Figure 5.82. The 
maximum displacement is 78 mm and the maximum stress is 257 mPa. This 
stress is about twice that for case 6. 
Region with 
maximum stress 
Figure 5.82: Deformed shape of the nexorade of Figure 5.81 
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The diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade are shown in Figure 5.83. 
Fx 
Fz 
My 
Fy 
Mx 
Mz 
Figure 5.83: Diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade of Figure 5.81 
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Case 8: Nexorade with Engagement Ratio of 0.2 and Different Styles of Fans 
The nexorade shown in Figure 5.84 is similar to that considered in case 7, with 
the difference that in the present case the nexorade consists of fans with different 
styles. Note that the dimensions of this nexorade are similar to the one in case 7. 
1.40 mI Plan 
9.82 m 
Elevation 
Figure 5.84: Nexorade with engagement ratio of 0.2 and different style of fan 
Results of the structural analysis 
The plan view of the deformation of the nexorade of Figure 5.84 is shown in 
Figure 5.85. The maximum stress is 618 mPa and the maximum deflection is 176 
mm. These results are poor as compared with the corresponding values for case 7 
that has the same engagement ratio but consists of fans with identical style. 
Region with 
maximum stress 
Figure 5.85: Deformed shape of the nexorade of Figure 5.84 
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The diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade are shown in Figure 5.86 
Fx 
Fz 
Fy 
Mx 
IMY 
Mz 
Figure 5.86: Diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade of Figure 5.84 
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Case 9: Nexorade with an Engagement Ratio of zero 
Consider the structure shown in Figure 5.87. This nexorade has an engagement 
ratio equal to zero but it has a shape similar to cases 6,7 and 8. This nexorade is 
a degenerated case of nexorade and should be referred to as a structure, to avoid 
any confusion. The structure consists of 40 elements. It has a span of 10 m, is 
2.1 m high. The elements have different lengths (between 2 and 2.14 m). A load 
of 4 kN is applied at each node. The total loading is 64 kN which is the same as 
in the previous cases. Also, the cross-section of the elements are the same as in 
the previous cases. 
1'1ý 
lom 
in- 
Figure 5.87: A structure with an engagement ratio of 0 
Results of the structural analysis 
The plan view of the deformed shape of the structure of Figure 5.87 is shown in 
Figure 5.88. The maximum stress in this structure is 80 mPa, that is about 25 
percent less than that for the case with an engagement ratio of 0.1. The maximum 
displacement is 12 mm. This is less than half the maximum displacement of the 
case with an engagement ratio of 0.1. 
Region with 
maximum stress 
Figure 5.88: Deformed shape of the structure of Figure 5.87 
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The diagrams of forces and moments for the structure of Figure 5.87 are shown 
Fx 
Fz 
Fy 
1M1 
IMZI Figure 5.89: Diagrams of forces Fx, Fy, Fz and moments Mx, My, Mz 
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The summary of the results of the structural analysis carried out for cases 6 to 9 
are shown in Table 5.2. 
Case Engagement ratio Max. stress Max. displacement 
6 0.1 114mPa 26 mm 
7 0.2 256 mPa 78 mm 
8 0.2 * 618 mPa 176 mm 
9 0 80mPa 12 mm 
Table 5.2: Summary of the structural analysis of nexorades with square pattern 
In Table 5.2, the symbol `*' indicates that the nexorade in this cases consists of 
fans with different styles. This table also shows that the nexorade with an 
engagement ratio of 0.1 gives quite good results as compared to the case when 
the engagement ratio is zero. When the results from cases 7 and 8 are compared, 
one can conclude that nexorades consisting of fans with different styles should be 
avoided when elongated nexors are used. 
5.5.4 Structural Analysis of a Combination of Hexagonal Patterns 
Consider the nexorade consisting of a combination of three hexagonal patterns as 
shown in Figure 5.90. This nexorade consists of 57 nexors and has an 
engagement ratio of 0.2. The loading for this nexorade is as follows: a load of 3 
kN is applied to each engagement window. In this type of nexorade the 
engagement windows could consist of 3 or 4 sides. Therefore a load of 1 kN will 
be applied at each corner of a triangular engagement window and a load of 0.75 
kN will be applied at each corner of a diamond engagement window. The total 
load applied to the nexorade is 90 kN. 
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2.18 m 
14.85 m 
Elevation 
Figure 5.90: Nexorade consisting of a combination of three hexagonal patterns 
Results of the structural analysis 
The maximum stress in the nexorade of Figure 5.90 is 424 mPa and the 
maximum deflection is 129 mm. The deformed shape of the nexorade shown in 
Figure 5.91 reveals an interesting behaviour. Namely, a part of the nexorade 
such as the hexagons B, C, D and the triangle A tend to rotate. This has the effect 
of creating higher stresses in all the nexors connected to these hexagons and the 
triangle. 
Region with 
maximum stress 
Figure 5.91: Deformed shape of nexorade consisting of hexagonal patterns 
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Diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade of Figure 5.90 are shown in 
Figure 5.92. 
Fx 
Fz 
IMy 
Fy 
Mx 
Mz 
Figure 5.92: Diagrams of forces and moments for the nexorade of Figure 5.90 
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5.6 Conclusions 
Several configurations of nexorades are proposed in this chapter. These 
configurations consist of hexagonal patterns, square patterns or a combination of 
hexagonal patterns. The main advantage of the proposed nexorades is that they 
consist of identical nexors with identical engagement lengths and identical 
connectors. These are particularly advantageous for temporary applications. 
Different types of nexors as well as different types of materials are investigated. 
For instance, elongated steel elements are shown to be suited to small and 
medium span temporary nexorades. On the other hand, for large span permanent 
nexorades, the nexors will preferably consist of planar or space truss nexors. 
In the last part of this chapter, several examples of nexorade have been subjected 
to structural analysis. The structural analysis of nexorades has shown that the 
engagement ratio must remain as small a possible, about 0.1 where practical. 
Also, nexorades consisting of elongated nexors with fans having different styles 
should be avoided as the stresses in the nexors are excessive. In general, it seems 
that nexorades consisting of 3-nexor fans give better results than the one with 4- 
nexor fans. The term `better results' implies that less materials will be required 
to cover the same area. This is probably due to the fact that 3-nexor fans have 
triangular engagement windows that rigidify the nexorade. Each of the analysed 
cases in this chapter requires a much deeper investigation, as the analyses 
involve a number of simplifications. For instance the cross-section of the 
elements representing the eccentricity has been arbitrarily taken equal the cross- 
section of the nexors. Also, the connections between the elements representing 
the eccentricity and the nexors have been considered fully fixed where this is not 
true when a swivel coupler is used as a connector. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 
6.1 Introduction 
A summary of the thesis as well as conclusions on the research that has been 
undertaken are discussed in this chapter. In the last part of the chapter, some 
suggestions for future work are proposed. 
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6.2 Summary 
Several aspects of the nexorades have been investigated in this thesis. 
Chapter 1 introduces the concept and the historical background. 
Chapter 2 introduces the various parameters involved in a nexorade, such as the 
eccentricity (e) and the engagement length (X). 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the configuration processing of nexorade using analytical 
geometry. Three methods are proposed for the generating of nexorade. These 
methods are the method of translation, the method of rotation and the method of 
extended translation. 
Chapter 4 investigates the use of the principle the genetic algorithm for the 
configuration processing of nexorades. The method proposed transforms a 
`normal' configuration with no engagement length and no eccentricity into a 
nexorade. This process is called the fanning process and has been implemented 
as a standard function of Formian. 
Chapter 5 explores different practical aspects of nexorades. The most suitable 
configurations for a nexorade are first discussed. Also, different types of nexors 
and different types of connectors are explored. 
6.3 Conclusions 
This thesis attempts to cover all aspects of nexorades such as configuration 
processing, practical design and structural analysis. 
The investigation of the configuration processing using analytical geometry and 
the genetic algorithm has made a major step forward for the understanding and 
use of nexorades. The concept of transforming an elementary configuration into a 
nexorade using analytical geometry or the fanning process was a major advance 
in the understanding of nexorades. The use of analytical geometry has revealed 
the importance of two of the basic parameters for regular polyhedric nexorade, 
namely, the aspect ratio and the engagement ratio. In the method of translation, 
method of rotation and extended method of translation, the length, engagement 
length and the eccentricity of the nexors are not controlled. This is a 
disadvantage from a practical point of view as the resulting nexorade from an 
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elementary configuration could have many different lengths, engagement lengths 
and eccentricities. A method using analytical geometry has been proposed to 
regularise the eccentricities in a nexorade. This is a promising method but 
requires further investigation. 
The genetic algorithm approach has shown that one can generate a large variety 
of nexorades using the fanning process in the Formian environment. In the 
fanning process, one can choose the length, engagement length and eccentricity 
of each nexor of the nexorade, but there is no guarantee that a nexorade with 
certain choice of parameters is a `geometrically possible' solution. Therefore, 
some experience of generating simple nexorades is required before using 
complex configurations. It seems that the present implementation of the fanning 
process fails to give good results for nexorades consisting of a large numbers of 
nexors. 
For practical applications, the configurations of nexorades offering the most 
advantages are the configurations consisting of hexagonal patterns, square 
patterns or a combination of hexagonal patterns. Different types of nexors could 
be used for different types of nexorades. For instance, elongated nexors can be 
used for small and medium span temporary nexorade. On the other hand, planar 
truss or space truss nexors can be used for large span permanent nexorades. 
The section on structural analysis provides a few important rules to be followed 
in the practical design of nexorades. For instance, it has been found that in order 
to keep the stresses within an acceptable range, one should keep the engagement 
ratio as small as possible, about 0.1 when practical. Also, when a nexorade 
consists of elongated nexors, one should avoid configurations with different 
styles of fans. 
6.4 Suggestions for future work 
The main areas that should be investigated for further research are: 
" Improvement of the genetic algorithm approach 
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For instance, in the fanning process instead of having a given value for the 
engagement ratio for each nexor, a range of values could be given for each 
engagement ratio. This will allow the fanning process to find a geometrical 
solution with an optimum minimum gap. 
" Investigation regarding the combination of the methods of analytical 
geometry and G-A 
A possible improved way of generating nexorades is to combine the methods 
using analytical geometry as discussed in Chapter 3 and the genetic algorithm 
approach. In particular, the method that regularises the eccentricities using 
analytical geometry as proposed in Chapter 3 could be improved by using the 
genetic algorithm to regularise the engagement length and the length of the 
nexors. 
" In-depth research into the structural behaviour of nexorades 
So far, only a rather simple structural analysis of nexorades has been carried out. 
Several points require more in-depth investigation. For instance, the stiffness of 
the element representing the eccentricity has to be evaluated more carefully. 
Also, the connection between the elements representing the eccentricities and the 
nexors is considered fully rigid in the present work, but when scaffolding 
couplers are used, the connection will be semi-rigid. Therefore, the stability of 
the system has to be investigated. 
" Improvement of practical aspects of nexorades 
Many aspects of the design of a nexorade should be explored. For instance the 
connectors could be improved to have automatic locking devices that will 
simplify the erection of nexorades. Some automatic locking devices exist already 
in industry and would be easy to adapt for nexorades. Although membrane 
covers seem to be the most suitable, the choice of covers and their connections 
need to be further investigated. In order to create nexorades with a large span the 
potentials of planar truss, space truss and plate nexors require a deeper 
investigation. As nexorades seem to be most suited for temporary applications, 
the deployability or retractability of nexorades remains to be explored. 
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Additional Pictures of Models of Nexorades 
Further examples of nexorades are shown in this appendix. Each of the 
nexorades shown has either some practical advantages or an attractive shape. 
Nexorade with Square Pattern and Different Styles of Fan 
Although this type of configuration can be used for generating barrel vault as 
discussed in section 5.1, it can also be used to create dome as shown in 
Figure. A. 1. 
,.... -.. - 
The additional feature of this type of nexorade with a square pattern is that 
different engagement length can be given to any fan of the configuration and 
keep the length of the nexor that constitute the configuration identical as shown 
in Figure. A. 2. In contrast, the nexorade in Figure. A. 3 has been found to be 
impossible to be built with different engagement length, identical nexors and 
identical style of fans. 
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length 
Perspective view 
Plan 
Elevation 
Figure. A. 2: Nexorade with different engagement length 
Region 
impossible to 
build 
Perspective view 
Plan 
Elevation 
Figure. A. 3: Nexorade with different engagement length and identical fan's style 
The plan view of a nexorade in Figure. A. 4 shows that several engagement ratio 
can be given within a nexorade with different style of fan. 
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Figure. A. 4: Nexorade with different engagement lengths 
Figure. A. 5: Inside view of a nexorade with identical engagement lengths and 
different style of fans (Built during a lecture/workshop on nexorades held in 
Nottingham university in 1999 ) 
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Figure. A. 6: nexcrade ýýith identical engagement lengths and different style of 
fans (Built during a lecture/workshop on nexorades held in Nottingham 
university in 1999 ) 
Figure. A. 7: Inside view of a nexorade with identical engagement lengths and 
identical style of fans (built during a lecture/workshop on nexorades held in the 
school of design of Denmark in 1998) 
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Figure. A. 8 : Octahedric nexorade 
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Figure. A. 9: Nexorade using the pattern of a truncated icosahedron 
(Dijon, France, 1998) 
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Figure. A. 10: Truncated icosahedric nexorade with loose connections 
l 
Figure. A. 11: Nexorade consisting of a part of a truncated dodecahedron 
Figure. A. 12: Truncated dodecahedric nexorade 
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'sq 
a) b) 
Figure. A. 13: Rectangular pattern a) plan view b) view of a model 
Figure. A. 14: A side view of a nexorade with a rectangular pattern 
m 
igot 
Figure. A. 15: Similar pattern with different forms of parallelograms 
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Figure. A. 16: Squares and Triangles pattern 
a) sketch of a plan view b)view of a model 
Figure. A. 17: Nexorade with a squares and triangles pattern (engagement ratio 0.2) 
Figure. A. 18: Dome with a squares and triangles pattern (engagement ratio 0.8) 
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Figure. A. 19: Nexorade consisting of a combination of three hexagonal patterns 
Figure. A. 20: Ground view of a nexorade (combination of three hexagonal patterns) 
Figure. A. 21: Inside view of a combination of three hexagonal patterns (lecture 
held in Nottingham university in 1999) 
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Figure. A. 22: Nexorade with an hexagonal pattern (Early test in June 1996 in the 
south of France) 
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Figure. A. 24: Nexorade with a cone like shape with a hexagonal pattern 
Hexagons and pentagons 
Figure. A. 25: Nexorade with hexagonal and pentagonal pattern (with loose 
connections) 
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Figure. A. 26: Dome with hexagons and triangles pattern 
Pentagons 
Figure. A. 27: Nexorade with pentagonal pattern (Early test in 1996, Provence, France) 
h. r, 
Figure. A. 28: 1.2 kN Dynamic load on a nexorade consisting of scaffolding tubes 
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